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Synopslr

This thesis analyses a range of Computer Aided VLSI design tools that have been developed at the

University of Adelaide. The work reviews different IC technologies and summarises some of the overall

philosophies behind the development of VLSI CAD tools. In addition, Multi Project Chip processes and

iheir relatïonship to various CAD tools is examined and thoughts offered on the merits of full custom IC

design as opposed to semi-custom design techniques. The work for this thesis has been completed over a

four and a half year period beginning in early 1982, when MPC processes were first introduced to Australia.

As a result, the comments made on VLSI design software and MPC processes are strongly associated with

the problems experienced with these topics in the Australian environment.

An investigation of a mosk level CAD toot set is made and a summary of the tools comprising the

complete set, by comparison with some early generation tooìs that originatetl from other universities such

as USC Berketey and MIT, is then offered. The work also investigates a symbolic level CAD tool set, the

VIVID system, which originated from the Microelectronics Center of North Carolina to run under the UNIX

operating system. VIVID was developed for the VMS operating system by ongoing research ai the Universiby

of Adelaìde. In addition, other tools that are generally classified as higher level tools than either mask or

symbolic level tools are also discussed for the purposes of comparing the directions of tool development.

The thesis presents a detailed analysis of the tools discussed by presenting one complete nMOS MPC

design experi.nce in detail (including testing of the fabricated product), and provid'ing information on a

,..on,ì de.sign experie¡ce for the purposes of comparison of the layout tools discussed. The results of this

work also allow comparison of two different Australian MPC processes using the nMOS technology as both

designs discussed were fabricated using different MPC processes-

A simila.r account of a detailed design experience using the CMOS technology in conjunction with the

symbolic level tools is presented and new Australian CMOS MPC process foreshadowed. This experience,

considered with the .urii., mask level design experiences, provides the basis for some final comparitive results

to be made between the retative efficiency of desìgning IC's with low level and high level tools. As a result,

the work finally presents conclusions regarding the future development of VLSI CA'D tool sets with particular

reference being made to Silicon Compilation.

The thesis trïes to draw an analogy between levels of VLSI CAD tool sets and levels of languages used

to program computers in an effort to indicate possible future directions for development of these tools. In
po.ti.rrlur, the thesis examìnes reasonõ why the symbolic level tools may prove to be the first step on the

way towards making true Silicon Compilation a reality.

Two different IC technologies, nMOS and CMOS, are used to atlow the close analysis and investigation

of these tool sets. A number of circuits have been fabricated using the tools and Australian MPC processes

and the simulated and tested results of the designs are used to verify the conclusions regarding the tools.
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CHAPTER I

IC TECHNOLOGIDS .A,ND DESIGN

l.l Introduction to ICts and a VLSI Technolory Choice

Since the invention of the first transistor by Bardeen, Brattain and Shockley in

December 1947 at Bell Telephone Laboratories, lr{urray Hitl, N.J.l1ll3l, N{icroelectronics

has progressed rapidly. Perhaps the best example of this progress is indicated by the

attempts to classify the progress in computer technolory.

(Jomputers have so far been classified into four distinct generations, with the

beginnings of a fifth currently being researchedl2l. The first four generations are all

characterised by their basic building blocks, (1) the vacuurn tube, (2) the transistor,

(3) the Integrated Circuit (IC) and (a) the Large Scale Integrated (tSI) or Very Large

Scale Integrated (VLSI) Circuit. The fifth generation on the other hand is characterised

rather by aclvances in software, in particular aclvances in Artifrciallntelligence (lf¡lzl.

Integrated Circuits are combinations of basic circuit elements , such as diodes,

transistors, capac.itors and resistors interconnectecl on a common substrate or base mate-

rial. They are fabricatecl by various processing technic¡res allowing simultaneous forma-

tion of large numbers of these clevices. Development of the planar process tec.hniques and

IC's dicl not begin until 1958, l0 years after the ìnvention of the transistorlsl. w¡th these

first IC's came the realisation of their potential and rapid development follorvedle'tl. C.

B. i\{oore, President of INTÐL Corp., produces excellent plots of statistics rvhich indi-

cate accurately the precise extent of these developments. Fig l.l relates the number of

components per chip to time since the beginning of the semiconductor industry, which

is one simple measure of IC development.

The varying scales of integration are themselves classified into four categories.

The invention of the IC in 1958 heralded Small Scale Integration (SSI- ferver than 100

l-l



Seclion l.l Inl rodtclto n

transistors per chip) ancl thc fìrst conrnìerc¡rl ICi's trnterecl the ltìarket in 1960 rvith a

Nfininru'r Feature Size of 2i¡tmlll. ìtlininrunr Feature Size has progressivelyshrunk to

the Medium scale Integrúed (MSI- less th¿n 1000 transistors per chip) lO¡^cm. the

early Large Scale Integrated (tsl- less than 10,000 transistorc per chip) spm, ancl norv

onto tlre Very LargeScale Integrated, (VISI- greater than 10,000 transistors per chip)

lpm and expected sub micrometer levelsl5l'
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Figure I.I: Go¡don Moore, P¡esidenú of INTEL Corp.r.has produced u:ucå grapbical

eviãe¡ce üo supporú.his predictions. Ifere is a plot åe produced of Number of Compo'

nents per Chip ys Time ,(i¡ce tåe Begínnìng ol th" Semiconducto¡ Industry, produced

in 1979.

M¡ìmum Fezture Size is commonly quoted as it is an indication of the sophis-

tication of a particular technology. This measure describes the minimum rvidth o[ any

of the mask level geometries for a particular technology, see Appendix A' It is expected

that the maximum scale of integration will be reached rvhen lr'linimum Feature Size

r.ecluces to approxinrately the 0. I pmlevel using currently favoured IC tc'chnologiesl7ll'
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Section 1.1 Inlrod u clio n

A number of clifferent types of IC structure exist. These include Thin-Film and

Thick-Fi[n IC's, Monolithic IC's, and Hl,brid IC's. The advances in integration to the

VLSI level have all been made using monolithic IC's.

Monolithic IC's begin with an extrenrely pure mo¡olithíc (single crl'stal) selnicon-

ductor base , which could be Germanium, Silicon, or Gallium-Arsenide, but is usually

Silicon. This base is exposed to a number of chemical deposition, etching, and diffusion

phases, patterned by photolithographic masking techniques. The result of this complex

sequence of materials-processing steps is a layered, three diurensional circuit atop and

rvithin the monolithic base. The specifrc structut'al features required for IC's include the

basic circuit elements, transistors, diodes, c-apacitors, resistors as well as isolation and

interconnection. The PN junction is the basis of operation of all semiconductor devices

rvit,h the trvo nrost important actir.e devices being, (t) the Metal-Oxide Semiconducúor

(MOS) or Insulatecl Gate Field Effect Tlansisúor (FDT) and (2) the Bipo,lar Junction

Tlansistor (BJT).

The rnask patterns, see Fig. 1.2, forming IC layouts are prepared in arrays of

squares with dimensions typically in the order ol ímm by \mm. This array of mask

patterns is designed to cover the whole area of a semiconductor wafer with a diameter in

the order of 3 to 4 inches. The individual squares are referred to as dice (chips). Each

die (chip) carries the designed circuit and can be separated and packaged individually

to perform its required function, see Fig. 1.3.

There are many dìfferent technologies available for use in fabricating monolithic

IC's. Bipolar or MOS technologies, Trarsistor ?Ìa¡sistorLogic (TTL), Integrated Injec'

tìon Logìc (I2L), Emitter-Coupled Logíc (ECt), n-càannel or p-cåannel N{OS (nMOSt

PMOS), Complementary MOS (CMOS), or Silico¡ On lnsulator (SOI) N{OS IC's to

name some of the more common technologies. The circuits that can be designed us-

ing these technologies are advantageous because of their low power consumption, small

physical size and resultant low weight and cost[9l. Not all of these are suitable for VLSI

design. Factors that must be considered in choosing a particular

l-3



Section 1.1 Inlroduclion

Figure 1.2 (a): A computer generated plot of the mask level layout of proiect C4, an

nMOS MPC design fabricated on AUSMPC May 1982. C4 implies proiect number 4 on

die C.Included is a photomicrograph of project C4 on die C.
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lnlroduclion
Seetion I.I

Figure 1,.2 (b): .4, photom ícrograpb of úhe entire dÎe c, Lnd 3 maP of dîe c índicatíng

thi position- of each of the proiects on die C'
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Introduclion
Sedion 1.1

Figure 1.3 (a): A photograph of the 4 inch AUSMPC May 1982 Multí.Project wafer

and a 40 pin pu"*â"ç *ith'th" Iid off, exposing úhe bonded die' The bonded die can

actual)y be recogniJ"d a" die H on the iaf"r, using bhe map in Fig' l'3 (b) and the

photograph of the wafer above.

l-6



Section l.l Introduction

Figure 1.3 (b): A map of the 4 ínch AUSMPC May 1982 wafer and a close up of an
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Section 1.2 The \tlil Design Philosophy

technology for design are circuit density, circuit functionality, porver consutnpt¡on

and perforntance, topological properties of the circuit for interconnection, suitability for

total systetn implernentation, and availabitity of processing facilitieslsl.

These points considered, the lr{OS technologies, in particular nlr{OS and CMOS

are attractive. N{OS devices are particularly well documented and eas¡r to design, as long

as the designer uses a set of design rules and stays arya;)' from the smallest geometries

feasiblel7l. \\¡ith a relaxed set of design rules, the performance of standard I\{OS circuit

blocks are as predictable as TTL circuitsfTl[81. Finally, both nlr{OS and CN{OS circuits

can Lre fabricated in Australia. As a result, the trvo nlonolithic IC techrrologies used

to illustrate the Computer Aided Desþ (CAD) s1'stems discussed in this text will be

nlt{OS and Clt{OS. It should be understood at this point hon'ever that while these CAD

systems are discussed in relation to these trvo technologies, most of the CAD tools are

easily modified to handle new technologies as the¡' become available.

1.2 The VLSI Design Philosophy

Just as progranìming rvas done throughout the 1950's by small groups of highly

qualified people solving problems in their orvn st¡'le, IC design ir^ the 1970's was still

done by small groups of "layout rvizards"l7lltzl. The advances in cornputer technology

have horvever introcluced porverful aicls for clesign, and s'ith the passage of time IC

processing techniques are beginning to beconle reasonably standardised. As a result,

IC design is ver,v quickl¡' becoming a routine engineering step in the development of a

special purpose s),stenì[7].

As IC process technology has moved fi'orn the LSI to the VLSI generation, new

problems for the circuit designer have rapidly eurerged. These problems can perhaps be

most conveniently grouped under the one heading, Complexity Manage*"n1lsl[tt][tz¡.

An excellent understanding of these problems can be gained by considering a layman's

analogy as presented by lt{oraleelSl relating geographical feature sizes to circuit feature

slzes.

l-8



Sectio¡t 1.2 The VLSI Desigtt Philosophg

This analogy relates a lkm square street map of London to the conìplexity in-

volved in a lmm square die size, 25¡tm feature size SSI chip. N,loralee then indicates

that a typical LSI 5mm square die with a íp,m feature size, is of similar complexity to

a 25km square street map of London, or almost the u'hole of the Greater London area

covered by the A-Z book of maps. While it is possible for anyone to hold in their minds

the details of a Ifrm square street map of London, only a London taxi driver could ever

be expected to keep mental track of a street network 625 tirnes the size.

The LSI designer is faced with a similar daunting task if he is to knorv his circuit

layout. The VLSI designer hos'ever is confronted by die sizes of around lcm square with

feature sizes of around l¡rm rvhich translates to a map covering aZSOIsrn square, or a map

which rvould fill 100 r'olumes of the A-Z book of maps and cover most of the southern

half of England. Even this scale of complexity is dwarfed by the expected mature VLSI

devices of the late 1980's rvith die sizes of 2cnz square and feature sizes of 0.25¡.tm, or a

rnap of a street netrvork rvhich rvould be 2000&m square, covering practically the whole

of central and western Burope. Obviously, a "layout wizard" becomes lost at the LSI

stage of clesign and only nerv design philosophies developed specifically to handle such

corllplexity rvill provide solutions to the problems preseuted by LSI and VLSI design.

Mudgell1] inclicates clearly some paths towards the solution of this complexity

problem by the implernentation of a structured design methodology, using a coordi-

nated design teaur aided by sophisticated (CAD) tools. Sequinll2] provides a much

fnore detailed scientific analogl' to the VLSI design complexity problem. This analogy

was touched on by lr{udgellll abo. Sequin relates in detail the VLSI design complex-

ity problem to the complexity problem faced by softrvare engineers when unstructured

programs started to grorv to lengths in excess of 10,000 lines of code. The software

complexity problem rvas alleviated by developing and adopting suitable design method-

ologies, structuring techniques and documentation styles. Many of the lessons learned

from this rvork are also applicable in the VLSI system design domain, although the VLSI

designer faces even more problems than encountered in the software design domain.

l-9



Section 1.2 The VLSI Design Philosophg

Sequinflzl concisely sunìs up the VLSI clesign process with his three conceptual

concerns:-

I Functional design: guarãnteeing proper behaviour.

2 hnplementation: fìnding a suitable structure

3 Optimization: fine tuning the phy'sical arrangement.

It is important to note that these three steps in the design process tna¡' need to

be iterated through a number of times to guarantee that the high level design decisions

made in step I can be implemented rvith the available mediurn in 2.

Design methodologies are continuallv being developed to fit these steps in the

design process. Sec¡uin proposes that the lìtore innovative methoclologies so far developed

result in design systems primarily produced by people with a strong background in

Computer Sciencel121. It is important to note that these innovative design systems

in some cases also owe their origins to people with backgrounds at lea"st as strong in

Electrical Engineerin*lt3l, ., in the case for \\Ieste and Ackland's MULGA system and

subsequentll, developed syrnbolic Iayout[13'11 ll4l sl,stems.

The trend in the development of these methodologies centres around a desire

to design fully custonr cleveloped IC's as opposed to semi-custom devices. Itor*'"*'".,

because of the restrictions on the sets of design rules that can be used rvith such design

systems, it is found that the standard processes commonly used for fabricating custotn

chips for remote designers can involve as much as a trvo-generation (factor of four)

cleficiency in performance [lll as compared to the leading eclge processes used by "in

house" clesigners. Subsec¡uently, as Sec¡uinll2l indicates, when rising development costs

for VLSI systems become comparable to the fabrication costs of tens of thousands of

devices, a faster development cycle at the expense of a less efficient irnplementation

becomes an attractive alternative for many systems. Hence the increasing popularity of

gate arrays and other semi-custom alternatives to LSI and VLSI design such as Standard

Cell systems.

l-10



Section 7.2 The VLil Design Philosoph.g

Semi-cusúom as opposed to FuII Custom design offers a "TTL Databook" type

approach to system design using gates and library cells. Generally semi-custom IC

design limits the number of layers processed by the designer in order to reduce the

complexity faced by the designer. In the case of gate arrays, a pre-processed wafer is

reconfigured using only a few mask levels. In the case of Standard Cell systems, apart

from the reduced number of layers being processed, pre-defined and pre-laid out func-

tion blocks are used, further decreasing the design complexity faced by the designer.

These pre-defined blocks are connected using routing a.nd placement routines. Both of

these approaches to VLSI design allow the designer to customize an underlying matrix

of cells. In the case of gate arrays, these cells are basic, while more complex cells up

to the MSI scale, are used in the case of Standard, or Library cell systems[l4'1][14'2]. In

both the Standard Cell and Full Custom VLSI design methodologies, an entirely new,

full set of masks are produced to process an uncommitted wafer, however, Standard

Cell design remains less efficient than full custom design in te¡ms of circuit density and

performance[13'1][14'2]. The ultimate VLSI design methodology will revolve around a

single tool which will comprise many other tools. That tool will be a Silicon Com-

piler. A Silicon Compiler will take a high level system description and automatically

translate it into correct circuit implementations in a particular technology. According

to Sequin[l2], such tools are still in their infancy and it should not be expected that

correct, economically viable solutions for arbitrary systems for all combinations of input

parameters will be found before the end of this century. Holevet, early Silicon Com-

pilation tools based on the full custom approach to VLSI design as applied to highly

constrained architectures are showing promise, notably Macpittsl14'3]. Fig 1.4 gives a

Macpitts example and is inserted at this point to briefly introduce the characteristics

of such tools to the reader. Weste[4s] explains that most current Silicon Compilers are

still characterised by a fixed floor plan. This leaves such tools with no ability to deal

with the complexity involved in contemporary full custom IC's. It is expected that, in

the future, silicon compilers will synthesise floor plans and circuits in the same manner

as a human designerl4sl.

1-11



The VLSI Design PhilosoPhY
Scctior¡ 1.9

Figure 1.4: A circuit genercted by the Macpìtts silicon compiler' The circuibs gener-

ated by current silicon compilers are stiJl quite restrícted and these tools cannot yet

be considered completely veisatile as îar as bustom IA Design is conside¡ed' The code

used to desc¡ibe tÃe ciráuft above ìs given in the fdlowìng three pages'

1- l2



Seclior 1.2

(prograrn frisc 16
(def * power)
(def * ground)
1¿s¡ + phia)
1¿s¡ * phj.b)

1¿"¡ * phic)
(def reset signal input *)
(def read signal output *)
(def write signal outpuÈ *)
(def interrupb-request signaL input *)
(def interrupt-acknowledge signal output *)
(def address port tri-state *)
(def data port i/o *)
(aet p register)
(def s register)
(def m register)
(¿ef a register)
(def b register)
(¿et i register)

The VLSI Design Philosophy

(process cpu 2
reset-cpu

(setg address 0)
(par (setq address
(par (setq address
(setq address 1)
(par (setq address
(par (setq address

(signal read))
(signal read) (setq p data))

0)
0)

1)
1)

instruct ion-f et ch
(cond ((not (eq? i t (3 2 1 o)))

(setqi(>>i4))
(cond (( = 0 i) (go instruction-fetch))

(t (setq i (> > i
((eq? i 0
((eq? i 1

((eq? i 2
(go Ínstruction-decode)

(si.gnaÌ read))
(signal read) (seÈq s data))

i 13 (3 2rO )

(ca1l constant))
(call get-s))
(call set-s))
(caII get-m))
(call load))
(cal.1 store) )
(catl goto))
(caII if))
(catt end))
(call ¡nark) )
(calt call))
(caII return))

i 14 (3 2 I 0)) (catl add))
i 15 (3 2 1 O)) (calL increment))

(call nand))
(ca]1 subtract))
(carr shifr)))))

( (eq?
( (eq?
( (eq?
( (eq?
( (eqz
( (eq?
( (eq?
( (eqz
( (eq?
( (eqr
( (eq?
( (eqz
( (eq?
( (eq?

i 4 (3 2 1 0))
i 5 (3 2 1 0))
i6(3210))

ie(3210))

i2(3210))
i3(3210))

i?(3210))
i8(3210))

i10(3210)
i11(3210)
i 12 (3 2to)

8))
(76s4))
(7654))

)
)
)
)

(7654))

l-13



The þ'Lil Desígn PhilosoPhY

constant
(catl push)
(setq address p)
(par (setq address p) (signaL read))
(par (setq address p) (signal read) (sebq a data) (setq p (+ p 1)) (return))

Sectio¡t 1.2

interrupt
(call push)
(call push)
(par (setq b n) (set,{ a P) (setq m (* s 1)) (setq address 2))
(par (setq address 2) (signal inÈerrupt-acknowledge))
(par (setq address 2)

(signal interruPt-acknowledge)
(setq p data)
(go instruction-fetch))

get-s
(caIl push)
(par (setq a s) (return))

set-s
(par (setq s a) (cal.l pop))
(go pop)

geÈ-m
(call push)
(par (setq a m) (return))

load
(setq address a)
(par (setq address a)(signa). read))
(par (setq address a)(signal read) (setq a data) (return))

store
(par (setq address b) (setq data a))
(par (setq address b) (setq data a) (signal' write))
(par (setq address b) (setq data a) (go pop))

goto
(par (setq p a) (go pop))

if
(par (cond ((<0 b) (setq p a))) (calI pop))
(go pop)

end
(go pop)

mark
(caII push)
(par (setq m (+ s 2)) (setq a m) (return))

call

t- l{



return
(par (setq p b)
(par (setq m b)

Seclíon 1.! Thc VLfl Design Phílooophy

(par (setg p a) (setq a p) (return))

(setq b a) (setq s rn) (caII pop))
(setq b a) (go pop))

add
(par (setq b (+ b a)) (So pop))

increment
(par (setq a (+ a 1)) (return))

nand
(par (setq b (word-nand b a)) (go pop))

subtract
(par (setq b (- b a)) (eo pop))

shifÈ
(par (setg a (> ) a)) (return))

push
(par (setq address (setq s (* s 1))) (setq data b))
(par (setq address s) (setq data b) (stgnal wrlte))
(par (setq address s) (setq data b) (setq b a) (return))

POP
(par (setq address s) (setq a b))
(par (setq address s) (slgnal read))
(Par
(setg address s) (signal read) (setq s (- s 1)) (setq b data) (rett¡rn))))
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Section 7.3 Aust¡øIiøn MPC's

In conclusion, the VLSI design philosophy should take into account all the prob-

lems faced by the large software system designer, and ma'ny more' Additional problems

faced by the VLSI designer are mainly based on the two-dimensional nature of IC's

and the need for physical interconnections between modules. The design methodologies

introduced in this thesis will be based on two different levels of the design philosophy.

The first will be the lowest level, mask level layout description, a.nalogous to machine

code in the software domain. The second methodology introduced' will be a higher level,

symbolic level description, analogous to assembler code in the software d'omain'

1.3 Australian MPC's

A, Multi-project Chip (MPC) is a chip containing more than one independent

circuit design, with each design being considered an independent project. Usually there

will be a number of ind,ependent MPC's all on the one wafer resulting in the term

MultiProiect warer (MPIV), see Fig's L.2 (a) and (b) and Fig's 1.3 (a) and (b).

According to Bell[l5], the structured design methodology introduced by Mead and

Conwaylsl specifically to handle the design of VLSI systems, required as an integral part

of its plan a new implementation methodology for fabrication of IC's. The previously

existing method of fabrication of one design per fabrication run could not economically

handle the large number of designers trained by the Mead and conway method. This

new methodology still had to rely on existing Foundry services that had the equipment

and knowledge to build wafers, but not to handle all the designs. The designer needs

only to know that the implementation process is something to which designs must

be sent and from which implemented and packaged. chips will be received. This idea

is consistent with the intention that the complex design problem be partitioned into

manageable blocks.

The work done by Mead. and Conway detailing the structured design methodol-

ogy used in the generation of MPC's based on mask level layouts of nMOS designs, in

conjunction with the book produced by Hon and sequin[7], presented the excellent doc-
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Secti.o¡r 1.5 Avstralian IvIPC's

umentation required ãs an integral part of the methodology. By actually documenting

the techniques involved in approaching a complex task such as VLSI design as well as

documenting a set of tools based on this methodology, these researchers have now made

it feasible for research organisabions such as universities to participate in the design and

c.onstruction of computing systems totally in silicon. According to lr{udgellll, the last

time universities could economically compete with systems designers rvas in tbe second

(transistor) generation.

Simply put, the Mead and Conrvay rnethodology for design of \/LSI systems

requires a structured approach to the mask level design of nN{OS circuits using a relaxed

set of design rules where mask generation, fabrication and packaging are handled by

a Silicon Broker or Foundryllgl rvhich rvill ultimately return fabricatecl clesigns to

the designer rvith a fast turnaround tirne, at a relatively lorv cost. The methodology

has been used in the US and in Australia for separate lt{PC fabrication runs and has

been shown to rvork successfullyllS]-[181. Most significantly, the designers creating such

systems come from diverse scientific disciplines and have already produced significant

designs. A good example of some useful clesigns proven on lr'lPC runs are Richard Lyon's

Optical Mouse Chip[20] (LIS MPC run), and a High Speed Digital Correlator designed

by J. G. Ables and A. J. Hunt[2l] lCStnO Aust. MPC run).

The frrst Australian MPC effort rvas initiated by the Commonwealth Scienúífc

a¡d I¡dustrial Rese arch Organisaüion (CSIRO) VLSI group, an organisation funded

feclerally by the Australian Government, and commenced in earnest rvith a course given

by Dr. I(. Eshraghian and Dr. D. Pucknell of Adelaide universiÛl22lllil in Adelaide in

February 1982. The results of the first and some subsequent N{PC efforts can be seen

in lr{udge ancl Clarke's reportsflTlllsl. Over the periocl of the existance of the CSIRO's

VLSI Group, rnid l98l to late 1984, 8 successful N,IPC runs, using both \pm and A¡t'm

lninimum feature size, were completed. FiS. 1.5 (a) shorvs a florvchart of the implemen'

tation systern used by the CSIRO for their MPC effort. Prornpted by CSIRO's efforts,

the Joint Microelecúro¡ics Researc.h Center (JMRC) and .Arnalgamaúed Wireless

1j
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Awtrolia¡t llPC't

DESIGN

COMMUNICAlION

IMPLEMENTATION SÏSTEH

Figure 7.5 : The Flowchart of the CSIRO AUSMPC prototyping process. ?åis process
w¿rs successfully completed I times before frnishìng in 7984. The above flowchart ìs
copied frcm the CSIRO AUSMPC 5/82 Designer's Manual.

t
I

;

*

Packaged Chtps Reburned to Designers

CSIRO \iLSI Fogram, Adelafde
lleetlng of constralnLs, Coordfnatlon, Loglstles'
Checklng, Merglng of deslgns, fnterface v¡lth
varlous vendors 1n AustraLla and U-S.

CIF to HEBES: formab converslon for electron beam mask
making : SYnl{os, HountaÍn Vlew

Hicromask, Sanba CLara

AMI, fdaho & Comdial, Sunn¡nrale

Philips, Adelaide & Promex, PaIo AIto

Mask Making:

l,Iafer FabrÍcation:

Packaging:

CSIRONET

Deslgn Community:
Designers at
.l,lnlversitles & Other Educatlonal Instltuttons
.CSIRO Divislons
.fndustrY
.Government Labs

Foj ect coordinators :

hoJecÈ coordinators (one per State) act as an

lnterface from a Stater s MPC Commtrnity to the
VLSI Èogram.
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Australasia (AWA) in Sydney set up their own MPC facility and have also been

successful in multiple lr{PC runs. Fig. 1.5 is very similar to the florvchart for the im-

plemen+"ation system used by JI{RC. The main differences arise in the Communication

biock where ACSNET[73] is used in preference to CSIRONET, and in the lrnplementa-

tion Systern block rvhere AWA was respolrsible for l\{ask l\'[aking, Wafer Fabrication and

Packaging. Betrveen 1982 and mid 1985, JN4R,C had successfully completed l0 MPC

runs using an nlr{OS 5¡lm minimum feature size process and in mid 1985 commenced

efforts tos'ards running a CN{OS N,IPC. The University of Adelaide Dept. of Electrical

ancl Electronic Ðngineering is also in the process of commencing Clt{OS N'IPC efforts.

Both JI\{RC and Adelaide tlniversity CN{OS MPC efforts rvould use A\\¡A fabrication

facilities initially.

Since Þ-cbruary 1982 rvhen the Mead and Conrvay VLSI design methodologr- was

first introcluced to Australian circuit designers, there have been numerous nlr{OS N{PC

efforis using 5pm and 4¡rm processes and the beginnings of CN'íOS N{PC eflorts resulting

in hundrecls of circuits treing protot¡'ped in silicon by remote designers rvith little or no

experience in IC design, but rvith some experience in Computer Science or Blectrical

Engineering or preferably both. The number of organisations offering N{PC runs is

beginning to grow as is the number of organisations offering CAD tools for the design of

these circuits. IC prototyping of circuits in Australia using N{PC fabrication techniques

is nolv a proven reality.

1.4 Summ.ary

The intent of this thesis is to illustrate in detail that Australian Industry, Re-

search and Design Centers and University Departtnents have the capability to allow

designers to prototype their systems in silicon at an affordable price with a fast turn

around as long as they have the appropriate Computer Aided Design facilities, both soft-

ware and hardware. This aim will be realised by analysing the effectiveness of a range

of different CAD tools as applied to the fabrication of IC's using the \lPC process. This

thesis provicles examples of the MPC process as applied to the nlr{OS technology, and

h
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Section 1.1 Summary

applies the same techniques to indicate the viability of the MPC process as applied to

the CMOS technology.

It rvill be shown that as new technologies become available, using rvell designed

tools, minor modifrcation only is necessary to prepare VLSI CAD tools for use. The

protoypes detailed in this thesis have been fabricated by different facilities both in

Australia and the US, indicating tile versatility of this method of prototyping electronic

circuits.

Different design niethoclologies will be usecl to shorv different approaches to the

complex VLSI design problem, and a comparison of their performanc.es s'ill be made.

Chapter II details the variety of tools used in mask level IC design and compares the

opelation of rnany cun'ently used tools. Chapter III inttoduces higirer level tools, based

on a symbo^ic design methodology and conìpares thern to the mask level tools. Chapter

IV rvilt provide a detailed account of tlvo nlr'fOS design experiences as a verification of

the nrask level tools and existing MPC implementation s1'stems, lvhile Cihapter V will

provide a sirnilar account of a CMOS design experience u'ith the higher level tools, and

dralv comparisons between the High Level and Lorv Level Tools.

Full custorn as opposed to semi-custom tools rvill be considered. Semi-custom

design nrethodologies, rvhile p:ornpting research into many useful C:AD tools (eg. for

automatic placement and routing), and providing economical solutions to certain design

probletns not yet handled by reasearch CAD tools and design method,ologies, will even-

tually lose favour due to their inherent disadvantages with regard to functional device

density arrd perforntance which has been shown to be an order of rnagnitude worse than

full custorn designslla'll.

As full custonr CAD tools become nìore refined, as CAD softtvare and hardware

becomes less expensive, as standard IC fabrication processes become more commonly

available in the US and Australia, and as communication netrvorks become more com-

mon and accessible, CAD tools for VLSI cìrcuit design sirnilar to those described in this
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Section 1.1 Svmmorg

thesis will be used by circuit designers as common practice in prototyping their designs.

The methods of prototyping circuits as detailed in this thesis are not new but need to

be described as an essential part of the design methodologies. Documentation is also

provided on the various Australian MPC facilities and some design experiences. Most

of the tools that are exarnined have been used by rnany designers for many MPC runs.

Some tools are totally nerv and n'ill soon be tested by fabricating and testing designs

on more MPC runs. The tools in particular provide an insight to component parts of

the ultimate tool of the future, the Silicon Compiler.
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CHAPTER II

LOW LEVEL CAD TOOLS

FOR, VLSI CIRCUIT DDSIGN AND ANALYSIS

Because VLSI design is complex, designers think of their designs not in their full

complexitg but rather as collections of parts which may be further decomposed into

other parts. This hierarchical viewpoint both expresses the designer's understanding

of his design and economises his thinking about it. All unnecessary information is

suppressed, enabling the gate, module, subsystem or system of interest to be dealt

with.

It is common to talk of these hierarchical divisions by discussing Leaf CeIIs as

opposed to Composition CeIIs. A leaf cell contains mask level geometry and usually

describes a fundamental block in a large system which may need significant replication

or which may be placed in a cell library for use in several designs. Composition cells

are groups of leaf cells or other composition cells, or both, which are combined to form

larger system blocks. The information available within the composition cells commonly

provides cell I/O connection positions and the layer on which the connection should be

made, possibly some electrical characteristics of the cell and in some cases, peripheral

mask level information[zs].

The Broker/Foundry accepts the intermediate form description of the design

layout, merges the design with others on an MPC, and then converts the intermediate

form of the merged MPC into a form that will drive the chosen patterning mecha-

nism. Currently, design files are converted to Pattetn Generator (PG) files for use by

a maskmaking firm for driving an optical or Electron Beam pattern generator, which is

the first step in maskmaking. By a series of photolithographic steps, a mask house will

produce a set of masks which a commercial fabrication house will then use to pattern
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Section 2.7 Mosk Leoel Design of IC's using MPC's

silicon ïvafers. The remaining function of the Broker/Foundry is to have the wafers

diced and packaged and yield tested before returning the chips to the designer'

A set of CAD tools should be able to represent the design in much the same

way as does the designer. Thus the basis of a set of design tools should be a data-

base representation of designs that is flexible, extensible and hierarchical. This chapter

examines some tools and their different approaches to these design principles. For

complete analysis of the tools, the ability to handle non-manhattan geometry will be

used as one of the criteria for measuring each tool's versatility'

2.1 Mask level Design of IC's using MPC's

At the lowest level of programming, machine code, or bit information is loaded

into a machine. At the lowest level of IC design, mask layouts are described by the

d.esigner. The mask level layout description of an IC design will conform to a set

of relaxed design rules as described by Mead and conwaylsl (see Appendix A)' To

adequately describe mask level layouts of IC designs in such a \May as to interface

effectively with an MPC run, a number of stages must be methodically passed through

(see Fig. 1.5).

At the mask level of IC design, the designer must first transform the circuït

and, topological level designs into a geometrical layout of the system. The design must

be verifled, so design checks discovering layout errors will be required, these checks

will usually be carried out in an iterative manner until the layout is design rule error

free. The result will be a design frle that accurately describes the layout in a particular

representative intermediate form which can be read by a Silicon Broker/Foundry' The

intermediate form used by tools discussed in this thesis is the Caltech Intetmediate

Form(Cff tzl¡. Another intermediate form at a different design level will be introduced

in chapter III, however, the basic fo¡mat that is able to be read by existing foundries

is at the lowest design level, that of mask layout'

It is important to note that the design rules used with CIF are based on a length
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uníú, À. This unit can be scaled. up or down as required to match the minimum value of a

fabrication facility,s process. That is, the À concept should produce process independent

designs. The transit time for transistors, resistance per square a.nd capacitance per unit

area will all vary from one fabrication line to another, yet the À based designs should

function correctly if the designs are logically and electrically correct. The following work

describes a¡rd makes some comparisons of a complete set of CAD tools that have been

successfully and, extensively used for the design and verifi'cation of IC's, at University

of Adelaide.

2.2 E;rnbedded LaYout Languages

Mask level layout tools use high level languages lun on general purpose com-

puting systems to provide Mask Layout languages. These Layout Languages generally

exploit the features of languages such as PASCAL or LISP to enable faster more effi'cient

digitization of designs into machine readable form (CIF). Mead and Conway[8] provid'e

an example of such a language. Other examples are DPL[23], a LISP based Layout

Language, BELLE[2a] and. CELLE[z5], PASCAL Embedded Layout Languages (see

Append.ix B). Fig. 2.1 shows an example of a Layout Language and its resultant layout.

Such Layout Languages inherit the power of the full programming language in which

they are embedded. High level programs can be written that call Layout Language

functions and vice-versa. These languages take a symbolic description of mask level

layout elements such a"s boxes, or wires at different mask levels, and process these low

level descriptions to produce an intermediate form (in this case CIF) description of the

mask layout.

The only CAD peripheral hardware requirements absolutely necessary for design

using such languages are a text editing terminal, a plotter, and some means of trans-

porting information from the computing system running the tools to the broker/foundry

organising fabrication of the design. This could be done using for example, an electronic

mail network, (eg. Ä.ustralian networks, A,CSNETI[73], or CSIRONBa[zzl¡, magnetic

k of Sydney UniversitYt ACSNET is a trademar
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tape, or even removable disks. The software requirements are a compiler for the high

level language used to embed the Layout Language, a text editor (the more versatile the

better), md a plotting routine that can take the CIF output from the Layout Language

and reproduce a ha,rd copy for investigation.

Mask Layout Languages are programs used to digitize mask level descriptions of

IC designs and therein lies a problem. A circuit designer normally considers systems

in terms of, at worst, the fundamental electronic circuit components, transistors, ca-

pacitors, resistors and wires. The IC designer using a Layout Language however must

manage the complexity of his circuit design as well as the non-trivial task of converting

that circuit design to a detailed mask layout on paper, prior to digitization. This must

necessarily be done on an absolute grid, preferably .\ : 1 grid spacing. Such digitiza-

tion techniques are quite tedious and slow relative to higher level tools for IC design,

although Mask level Layout Languages provide a more efficient digitization medium

than digitizing using CIF, which is possible but not advisable.

The advantages of Mask Layout Languages derive from the power of the parent

languages in which they are embedded. Once a significant number of designs have been

digitized and verified, a database consisting of a library of these cells can be used in

conjuction with the Layout Language for composition of systems.

It is important at this stage to indicate that most of the tools discussed in this

thesis create or accept only Manhattan geometry at the mask level. This means that all

mask geometry created or processed is parallel to the x or y axis, there are no diagonal

lines used. This design restriction significantly reduces the complexity of the IC designs

as well as the design of the tools used for their creation and analysis.

2.3 fnteractive Mask Level Geometry Editors

Geometry editors provide the ability to interactively manipulate pictorial repre-

sentations of objects on a monochrome or colour video terminal. Sections of pictures

can be inserted, deleted, moved, replaced, or operated on in much the same way as text
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Section 9.9

PROCEDIRE dynshift;

CONST

Diff-width = 2|
Diff-spaciug = 3;
Poly-width - 2i
Metal-widt! = 3;
Pol-Dif-spacing = 1;

Pol-Dif-overlap = 2i
Inpl-over-channel= 2;
Impl-to-cbannel = 2i
Gut-size = 2',

Cut-spacing = 2;
Cut-to-edge = 1;
Pwr-wi.dtb = 4;

VAR

cell-sta¡t: coordtYPe¡

. ce1l-width,cell-length: integer;
begin

setslrnno (9040) ;

define('dyn-shift');
celI-width: =33;
cell-length: =48;

Layer(Metal);
box (0, 0, cell-width, Purr-width) ;

box (0, 22, cell-wldth, 22+pvr-width) ;

box(0, 44, celI-width, 4C+pu'r-width) ;

Layer(diffusion) ;

box(t4 ,14,20,2Q) i
box(14 ,6, 17, 15) ;

box(16,6,30,8);
box(l¡l ,28,20,34);
box(14 , 33 , 17 ,42) ;
box(16,40,30 ,42) i
wire(2,19,0); y(6);
wire(2,0,35); x(6); y(l.O); x(1a);
box(15,22,19,26);

Inte¡actíve ilask Leuel Gcomeltg Editors

Layer(poly);
box(22,4,28,11) ¡

box(17,9,20,13);
box(19,9,23,11);
box(17,35,20,39) :

box(22,37,28,44) ;

box(19,37,23,39) ;

wire(2,13,1?) ; x(26) ; y(37) ;
wire(2.t2,t2); y(-11) ;

wire(2,3,33); y(59):
wire(2.11,31); x(21);

Layer(Inplant);
box(20,4 ,30, 10) ;
box(20,38,30,44);

nd(-1,34);
np(28,34);
nil(31.42);
nd(17,27);
nd(17,21);
nd(31,6) ;

dp(17, 11.0) ;

dp(8,32,0);
dp(17,37,0);

enddef;
end;
begin

dynshift;
setnoend;

eud:

Figure 2.1 (a): A copy of the BELLE Layout Language used to desc¡ibe the shift

reglster cell designed for use in proiect C4, AUSMPA May 1982.
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Figure Z.I (b): A computer generated plot of the såift register cell desc¡ibed in Fig.

2.1 (a).

E

X
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can be altered rvith a sophisticated text editor. Tools such as IC¡.nUS[sl,

¡ç¡glzzl, cÄ.ESA¡[ze], t"o*lrul, Balzs] and MAG¡ç[20'tl are all examples of in-

teractive, mask level, geometry editors.

The advaniage in using a geometrl' editor as opposed to a \{ask La¡'out Language

is that the editor can contain all of the Layout Language functions and more. As well, the

editor is able to provide visual evidence of the design developments and modifications

interactively. The advantage this brings is that no detailed layout need be done on

paper beforehand. Some STICK diagrarns may be required for design guidelines, but

even these may be unnecessary {or an experienced user of a geometn' editor.

The hardware required to use these tools is the same as that for the La¡'eu¡

Languages, plus either a monochrome or colour interactir.e graphics terminal, or both,

rvith some rnethod of manipulating cross-hairs on the terruinal. This may be done either

via the terminal keyboard, or a bitpad, or an optical or mechanical mousel20ll30l-1341.

Some typical Workstattons are shown in Fig. 2.2 (a), (b) and (c) running various

geometry editors. (Workstation is the common noun used to describe the hardrvare

used by a designer to run a complete set of VLSI design tools).

The software required for this type of tool is again similar to the Layout Lan-

guage software in its philosophy. The differences betl'een the trvo tools are that as

well as performing the layout task that the Layout Language succeeds in achieving, the

Geometry Editor also allows interactive editing of ìayout. The editing task is much

more time consuming using a Layout Language and can only be completed using an

additional softrvare tool, a Text Editor.

Commonly the structure of a geometry editor provides for a subdivision of the

program into a number of procedures corresponding to the number of functions provided

by the editor menus, A versatile editor will drive rnore than one type of graphics device

and so usually contains a number of procedures corresponding to the number of device

drivers used by the editor. Generally, a Geometry Editor is a nuch more complex
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Figure 2.2: (a) Above, an eaily model ol a colour graphics wo¡kstaüio¡. An AED512

with a colour monitor and a bit pad showing some KIC output of project C4. (b) Below,

a VISII AL 500 monochrome workstationl3O], showing some PLAN outPut of ptoject C4'

Note that üåe cross åairs in tåis case are controlled from the terminal keyboard.
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Scclion 9.5 Inleracliue iltask Leuel Geomelry Edilors

Figure Z.Z (c): Anothercolour graphícs workstation, ¿VECTRIÍ3T| with optÍcal mouse

foi cross hair control. Noúe also the monochrome terminal alongside used for displaying

ad.ditional rnerus and, allowing the use of a text editor, or alternatively some other CAD

TooI whíle viewitg tàe circuiü on úàe colou¡ monitor. .Also compa¡e úhe bulky bitpad

in (a) wibh the much more compaci opbical mouse shown here.

program than a Layout Language as it must perform the same geometry in-

stantiations as a Layout Language, it must clisplay them interactively on a graphics

peripheral, and it must also incorporate an editing capability rvhich a Layout Language

does not have

Just as Layout Languages plocluce CIF outpttt, so dc'¡ (ìeotnetry Ecliiors, but

usualll, nt>t cìirectl1,. The mar:hine readal>le r>utput forurat varies front editoÌ to editr>r.

Cìenerally, it is similar tc¡ CIF, L,¡ut not the same. Aclclitional softrvare must accompany

the ecìitor to translate from the eclitor output format to the clesired intermediate form,

in this case CllF. It is generally possible to translate from the intennediate folm to the

eclitor output forntat as rvell. Fol sonre tools, this second fttnction tends not to be as

useful, because the hierarchical fe¿tures rvlticlt are enrbedclecl in sollìe of the editors are

n< t translatal>le to cif. For exanrple, PLAN does not have a r<>utine to transfer front
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CIF to the PLAN output forlnat because of the hierarchical restrictions imposed by

PLAN on a designer.

2.3.1 Hierarchical Design Philosophies of Geometry Editors

Hierarchical information is necessary to simplify the complex IC design task. The

form this hierarchical infonnation rnay take varies from editor to editor, but a simple

comparison of I(IC, PLAN, and ET, will provide an overview of different approaches to

hierarchical IC design using geometry editors.

This comparison is based around innovations in hierarchical design strategies for

geometry editors rather than a comparison of the effectiveness of one tool for VLSI

design, rvith respect to another. The three editors named in this section each have very

simiìar geotnetry rnanipulation functions and are at different stages of development.

I(IC rvas deveìoped at the University of California, Berkeley[27], originally started as

a Master's thesis by Keller in 1981. p¡¡¡[z6l has been developed by a finn called

Integrated Silicon Design (ISD), and originated frorn a project, ¡¡pBlzs'tl carried out

by Dickinson. ET has also been developed at the University of Adelaide as the result

of research rvork by Woloszczu¡[zal[zs'tl.

I{IC provides no hierarchical design restrictions. The electrical re.ationship be-

tlveen the cells is not machine recognisable. The onus is on the designer to recognise

and account for all connections between cells at the time of composition. The only

hierarchical division of cells is a visual bounding box around the perimeter of a cell at

the time of composition. Even this hierarchical division may be freely turned on or off

by the designer using a rllenu selection called DXPAND rvhich then displays all of the

enclosed leaf and/or composition cell inforrnation rvithin this top level cell (see Fig. 2.3)

PLAN, however, provides c.onnectivity information as well as the bouncling box

around the cell. When a cell is generated, pins must be placed on the inputs and outputs

of the cell before connection can be made between cells when they are composed. These

pins only appear within a bounding box, generally on the edge of the box, and serve
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Seclion 2.3.1 Hierarchical Design Philosophies ol Geomelry Edi¿ore

Figure 2.3: The top picture såow_s_¿ non EXPANded view of Proiect c4 using KIC'

whiletåe picture a"io* shows an EXPAN ded view of the sarne design' Some inüeresüing

KIC features can be seen in tåese picüures. Firsbly the Magnifying Glass' the grided

rectangle zt the bobtom of thepicúuies providing a magnifred vìew of the contents of the

smaJl black ,"rt.ng:1" såown in t¡e top pícture-on .the 1eft of the cross åai¡s. Also the

MENU of KIC commands selectable via'the bit pad, can be seen on the Jeft hand side of

bhe pictures. At the bottom of the pictures ,ui b" sàen üåe LAYER TABLE vìewport

ind.icating the uarious mask revers used and theÍr associated colours, while immediately

aboveúhis viewpo¡t is úàe pRoMpr viewpo¡t enabring úextual inqu.ü by the designer.

Tàe hierar chy in XtC ¡s osily implied via tåe use of non EXP,{Nded bounding boxes as

in tàe top Picture-
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Seclion 2.9.2 Further Analgsis of Geometry Editors

to define the cell electrical input and output ports and act as terminal nodes for

rvires (see Fig. 2.4). It is worthrvhile noting that in PLAN only hierarchical information

is displayed at different levels of composition. That is, the designer can only view

composition cells as bounding boxes rvith I/O ports, there is no equivalent to the KIC

EXPAND menu cornmand. This restricts the designer to a strictly hierarchical design

strategy but can cause problems if connection must be made to pins internal to the

cell, (a poor design tecbnique), or if layout geometry is placed close to the edges of

the bounding boxes of composed cells, as design rules could be violated. In these

circumstauces, it is necessary to knorv the intelnal geotnetry of the cell or at least the

geometry near the edges that could possibly be involved in design rule violation. PLAN

cloes not allow a designer to see internal geometry for composed cells at the time of

composition.

ET considers the hierarchical design problem exposed in PLAN and provides

a solution to it. By restricting the designer to the same hierarchical design strategy

(although a steo backwards has been made by omitting the electrical connectivity in-

fonnation), and adding the feature of displaying mask level geometry to design rule

penetrat,ion depth at the edges of the bounding boxes of composition cells, the design

problems presented by PLAN are avoided (see Fig. 2.5).

2.3.2 Further .,A,ualysis of. Geometry Dditors

The different hierarchical attributes of the various geometry editors are not the

only differences betrveen them[261. KIC is an editor written in the programning language

çlssl ¡s run under the UND(f operating system and has been mod¡6"¿lsal to make it

portable for use on a machine running theVMSf operating system. PLAN was written

in PASCAL, to run under \¡N{S. ET rvas u'ritten in VAX-ll Ct to run under VN'ÍS,

with the intention of nraking it portable to tnachines running UNIX.

The geometry manipulation functions provided by the different editors are

UNIX is a Trademark of AT&T.
\¡N{S and VAX-I1 are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp

t
t
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Further,4 nafyrir ol Ceomettg Editors
Seclion 9.9.9

Figure 2.4: AP¿AN view of the shift register cell in Fig. 2.1. This cell is shown at leaf

ce, rever above uni ut composition revei berow. Note the åierarchical pin informaüion

that must b" rp""if.d, on t|e bounding box to enable connection between leaf cells at

the bime of compos ition, såown on thï picbure be]2wt Note t'hat at a parbicular level

of composition PLAN rilo*, only bhe hierarchical information to be seen, unlike KIC

wÀicà allows a fuII EXP,{Nsio n of the composition level down to the le¿f cell level'
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Secti,on 2.9.2 Furlher Analgsis ol Geometry Editors

Figure 2.5: Above, an ET view of a bit slice of AIISMPC 5/82, Proje.ct C4, displayíng

rou"ting over sub-cells used in the composiúio n of the cell. Below, úwo slices are composed

atongs"ide each other. Oneshows leaf cell information to Design Rule Penetration Depth,

whilá the other is the same as that shown above. Noúice the three vìewporbs displayìng

d.esìgn informatìon, as opposed to two used by KlC. The largest is úåe working vìewport,

while the hìg1ighrca i;"*port displays the original cell thab was called. The thìrd

viewport a¡spnis t.he ceJJ to be used at composition time in its correct composition

orientation.
2-14
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Sectiott 2,1 Design Rule Checkers

sirnilar, with KIC currently being the most versatile in tìris respect. This is not

surprising as it is one of the oldest of the tools considered, was developed in conjunction

with other research tools such as CABSAR and preceded others such as ¡4¡ç¡çlzo'tl.

For rnore comments on the Geometry Editing tool It{AGlC, see the concluding section,

section 2.8, csl this chapter.

The main disadvantages of geometry editors relate to the problems of designing

in mask level geornetry. The problems in converting from electrical design to mask

layouts requiring the adherence to geometrical design rules by the designer adds a

step in normal design complexity. The hierarchical advances in such editors can only

minimize the complexity involved in this conversion process, it does not rid the designer

of the conversion problem.

NoYesNon lr,Ianhattan Geometries

VMS or LINIXVN,IS or TINIXOperating Systerns

cCLanguage

GoodNoneHierarchical Restrictions

Very GoodFairHierarchical Information
Not GoodExcellentTenninal Independence

Not GoodExcellentTechnology Independence

ETKICSubject

Comparieon of Geometry
Edito¡s KIC and ET

Tab[e 2.1: A comparison of factors indìcating the versatility of two Geometry Editors.
Note that KIC is seen he¡e as úåe rnore versatile of the two tools. However, iú has been
in existance and developed over muc.h longer period. ET will be developed by ISD as

PLAN2.

The ad'r'antages of these geometry editors are based on the atrility of such tools to

cal'r'y out the convelsion fl'onr electlical design to urask level layout much lttore efficiently

and quickly, in terms of design time, than Embedded Layout Languages. Geotnetry

Editors demand much more cornputing resource than La¡'out Languages hou'ever. Table

2.1 above details some of the qualities of trvo of the editors discussed in this section on

a comparitive basis.
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Scction 2.1 Design Rule Cheekers

2.4 Design Rule Checkers

Using low level layout tools as described previously in this chapter, the chance of

an error occuring in the layout process causing a design rule viol¿tion is high[371. If the

circuit is to rvork, careful checking is rnandato.yl7!. Brror checking programs ernbody

the rules for a particular process and examine CIF files or PG tapes for violations,

reporting each instance in terms of coordinates or patterns along with the nature of

the violation. For MPC processes, the error checking tool must examine the CIF as a

remote designer will not be concerned rvith PG tapes.

Design Rules (see Appendix B) typically assign minimum distances to dimensions

of features, spacing betrveen featutes in ttre sanìe layer, and spacing between features

in different layers. Desígn RuIe Cåecking (DRC) programs ideally take the CIF de-

scription of t,he layout ancl provicle sonìe output inclicating crroÌs tvhen and where they

occur. There are a number of different approaches to design rule checking and an anal-

ysis and cornparison of a number of dìfferent design rule checking programtnes, Baker's

p¡Clszl, Noble,s ADRIC[39], Hartle¡,'s ROWA¡l+rl and ISD's CHDCK[42], rvill

highliglìt these different approaches.

Baker's DRC uses a Raster Scan method, in s'hich a small rvindorv is scanned

across the design in raster fashion, and the contents in the n'indorv are checked for design

rule violations. A  À by 4À rvindorv is used as it rvas initially presumed that this rvas

a large c:nough rvindorv to provide sufficient information to deterurine rt'hether desigrl

rules hacl been violated. Baker does ac'knorvleclge hos'ever that this DRCj produces false

et'roÌs and a larger rvindorv, say l0) by l0) is needed to detect false errol's arising

from geometries that are close together, are separated, but are electrically connected.

An example of such a situation can l;e seen in Fig. 2.6. Dven the larger rvindorv

modification lvill not always delete all such erroÌs.

Apart from false errors, this DRC'I s1'st,em has a number of other disadl'antages.

It is not verl'fast because it steps across ever)' square of the design, even for large
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Section 2.1.1 Ilierarchical Desigtr Rule Checking

empty spaces. It has no hierarchical structure, the sanìe error is reportecl everl' t¡tlìe

it is encountered. Finall¡', the clesign rules for a part¡cular ¡lìanufacturing technoloçv

are intricately' enrbocliecl in the progranr ntaking this tool l'ery inflexible rvith regard

to technology change. It rvould be a tnajor task to nrodifl' this progranl to accept

a nerv set of clesign rules. Baker's DRC| does accept non-nranhattan geotttetries, but

it approximates them in such a rvay that it urakes certain rvidth and spacing checks

i¡rpossible to perfornr[3])1. Baker's DRC rvas originally rvritten in C under the tiNIN

operating systetn and transportecl to run ttncler \¡N'iS.

s

q

Figure 2.6: The buttíng contact alongside the depletion mode transistor above, while

connected to the úransistor, can be seen as erro¡eous by Baker's DRC jf tùe úra¡sisúor

to contact join falls outside the raster window,

2.4.1 Hierarchical Design Rule Checking

Hierarchical design rule checkers exploit the hierarchy of a design by flrst checking

leaf cells. then checking symbols which instance only leaf cells and CIF primitives, and

sultsequentll. repeating this pl'ocess until the highest level of cotttposition is reached.

ADRICj is an exanrple of such a DRC. Apart from a clifferent method to Baker's

DRC, ADRICj also incorporates llieral'c.hical design rule checking based on the rvork

done in Whitney's IIDRC, Algorithml{O!, although ADRIC, unlike HDRC rvas designed

to accept C|IF.
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Section 2.1.1 Ei.erarchícal D esigtr Rule Checkíng

The hierarchical philosophy used by ADRIC applies restraints on the designer at

the layout stage. During each run, ADRIC will only check what has not been checked

before unless a previously chec.ked and validated symbol has been altered. ADR'IC forc.es

the designer to check each level of the hierarchy as it is completed. This is because it

can only check those syrnbol definitions rvhich exclusively instance previously validated

symbols. If the designer runs ADRIC regularly, this causes no problems, otherrvise

the designer may find that several runs of ADRIC are necessarl' to reach the current

level of composition. This restraint could be annoying unless it was to be implemented

automatically at the time of composition.

The Polygon method of design rule checking used by ADRIC applies contraction

ancl expansion to the features of the la¡'out. These features are stored as polygons and

if two of these polygons overlap rvhen they are expancled by a certain amount, then

they are too close together and a design rule is violated. This type of DRC operates

by referrin; to a table indicating rvhich features are to be expanded or contracted and

by how much for each design rule for the technology. ADRIC is a much less technology

clepenclent tool than Baker's DRC and together rvith its hierarchical anall'sis algorithm,

implements sotne good concepts. Horvever, it can be rather slow and consumes large

amounts of storage space. Although ADRIC was never completed, it provided useful

background research for ROWAN. ADRIC was rvritten in PASCAL under the VN{S

operating s¡'stent.

ROWAN is based on the DRC, LYRA[4l], rvhich is rvritten in LISP. The checking

philosophy used by this tool is corner based. The rules are only checked at the corners

of features on the layout because if a design rule is broken, then there must be a corner

at whic.h the violation either tregins or encls, or l-¡oth. This DRO is also hierarchical

although the hierarchical philosophy of ROWAN is different to that of ADRIC. ROWAN

will take a design at any level of cornposition and check for errors without having

to iteratively run the checker for all unvalidated cells, at each level of the hierarchy.

ROWAN takes acìr'antage of the fact that CIF albws structurecl clesigns in rvhich certain
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Section 2.1.2 Technology Independent Design Rule Checking

basic circuits can be defined as symbols, and then be incorporated in larger circuits by

just calling the symbo.l. If the design is done like this in a repetitive fashion, a tree-like

structure results.

ROWAN exploits this structure to speed up the design rule checking and reduce

the number of error reports made for the same error. ROWAN does this by using a

bounding box concept similar to that used in PLAì\ for individual cells. This cell is

checked once, when it is defined, and skipped when it is called later as long as no CIF

prirnitives intrude within the bounding box. If CIF prirnitives do intrude within the

bounding box, the cell will be checked.

If it is possible to skip a symbol rvhen it is called, a thin boundary layer, similar

to that appearing in ET, must still be checked for errors involving objects surrounding

the s¡'mbol call. So if a symbol has been checked upon definition, then most of the data

structure of that symbol may then be discarded, leaving just the boundary layer, which

is then called as if it rvere the complete symbol. Certain layout restrictions are placed

on the cìesigner. To eflectively use the hierarchical features of ROWAN, a designer

must adhere to rules about the cell bounding box, see Fig. 2.7. If these rules are not

obeyed, RO\VAN cannot detect hierarchy and will check all cells which are intruded

upon. The hierarchical features of ROWAN provide great speed increases, especially on

sparse designs, as long as the designer conforms to the hierarchical layout restrictions.

2.4.2 Technology Ind.ependent Design Rule Checking

Technology Independent Design Rule checking calls for increased input to t,he

DRC Tool. ROVVAN includes a separate PASCAL progranìrìre caìled a design rule

compilerl4zl. Thir programme takes a text file describing the design rules for a particular

fabrication technology and produces a conìplete set of tables suitable for use by ROS¡AN.

This file is called a Technology File. The language used for expressing the rules in this

file is an embedded language and is actually a restricted list of PASCAL procedures.

This feature of ROWAN has already been exploited to provide accurate checks of designs

I

k
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Secli,on 2.J.2 Technology Independent Desígn Rule Chechìng

under a nurnber of different technologies at the University of Adelaide. These

technologies are, the Mead and Conway nMOS technolory, trvo Jeú Propulsion Labora-

úory (JPL) CII\,fOS technologies, and the Eshraghian and Westel+sl CN{OS technology.

These Tec.hnology- Files contain an average of about 65 statements.

'Ihe obvious advantage of a Technology File means a new Design Rule Checker

can sirnply be created within a few hours, for any technology using geometrical design

layo¡t rules. This feature alone makes ROWAN a very versatile tool, but consiclering

its hierarçhical checking algorithm,.its effic.ient storage and speed of operation, it is

considered to be an extremely flexible DRC. ROWAN is another tool that does not

accept non-manhattan geometries.

Another DRC, CHBCfI+2'll, i, an extension of rvork done in ROWAN which

makes it an even more versatile DRC. Like ROWAN, its checking is corner based, uses

a technology file, but can either be run as an hierarchical checker like ROWAN, or as a

non-hierarchical tile based DRC.

In its tile based rnocle of operation, a design is split into a number of square

n,indorvs, ususally 512À square but with some flexibility to cater for small designs,

n'hich contpletely cover the design area. Each of the tiles ntaking up the complete

design are checked individually. As a result, any hierarchy involved in the design is

lost at the tile partitioning stage. This methocl of analysis is used in CHECII( as even

ntodest sized IC designs require the use of mole \¡iltual lt'Iemoly than can currently be

reasonably allocated to users on a multi-user computer. As a result, if CHECI{ were to

be operated rvithout its tiling feattre, its algorithtn rvould place severe restrictions on

the size of circuits designed on rnulti-user systems.

Most designers find it difficult to confine thetnselves to the hierarc.hical design

restrictions placed upon them by the DR,C's ROWAN and CHECI( for tnost efficient use

of their hielarchical checking features. Non-hieralchical designs require very signifrcant

anounts of storage for checking using the hierarchical routines. The tile based approach
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Section 2.1.3 Desígn Rule Checþing Inpul and Output

was implemented to avoid this problem.

An unusual feature of CHECK provides for the optirtrization of the input CIF

code. This feature takes hierarchical CIF and flattens it, that is, it replaces CIF symbol

calls with instantiated CIF. All overlapping geometries are also altered to form abutting

geometries. This feature is intended to make plotting and Circuit Extraction (to be

discussed in detail in the next section) urore efficient.

2.4.3 Deeign Rule Checking Input and Output

As tools become more sophisticated they recluire and produce more information

in an effort to make the use of such tools rnore Llser.F!íe¡dly,a termoften ernployed to

indicate the ease of use of software or hardware for novice users-

The input to the DRC programmes of all of the DRC's discussed in this section

is CIF, as is required for l\{PC prototyping. However, the tools ROWAN and CHECI(

also require the use of Technology Files. The Technology File input to these tools

is done lty the use of embedded languages similar to those used for design layout as

discussed, except that these enrbeclcled languages are used for the purpose of creating a

new clesign rule checker. The input is via a restricted set of PASCAL procedures. As an

exanrple, the procedure set for ROWAN is summarised as follc.¡ws: - Iambda, Iayers,Iayer,

grow, ru/es, width, spacing, separation, exúension, overhang, dellne, context, constraint

a¡d endrule. A sample technology input file may be seen in Appendix C. ADRIC also

usecl an extra file rvhich rvas used as an I/O file. It's purpose \\¡as to keep track of

previously validated symbols to enforce ADR,IC's unique method of hierarchical design

rule checking.

The output from the various DRC's varies quite significantly depending on the

tool. Baker's, DRC provides a single output file, a .DRE Desígn Rule Error file. This

file is often very large due to the fact that Baker's DRC reports the same error every

time it is encountered. The output tends also to be cryptic and not particularly easy

to follow. ADRIC produced two output files, the .VSS, Validated Symbol Skeleüons
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Secti.on 2.1.1 DRC Conclusione

file and the .DRE file. ADRIC need not be considered in any great depth owing to its

incomplete state, yet its unique DRC algorithm necessitating the two file output is of

interest. ROWAN produces a single output file, also called a .DRE file. The file reports

emors as they occur, once only and also contains some user accounting information.

CHECK produces very similar output to ROWAN.

2.4.4 DRC Conclusiong

I\,Iany different types of Design Rule Checking programs are available for use

under a range of operating systems. The latest make use of design hierarchy as well

as technology file input to make the tools efficient and technology independent. It is

interesting to note that hierarchical checking does not necessarily provide great advan-

tages unless the designer uses an hierarchical design methodology. This is in most cases

not a trivial task. The technology file notion does however provicle great versatility by

allorving the generation of an essential tool in a matter of hours instead of months.

NoNoNon N{anhattan Geometries

VN{S or LINIXVN,fSOperating Systenrs

PASCAL or CPASCJALLanguage

Corner BasedCorner BasedAlgorithm
NoYesHierarchical

Minirnal i N{inimalFalse Errors
Excelìent I ExcellentTechnology Independence

CHECI(ROIVANSubject

Comparison of Design RuIe
Checkere, ROWAN and CHDCK

?able 2.2: A comparison of súaúisúics indicating the versatility of two DRC's. ?he speed

of c.heckin g wiII wary for designs incorporating differenú degrees of hìerarùy. Noúe ú.haú

CHECK may be modifred to provide for either non-hierarchical or bierarchical checking.
If this happens, it would be by far the more ve¡saúile of the two tools.

Design Rule Checkers as individuat CAD tools rvill probably becorne redundant

as Circuit Extraction and DRC tools often use very simil¿r algorithms for the solution

of different problems and therefore lend themselves to efficient combination. However
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for the purposes of this thesis, table 2.2 is presented as an analysis of trvo versatile

design rule checkers operating on the basis of trvo different philosophies.

2.5 Circuit Extractors

After checks have been made to verify the nask layout, further checks must be

macle to verify the electrical operation of the design. This verification is done using Sim-

ulators and Blectrical Rule Checkers, CAD tools which will be discussed in later sections

of this chapter. However these CAD tools do not accept CIF as input. As a result, an

intermediate tool is required that can produce the appropriate input information for

these tools, froni CIF.

A Circuìt Extractor is a program designed to take mask layout information (eg.

CIF) as input and produce output consisting of a netrvork of the electrical devices rep-

resented by the layout. The output of a circuit extractor is called ¿ Wirelist, (although

the amount of output can vary for different c.ircuit extractors), ancl can be fed into other

CAD tools. Different Circuit Extractors can vary in a number of u'a¡'s. They can differ

in

l' Their use of hieralchy present in the design

2. 'lhe constraints that they impose on the designer.

3. The amount of detail present in their output

4. The Algorithms they use to locate devices and find Connectivity.

This section examines a numt-¡er of different extractors and discusses the dif-

ferences betrveen them. The extractors discussed are CIFP¡Oa[+sl, MEXTR¡I1+|,

"U*t[nu], 
ACD[a6l and ¡Bal+zl. A brief introduction will also be given to tools

combining both Circuit Extraction and Design Rule Checking.

CIFPLOT and II{EXTRA were both written by Fitzpatrick. They provide output

acceptable to a variety of CAD tools in the Berkeley Design Suitef43l. They are both
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Seclion 2.5 Circuil, Eilraclors

are both fat (non-hierarchical) extractors that accept CIF. CIFPLOT can handle non-

ltìanhattan geontetries rvhile Nf EXTRA cannot. .,\s a result, IUEXTRA is an order of

nìagnitucle faster than CIFPLOT and has an approxinratel¡' linear grorvth rate. lrfEX-

TRA output is essentially the sãnìe as CIFPLOT output and so the trvo tools will be

considerecl together. Thel' produce output suitable for use rvith a Static Electrical Rules

Checker (ì\,IOSERC). a Srvitch Level (logic) Simulator (N'IOSSIìU), and a Clircuit Sinr-

ulator, (SPICE). CIFPLOT also has the ability' of being able to produce plots of the

CIF s'ith nodenames and numbers superirnposed for visual inspection. flnfortunately

the extraction processes in these trvo sinrulators only handle sinrple transistors (see

Fig. 2.8). The r.esultant extracted circuits rvill not alrvays be accurate. Both Progt'alls

are rvritten in C ancl have the technology- rules tightly embedrìecì in their code, rvhich

rnakes them technology clepenclent. NIEXTR.A uses a corner basecl algoriihm for circuit

extractiott and rvas originalll' developed for nì\'fOS extt'action.

Figure 2.8: A transÍstor as it actually appears on the left, and as iú is recognísed by

MEXTRA on the rigåt. MEXTRA resolves all transistors to be simple rectangles with
x and y dimensions equa.lling the total x and total y dimensiols resPectivdy.

IIBXT is an hierarchical circuit extractor. It has also been developecl for nMOS

clesigns. It is unusual in its approach because it uses a trvo part process, a front encl and

a back encl. The front end is responsible for eliminating overlapping symbol instances

ancl isolating hierarchical cells, rvhich reduces circuit extraction time. The back end

of tIEXT is responsil>le for analysing the geometry contained in each of the distinct
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rvindows found by the front end and ultimately combining the adjacent windows to form

a complete circuit for the whole chip. The back end is in fact a modified version of ACE.

The Algorithm used in ACE restricts the designer to nMOS manhattan geometries.

The output of HBXT is an hierarchical rvirelist, but because most CAD tools require

a fl,at wirelist, this is not currently a particularly useful feature. HEXT is written in

C to run under the LINIX operating systern. The aclvantage of using HEXT is that

it forms hierarchical windows from a design rvithout forcing a restricted hierarchical

design methodology on the designer as does the hierarchical DRC, ROWAN. However,

because of its generality, it loses efficiency in circuit extraction for some designs.

ACE is a flat extractor in that it works on a fully instantiated description of the

chip. Again restrictions on the designer are such that only nMOS designs using uranhat-

tan geontetry can be extracted. The algorithm used is edge based and has advantages

over the raster scan method in that empty space and large device structures are ex-

tracted easill'. Its disadvantages are that it does not handle nl\{OS butting contacts

ancl its method of detemrining transistor parameters is cruclelaGl.

The extractor NET introduces new features to the circuit extraction process

which makes this tool very versatite. NBT adopts features of ACE and solves the faults,

mentioned previously, that are characteristic of CIFPLOT and I\'IEXTRA, as well as

providing a technology independence by the use of the technology file concept. NBT's

versatility is enhanced b¡' being u'ritten in both C and PASCAL for use on UNIX or

VMS respectively. NET requires manhattan CIF input rvhile its output can be used with

all of the CAD simulators and Ðlectrical Rule Checkers alread¡' mentioned as well as the

tools produced by ISD. These tools are PROBE, a simulator, and ELEC, an Electrical

Rules checker. Its output can also be used to display node names on a mask level plot

of the design. Currently NET is functional for both nN{OS and CMOS technologies.

To conclude this discussion on extractors it is interesting to note that some of

the distinguishing features of circuit extractors and Design Rule Checkers are similar,

for example the algorithms used for their separate functions and the fact that they
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Section 2.6 Electricol Rule Checlcers

both require CIF input. New tools are emerging rvhich exploit these similarities to

combine both functions, Design Rule Checking and Circuit Extraction, into one CAD

Tool. Shandl4gl describes such tools using hierarchical analysis methods. This thesis

however looks at each function separately on a comparitive basis enabling the reader to

more fully understand the complete checking process.

ì'esYesCircuit Simulator Output
YesYesLogic Simulator Output
YesYesStatic Rules Check Output
C]IFCIFInput
NoN<rNon I\'f anhattan Geotnett'ies

VI\ÍS or LINIXTTNIXOperating Systems

PASCAL or CCLanguage

Bdge BasedCorner BasedAlgorithm
NoNoHierarchical

Very GooclNot GoodAccuracy

BxcellentNoneTechnology Independence

NETl\,IE.XTRASubject

Comparison of Circuit Dxtractors
MEXTRA and NET

TabLe 2.3: A comparison of statisúics indicating the versatility of bwo Circuit Extractors.
NET is a mucå more versatile tool as it is mo¡e accurate, ít provides output for all of the
tools that MEXTRA does and more, and it is supported under two different Operating
Sysúems.

2.6 Dlectrical Rule Checkers

Once circuit extraction has Ì-¡een courpleted, the abstracted electrical circuit is

presentecl as output usually in a number of different forms, and is available for use by

other CAD tools. One t¡'pe of tool that uses extracted output is a Static Electrical

Rules Cihecker. Trvo such tools are MOSERç[s0], and ELDC[stl. They will be used

to illustlate electrical rule checks made on both nMOS and CMOS circuits.

MOSBRC checks only nN{OS circuits. It was rvritten by F. Baskett at Stanford

University. It is rvritten in the language C to run under the UNIX operating system.
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Section 2.7.1 Circuit S¡imulalors

MOSERC looks for unusually confìgured circuit elements. For example, it looks for such

things as nodes that cannot be pulled up, nodes that cannot be pulled dorvn and bad

ratio values for inverters.

ÐLEC is sirnilar in its operation to I\{OSERC. It was written in PASCAL to run

under VI\{S by R. Iiinnear at the University of Adelaide and a version written in C for

UNIX also exists. Both ELBC and I\,ÍOSSBRC provide error file outputs that can be

used by the designer for rectifying bacl mask layout. Table 2.4 shorvs a comparison of

these ts,o tools.

NETÌ\4EXTRA and NBTInput Tools

NoNoNon lr{anhattan Geometries

VNIS ol LTNI\I-lNIXO¡:elating Systerns

PASCIAL or CC)Language

NoNoHierarcìrical

GoodGoodAccuracy

ExcellentNoneTechnology Inclependence

ELECAIOSERCSubject

Comparieon of Static Electrical Rules Checkers
MOSDRC and ELEC

Table 2.4: A comparison of statistics indicating the versatility of two Static Electrical
Rules Cùeckers.

2.7 Simulators

Simulation tools are used for checking electrical functionality as u'ell as for op-

timizing certain performance parameters of designs, particularll' speed and pon'er dis-

sipation. Just as large scale designs are ploduced hierarchically, so sitnulators exist for

clifferent levels of electrical functionality checking.

2.7.1 Circuit Simulators

An example c¡f the lorvest level of simulation tool is tPtCp[t'I. Ttrit is a well

knc¡rvn tc¡<¡l that is written in FORTRAN for use with input files written in the SPICE
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Seclion 2.7.1 Circuit Sintulators

fornrat. It is in fact a Circuit Simulator. Circuit Simulators model electrical circuits of

transistors, capacitors, resistors, diodes etc. to determine static and transient behaviour

of node voltages and branch currents rvithin netrvorks. The results can be presented

in a nuulber of differ.e¡t rval,s but are usually presented as plots of voltage or current

versus time. The input to this sirnulator can be hand generated or produced as output

from a circuit extractor.
*
+ Device Para¡¡eters for a G1"l0S luverter
*
.srJBcKlIlWl 123
* DEIIOTIIIG I}IPUT, OIITPUT AITD SIJPPLY RAIL VDD

tll 2 t 3 3 PTYPE L=4U !Ì=8U AD=8OP AS=8OP PD=20U PS=20U IIRD=1.25 IIR'S=1'25

ln 2 t O O l{TyPE L=4U W=8U AD=8OP AS=80P PD=20U PS=20U IIRD=1.25 llR'S=1'25

.EIÍDS IIW1
rÈ

+ process Pa¡ameters for the P and lI type transistors of the Inverter
*
.MODEL PTYPE PM0S(LEVEL=3 W0=-0.9 GAMMA=1.0 BSH=100

+ GGSO=AE-10 C@0=48-10 CGB0=2'88-9
+ PB=O.? ilSUB=3E16 XJ=6E-7 LD=5E-7 U0=200 UCRIT=8B!

+ llD(P=0.15 UTRA=O.3 T0X=5E-8 PHI=0.65 TPG=-1

+ CJ=2E-4 CJSW=¡1.5E-10 VMAX=SBI ETA=2 DELTA=0.1

+ K1APPA=O.S ITIETA=I MJ=0.5 MJSI{=0.33 PHI=0.65
+ JS=18-4 NSIJB=5815 UCRIT=8E4
+

*
.MODEL NTY?E Nl,l0S(LEt/EL=3 W0=+0-9 GAM\'iA=1.S 8SH=20

+ CGS0=5.28-10 CGD0=5.28-10 GGB0=2.88-9
+ PB=0.7 IISUB=1E1S XJ=88-7 LD=6.48-7 U0=450 UCRII=8BI

+ IJEXP=0.15 IITRA=O.3 10X=5E-8 PHI=0.73 IPG=+I
+ CJ=3.38-4 CJSW=9E-10 Vl"lAX=SBt EIA=2 DELTA=O.I
+ IGPPA=O.S THETA=1 MJ=0.5 MJSI{=0.33 PHI=0.65
+ JS=1E-4 NSIJB=2.5E16
*

Fþre 2.g: SPICE Device Parameters and Process Par¿meters for a AMOS ci¡cuÍt

såowing both the nMOS and t.he PMOS devices. Tàese Parzmeters are used by the

LDVEI B SPICE. Not all of the Process Pa¡ameters are used.

The input consists of circuit elements and their connections as well as Device

ancl Process Parameüers for elenrents that require modelling. For example' Pì\'IOS and

nì\f OS transistors each have separate sets of Device Parameters for Clr'IOS tec'hnologies,

as clo enhancement ancl clepletion mocle transistors for nlr'IOS (see Fig. 2'9)' SPICB

is a complex circuit simulator rvhich has three levels of model complexity for NÍOS

devir:es. The differ.ent levcls are accessed by using one of the ¡nodel parametet's' SPIC:D
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Section 2.7.2 Timing and Logíc Simulators

has 8 device parameters which describe the MOS device geolnetry n'hile it has up to

37 model parameters which describe the N{OSFBT model. The three different models

used are the Sc.hicå man-hodges model at level l, the MOSZ model at level 2, and a

semi-empirical rnodel at level 3, where level I represents the simplest rnodel and level 3

the rnost complex.

With the circuit parameters appropriately set, the simulator is then activated by

moclelling circuit behaviour in a series of incremental time steps rvith the increments

commorrly in the order of nano-seconds or less. Initi¿l conditions for voltages tììay be

set and function generators may be used rvith the simulator also. The result can be

quite an accurate sillruation of the circuit operation, depending on the nrodel complexitl'

and parameter accuracy. For SPICE, device parameters are d.ifficult to obtain and as a

result, simulations could possiiriy ìre erroneous in orders of magnitucle. Chapter { shou's

results obtained for an nN{OS circuit fabricated using the N{PC process cotupared to its

simulated results.

Extremely complex rnodels such as those provided in SPICB need onl¡' be used

for particularly crucial circuit components, as the trade-off for using a ver)¡ accurate

circuit sirnulator is the long tirne taken to run such simulations. Circuit Simulators.

even for the less complex rnodels are conìnìonly only used for small circuits (no more

than a ferv hundrecl elernents).

2.7.2 Timing and Logic Simulators

Another form of sirnulator is the Timing Simulaúor. This type of simulator is

not unlike a circuit sirnulator but is characterised by trvo features. The first feature is

that it exploits the fact that lnodels can be described by lookup tables rvith subsequent

interpolation and geometrical scaling. The second feature is the fact that only active

nodes need be altered at the time steps used. This type of simulator could rightly be

considered a circuit simulator using a less accurate tnodel for the devices. The advan-

tage in reducing moclel cornplexity is reducecl simulation time. The disadvantage is of
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Section 2.7.2 Timi.ng and Logic Simulalor.o

course the less accurate result, however this need not be of great concern as long as the

particular circuit being simulated is not crucial to the s)'stem function. The analogue

output produced by the timing simulator rvhile not totally accurate, still gives the de-

signer a good first approximation to his circuit functionalit¡'. An example of a sitnulator

that could be called a tirning simulator is PROBBIS+I ¡1 the previous definitions are

usecl. This is a PASCAL program rvritten by lt{. Pope at the University of Adelaide

to run under VN{S. The difference betrveen Tirning and C--ircuit Sintulators is probably

rnost significant in the nornenclature only.

Wher, systems begin to grou' larger than a fert' hundred cotnponents, circuit

simulation can becorne prohibitive. Consequently, the \/LSI circuits curt'etrtly being

designed and those of the future c,annot be effectively simulated rvith such sitnulators,

other rnethocls giving great simulation speed increases are rec¡uired. As the designer

depalts from the lou,est level of hieralchy, a ne\\¡ level of sinrulation tool rtrust be usecl to

verify the circuit operation. The .Logic Símulator ¡rrovides the simulation speed increase

that the designer seeks. It does so at the expense of rìiscarding analogue t¡'pe analysis

and replacing it u'ith discrete digital level analysis. An example of a logic simulator is

MOSSIMIS3] rvritten at I\{IT by Terrnan. It is rvritten in C tc¡ run uncler the IINIX

opelating s¡,stem and has also been conveltecl to run under the \rltlS operating s1'stetrt.

NETIUEXTRA and NETInput Tools

VNIST.INIXOperating Systems

PASCALCLanguage

NoNoHierarchical
BxcelìentNoneTechnology Independence

PROBEAlo,9sI¡'I,Subject

Comparigon of Logic Simulatore
MOSSIM and PROBE

Table 2.5: A comparison of features indicating bhe versatility of two Logic Level Sim-
ulators.

The input to MOSSIM is obtained from the output of a circuit extractor while

the output is a file detailing nodes with the characters 0, I, or X indicating lorv, high or
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Secl,ion 2.8 ATAGIC

undefined or unknown voltages respectively, at a particular node. Logic simulators by

themselves are not good enough to simulate circuit operation and should only be used

ìn conjnnc.ticn with a reliable c.irc.uit or timing simulator.

In conclusion, simulators at higher levels exist and are often referred to as .Reg-

isúer T}an sfer Level or Sysúem Simulaúors. Horvever to discuss these tools under the

heading of this chapter rvould be inconsistant and so this discussion is left for the next

chapter.

2.8 MAGIC

The tool IUAGIC, has been lnentioned in passing as it is a recently developed

tool rvhich is as yet unavailable at the University of Adelaide. This tool does warrant

further investigation ancl a paper by Ousterhout et *¡[29'11 provicìes a detailecl sunìmary

of its features. Discussion of this tool has been left until the concluding section of this

chapter as it incorporates ntany of the tools discussed after the section on Geometry

Editors, that could not effectively be explained in that section.

The features of MAGIC include increased flexibility and porver by allorving for

simple circuit rnodification using ã corner stitcåing data struc¡¡¡s[29'11. With most

Geometry Eclitors, moclification of a la.l,out is almost as difficult as re-entering the

whole larvoutl29'rl. tnu \IAGIC clata structure allorvs for the efficient implementation of

automatic interactive Design R.ule Checking that is done continuously and incrementally

cluring editing sessions. It allows la¡'outs to be compacted and stretched in a manner

that allows the design rules to be obeyed and the circuit to maintain its structure. It

provides routing tools that can lvork under and around existing wires in channels and

it provicles for an hierarchical Circuit Extraction directly from the MAGIC internal

database.

Tìre N{AGIC design style resernbles those of symbolic systems such as MULGA

ancl VIVID, see Chapter III, the difference being that it provides precise geometry sizes

and positions. As a Geornetry Editing tool, it is the rnost sophisticated rnentioned
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Section 2.9 C onclusions

in this thesis, as it incorporates a system of tools $'orking on its mask level output

description.

2.9 Conclusions

The previous discussion offers a quick surnmary and comparison of a basic low

level CAD Tool Set for VLSI design. Tools frorn the different categories presented allow

a designer rvho has access to such tools to efficientll' proceed rvith remote design of

IC's using eithel an nlr'fOS or Clr,fOS process. The tool set presented has evolved over

a period of approximately four years rvith much effort being devoted not only to the

development of many ne\u, more efficient tools, but also to the troublesome effort of

porting software rvritten to run under the LINIX operating systeur, to \/lr{S machines

and vice \¡ersã.

PROBEPROBBLogic. Simulator
ELECELBCBlectrical Rules C-lhecker

SPICESPICECircuit Simulator
NETNETCircuit Extractor

CIIECIiCHECI{Design Rule Cihecker

KICIiIC'Geornetry Editor
BBLLEIBÐLLEI

Clv[OS ToolnÌttOS ToolTool Category

Surnrnary of Preferred. Low Level CAD Tools for VLSI
Design frorn llniversity of Adelaide Design Environment

La¡'out Language

Table 2.6: Preîened Low Level. Tools used in the University of Adel.aìde VLSI Design

Environment as of late 1985.

The lorv level tool set discussed fulfills all of the requirements needed in the N{PC

remote design process. The diagram in Fig. 2.10 shorvs how each of the tools used at

the University of Adelaide fit into the VLSI Design Bnvironment and this diagram used

in conjunction wittr Fig. 1.5, clearly describes the steps a designer needs to iterate

thlough to plototy¡>e a cilcuit in silicon.
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Seclion 'J.l) don,:iusion¡

Conclusions regar(l¡ng rvh¡ch of the toots discussed in this chapter shoukl be used

for low level design, are presented subjectively as introductory material to a complete

set of Lorv Level CAD tools. The preferred tools to be used are listed in Table 2.6.

CSIRO or JMRC MPC
Prototyplng Proceerer

Fìgure 2.70: The university of Adelaide Low Level CAD TooI Envíronment ror VLSI

n"iign. (Noúe that the LUDWIGIs5] texú ed,itor is the commonly used text editor at

Adelaide (Jniversity on both vMS and UNIX DEC machines).

SEEr Graphlca
Package

SPICE' Circuit
Stmulator

CIF
Llbrary

CIF NETr Clrcult
Extractor

PLÀ
Generator

PROBE' Clrcuit
Slmulator

PLAN, Geometry
Edltor

BELLE' Pascal
Embedded Layout

Language

Ludwlg or EDT
Text Editor
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CITAPTDR III

Higher Level CAD lools

Contrary to accepted lore, geometry goes ínto masks, not silicon. Tlansistors and wires
go into silicon, and these, not squares and rectangles, a¡e what musú be represelted to
capfure the [ogical intent of a círcuit. Today, however, mask geometry serves as ú.äe

u¡iversal base-level represenúaúion. Mask geometry stands in relaúion úo silicon as does
absoluúe bìnary code to a computer - neiúåe¡ has any utilíty as a desþ represenúation.
Either can be re-created from a hìgher-level represeatation ìf ¡eeded.

-lt[ead and Leuìckil

A nerv philosophy rvill be discussed in detail and a complete set of CAD Tools

using the philosophy, described. Other Tools, on even higher levels will also be discussed,

although they will be considered as individual Tools rather than courponents of an

Integratecl Tool Set.

The concepts of IC design using MPC processes as outlined in the first trvo

chapters of this thesis remain unaltered when considered in conjunction rçith the CAD

Tools discussed in this chapter. These new Tools are of interest because they apply a

different philosophy to IC Design in an effort to make the task less complex and more

efficient. The nerv philosophl, is based on the concern that Gi¡cuit Designers should onll'

need to knon'about Circuit Elements such as transistors, wires or contacts. Rather than

adcl the task of understanding mask level geometries and their interrelationships as is

required by the Low Level Tools already discussed, this new philosophy renroves the

need for ¡nask level knorvledge, from the designer and embeds this knorvledge in the

tool set.

t Carver A. It{ead & George Lervicki, Silícon. Compilers and Foundries u¡ill Usher

in (.,tser-Designed llLSI, Blectronics, August 11, 1982, pp 107-lll.
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Seetio¡t S.I Introductiott I'o ,Syn¡óoftic Leul Desig¡t tttt o l'irtuøl ('lrid' \'lVlD

Phase I LD
_l-!hase 

I LD'

regìster cell in Project C4 on ifhe left wiúà

oth pictures såow the diffetent Mask Level
s any obvious physical resemblan ce to the
bove, indicating úhe enormity of the change

from circuit úo mask laYout.

3.1 Introduction to symbolic Level Design on a virtual Grid, l/IvID

The language BBLLE (see Appendix 5) posseses mainly geometric primitives,

as cloes any Embedded Layout Language operating at the Mask Level, (eg' boxes,

polygons, etc.). These geometries describe the clifferent mask patterns used in the

clesign of IC',s ãs can be seen by the comparison of a photomicrograph of a cell with

a plot of the same cell, see Fig. 3.1. If IC clesign is carried out at the mask level,

the designer is confronted rvith trvo major tasks in his design procedure. The first task

o.}t)' t/
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Section 9.1 In|roductí,on to Symbolic Leuel Design o¡t a Vi'rtual Grid, V'IVID

is to correctly produce a traditional electt'ortic circuit design at the transistor level.

The second task is to translate this circuit design into a mask level description of the

saute circuit which rneans the designer is then faced u'ith the problern of trtastering the

manipulation of seven or tnore rnask layers in relation to a non-trivial set of Design

Rules, to complete this task. This has necessarily to be done on a fixed spatial grid

providing much room for error in mask layout, particularly for first time designers.

A new conc.ept suggesting the use of symbolic circ.uit primitives rather than

mask level geometric ones, has been considerecl and a conplete set of CAD Tools has

been developed to enable this design philosophy to be realised. Using elements such

as tl'ansistors, l\'ires, contacts, and pins as primitives, designs can much more easily be

completed by a circuit designer, as he is dealing with fundamental primitives that he

already understands.

To realise the airu of this nerv philosophy, it n'as necessary to introduce a new tool

to the set already discussed in Chapter II. This tool is described as a Circuit Compactor

and is discussecl at length in section 3.1.4. To enable the designer to remain relatively

oblivious to mask level information, this tool had to be designed so that it could take

a primitive circuit description and manipulate it by moving the circuit primitives to

provide a design rule emor free and reasonably compact mask level layout of ihe design.

As rvell as this totally nerv tool, the nel philosophy also uses aVirtual Grid as opposed

to a fixed grid.

The Virtual Grid concept rvas first used in the ICDL language that formed the

basis of the lt{ULGA system[5el[601. The grid lines in such a system are used by the

designer to specify relative positioning of the circuit elements as opposed to their abso-

lute placement as in a fixed grid systern. The Virtual Grid concept enables insertion or

cleletion of horizontal or vertical grid lines in an effort to increase the power of Circuit

Editing Tools, ancl to enable the operation of the Compaction Tool, which moves these

virtual grid lines relative to one another to achieve the snrallest design rule legal circuit.

It is the Compactor which automatically detennines the final positioning of the urask

qt q,
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Section 3.1.1 A Better Circui.t Description Language (.4BCD)

geonìetÌies, not tlìe designer. Viltual Grid synrbolic layout is nrost useful in Leaf Cell

design. Usingthe design language discussed in section 3.1.1, the designernìay construct

larger cells by using an abuttirrg method and/or a technique c.alled block-interconnect.

The introduction of these trvo new concepts, compaction and virtual grid lal'out,

to those tools discussed in Chapter II, primarily highlights the differences bets'een the

tu'o Tool Sets, and forms the basis for all of the differences betrveen the t,s'o Tool Sets.

The Integrated Tool Set to be discussed in this chapter is the VMD[56] (Vertícally

Integrated VLil Design) system. It is a system oliginating from the Microelectronics

Center of Norúå Carolina (MCNC), and has been developed primarily for the design of

N{OS IC's. It is written in C to run under the LINIX operating systetn. \\/ork has also

been done by researchers at the LTniversity of Adelaide and in turn by ISD to produce

a \iN{S version of the VI\¡ID systetn.

3.1.1 A Better Circuit Description Language (ABCD)

In Chapter II, early Design Tool discussion considered CIF and the Embedded

Layout Language BELLB. Both languages used Inainly geornetrical prirnitives to pro-

duce the mask level representation of the layout. In this chapter, the first Tool to be

discussecl u'ill be the design language used by the VIVID system.

Languages clescribing IC designs may exist at various levels of abstraction. The

various examples range from llardware Description Languages (HDt) describing high

level structural and behavioural attributes of designs, as in MacPitts, (see Fig 1.4 (b)),

dorvn to purely physical description languages that define the interrelation of rvafer

fabrication ntask levels needed to realise a design, as in CIF. Recent research has centered

around using Artifìcial Intelligence (AI) to produce expert systems that transcend more

leveìs of abstraction than has been possible in the past. An example is the g¡pRB[szl

system.

Languages that specify behavioural description and upon compilation yield a

physical mask description may be classified as Silicon Compilers, in comparison to the

3-4
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Section 3.1.1 A Better Circuit Description Language (ABCD)

i:
computer programming language equivalent. The language used as the heart of thþ

\/IVID systern, 43çplss], has been developed frorn the lorvest level of IC design lan- 
'"''":l' *

guages and as such could be described as a Silicon Assembler. As in most assembly

languages, the language statements represent a small number of the lou'est level primi-

tives. In contrast, compiled languages use statements that can be compiled into a very

large number of the lorvest level primitives. Llltimately, the lorvest level priuritives are

the rnask geotnetries.

The advantages of such a language are many. A one to one correspondence

betrveen a line of text in the language and a single cilcuit eleurent is luailttainecl making

interactive circuit editing feasible. Again drarving the analogy to assetnbly languages, a

sy¡rbolic transistor representation could be considered equivalent to an assembly level

tnacro. S1'mbolic references in the textual description at'e tt'anslated into internally

maintained linkages theleby explicitly maintaining circuit connectivity, a feature which

has l>een recognised as iurperative for all future design s¡'stemsl611.

ABCD fonns the basis of the VIVID system. It uses primitives such as transis-

tors, rvires, pins and contacts to describe designs. It uses a virtual grid la1'out and is

based on the ICDL language used in the lr,ftrl,GA symbolic design ,y.t.rtt developed at

Bell Laþoratories, and partially on the language used in the ICSYS system[641. (See Fig.

3.2 for examples of ABCD in text and graphic form). The primitives used are intended

to define circuit prirnitives rather than geometric ones as in the Iorv level design systems.

It is a text-based language as opposed to a machine readable format such as CIF.

This is a useful feature as easily understood fonnats are ttìore rapidly accepted by all

rvho rvork rvith them leading to greater understanding by all members of design teams

as rvell as tool designers. Such a format can be and is used as input to a range of other

tools to perform all of the c.hec.king func.tions clisc.ussecl in Chapter II. The number of

checking functions that need to be performed is of course reduced by the introduction

of the Compaction Tool (ie. Design Rule Checking is performed within the Compaction

Tool).
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Sectìon 3.1.1 A Betllr Círcuít Destíplion Language (ABCD)

$Header$

Created by ICE 1.1 on lue Apr 8 08:22:33 1986

#
f
#
#

*
begin inv bbolr(0,0,6,10)

out-e: Pin
in-w: Pin
vdd-nw: Pin
vdd-ne: Pi!
vss-se: Pin
vss-sï,: pin
c2: contacÈ
c1: contact

wire
wire

cdlS: contact
wire
wlre

cdlD: contact
cd2S: contact

wire
cd2D: coutact

wire
d2: device
d1: device

wire
wire

end lnv

netal (6,5)
poly (0,5)
metal (0.10)
netal (6,10)
metal (6,0)
netal (0,0)
vdd (3,10) or=¡
vss (3,0) or=n
poly (2,5) (0,5)
poly (3,2) (2,2) (2,8) (3.8)
autocoutact d1.s or=¡
neral (cdlS) (3.0)
netaf (3,5) (6,5)
autocoutacÈ dl.d or=n
autocontact d2.s or=n
metal (cd2S) (cdlD)
autocontact d2.d or=n
metal (cd2D) (3,10)
p-type (3,8) or=n
n-type (3,2) or=n
metal (0,10) (6,10)
netal (0,0) (6,0)

Figure 3.2 (z): An ABCD descripüion of the CMOS Inverter såown on the'following
p"5". Notice iåu ditr"runce ir¡ primitives used in tåis language comPared to those used

în BELLE ín Fig. 2.1.
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Secl,i.o¡r 5.1.2 Higher Leuel Grophic Círcuit Editins (lCE)

ABCD in the VIVID system, performs most of the functions of CIF in the Low

Level lbol Set. That is, for the Higher Level Tool Set, ABCD has been implemented

as the standard interface between a large set of IC design tools. Whereas in the Low

Level Tool Set, CIF is used as the standard interface between a large set of design

tools. ABCD and CIF appear similar in their abilities to scale up or down to meet the

needs oI a pariicular technology, horvever there are vast differences. In CIF the value

of À can be redefined by altering the scaling field in the DS statement. This does not

allow for relative size scaling betrveen circuit elernents or mask features. The relative

sizes rvill remain constant using CIF. Using ABCD, a virtual grid circuit descripiion

is translated into a mask description, and at this time dimensions of its components

are specifled independently of each other. Since these different eletnents usually change

scale at different rates as technolog¡'changes, ABCD is much more flexible than a la1'out

language. Designs rnay be speciñed in the ABCD language using eithel a text editor

to generate the code directly or by using a Graphics Editing Tool (see Fig. 2.2 (c)) to

visually edit circuit layouts and produce ABCD as output.

Apart from its current flexibility ABCD is an attractive language to use as a stan-

dard interface because of the proposed development of the cornplete VIVID Sl,stemlsEl.

Plans exist to develop a structured front end to ABCD to allow procedural design and

to extend this approach from MOS to other technologies such as bipolar. In conclu-

sion, the ABCD language forms an excellent base interface language that rvill allorv

development from the Assembler level to the Compiler level.

3.1.2 Higher Level Graphic Circuit Editing (ICE)

Designs replesented in the ABCD language may' be created by rvay of a text

editor if necessaly, just as C:IF descriptions could also be generated by the use of a text

erìitor'. Thè nrost efficient method of ABCD circuit descliption horvever is l>y rvay of the

VIVID Interactive Circuit Editor ICE.

The principles of operation of ICE are the same as those discussed for Geonetry
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Scclion 9.1.2 Higher Lcuel Graphic Circuit EdiLíng (lCE)

Editors in Chapter II. The difference bet,s'een ICE and the Low Level Geotnetry Editors

is the fact that the lorv level tools produce the layout language CIF on a fixed grid as

their ultimate output rvhile ICE produces ABCD , the higher level circuit description

language using the virtual grid. The importance of the virtual gricl beconres most c.learll'

evident when used in conjunction rvith a cilcuit editor as it allows a designer to work

at the Topological level rather than a geometric level. The virtual grid removes all

necessity for design rule considerations frorn the clesigner and leaves him to deal rvith

circuit placement only, a function that the designer would norrnally have been trained

for.

The editor ICE is a menu driven program which has six primary features that

make it ¡ruch nrore versatile than any of the Geometry Editors that have previously

been discussed. They are (i) Symbolic Lal'out, (ii) Virtual Grid, (iii) Element Tracking,

(iv) Autornatic Wire Routing, (r') Basy to use interactive menus, and (r'i) Technology

Independence[621.

The Synibolic La¡'out and the Virtual Grid concepts have already been discussed

at length. Use of s¡'mbolic circuit elements also faciìitates the tracking of an element

r.elative to another. If the designer nìoves a particular element during the design pro-

cess, ICD tnoves any related elements automatically. Wire connections aäe maintained

regarclless of the addition or deletion of space during the design pro.".rl62l.

Automatic Wire Routing is also a feature provicled by ICB. This connects sym-

bolic elements rvithin cells and betrveen cells. The points to be connected must be

designated and then the router constructs the wiring. Wire routing eliminates complex

manual placement of rvire netlvorks ancl contacts[621.

All of the circuit design tasks are provided in predefined menus on alphanumeric

and graphics screens. I(eyboard input is kept to a minimum allowing the designer to

focus attention on the graphics screen as the primary work area. Ir'fenu choices are

representecl in colours ancl symbols that are easy to learn and recognize. They are
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Section 3.1.2 Higher Leuel Graphic Circuit Editing (ICE)

organised hierarc,hic.ally rvith eac.h menu c.ontaining selec.tions that are relevant only to

the particular task being perfornìedlG2l.

Technology independence is achieved through the VIVID Masüer Technology FiIe

(MTF) system which can be rnodified to suit specific design requiremettl.l0zl. Any of the

technologies (CMOS, nN{OS and SOI) can be chosen to meet the designers'fabrication

requirements. Also, various ICE attributes can be altered, such as the appearance of

primitives, colours, virtual shapes, and menu organisatiool6zl.

ICÐ allorvs the designer to adhere to a rigid hierarchical design structure. At the

highest level rvould be the Master Floorplan, the top level composition cell containing

all of the lower level hierarchy. The hierarchical structure of any composition cell in a

design c.an be displayed by using the appropriate rnenu function. Fig. 3.3 shows ICE

output for a component part of a CÌr{OS Adder cell described in detail in Chapter V.

The systern used to indicate composition cells in ICE is similar to that in I{IC, rvhere

composiiion cells are identified by their bounding box and the name of the cell inside

the bounding box.

N{ost of the problems associated s'ith composing cells at the mask level are non-

existent in the VIVID s1'stern as design rules and hence geometry relationship is no

longer an issue. As long as only pin infornration exists on a bounding box for an ABCD

design, there is no possibility of any design violations at the time of composition. This

enables a truly hierarchical approach to design and conbined rvith the connectivity in'

formation implied through the use of pins, forrning the only legal c.onnection betrveen

composed cells, all of the advantageous features of Interactive Circuit Editors as men-

tionecl in Chapter II c.an be founcl to exist in ICÐ.

As a component of the VIVID system, ICE is written in C to run under the BSD

(UCB) 4.2 UNIX operating system and has been transported to the VMS operating

system by researchers at Adelaide University and ISD. The hardware required to run

the systern is a colour graphics terrninal, a tnonochrome text tertninal and a bit pad or
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Se ction 3.1.9 Círcuit Eutraction and Simulotíon

optical mouse for cross hair control. FiS.

configurations capable of running ICE.

2.2 (a\ and (c) show workstation

ln conclusion, ICE is not only a versatile editor because of the VLSI design

philosophy used as its basis, but also provides the designer with a relatively terminal

inclependent tool, as is shorvn in Table 3.1.

i\,Ietheus Omega 530

Printronix 300 Line PrinterVectrix VX 384

Versatec V80 Plotter/PrinterAED 512

GTCO Data TabletQMS 1200 Laser PrinterLexidata 3700

USI Optol\{ouse 4000HP 7220 8-Pen PlotterLexidata 3400

Summagraphics BitPadHP 7580 8-Pen PlotterRarntek 9400

Input DeaicesHard Copy Output DeuícesGraphìc Displays

VMD System
Compatible Terminale

Table 3.I; A table produced by MCNC indicating tåe versatility of the VIVID system
measu¡ed by ìts ter¡nÍnal independence as of early 1986. The VIVID systern currently
runs unde r 4.2 bsd UNIX on DEC VAX 11/750's and 11/750's a¡d is being developed
úo run under VMS on the same macåines.

3.1.3 Circuit Dxtraction and Simulation

The higher level tool set allows circuit extraction and simulation prior to nask

layout. tlsing the ABCD language as input, the circuit extractor ABSTRACT is used

to provide input to one of two simulators, SPICB, the circuit sirnulator discussed in

Clhapte¡'II, or FACTS a timing/logic level siurulator. FACTS is most often used as it

gives a much faster response than SPIC-IE and it also allorvs a more versatile operating

interface for the user.

The s¡'rnbolic level circuit extractor ABSTR,ACT referenc.es the N'ITF systetu

and calculates the electrical parameters associated rvith each circ.uit element. The re-

sult of course will not be completely accurate as the actual mask geometries have not

been defined at this stage of the design phase. The need for fast design verification
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Secli.on 9.1.9 Circuil E¡.Lracl.ion an d Simulal.io n

horvever makes it desirable to be able to perform an ãpproximate circuit extraction and

subsequent simulation at this stage. The estimates ¿re a goocl approximation for all

elements except wires rvhose lengths ale directly dependent on the final lay'out size. It

is expressed in the VIVID documentation that reasonable estinrates of wire length can

be rnade as it is assumed that the spacing between the virtual grid lines rvill average

out over the clesignlGsl. this average gricl spacing parameter is cocìed in the I\{TF sys-

tem ancl can be tuned by the designer according to the technology being used and the

perfomrance of the courpactor.

As rvell as circuit extraction, error checking is performed by ABSTRACT and

both textual and graphical output is available. Examples of errors detected are over-

lapping or improperly abuttecl cells, unconnectecl or short circuited components, and

inrproperll' nanred signals.

Circuit simulation is performed by FACTS. This simulator has been designed for

MOS simulations and can be used rvith circuits containing as lnany as several thousand

devices. FACTS precalculates tables of simulation values before beginning a simulation

and allorvs the use of a sirnple first order transistor current model, o¡ the use of a

tnore detailed current lnodel taking into account the effects of saturation, linear and

cut-off regions, channel length modulation, drain and source threshold dependence, and

capacitance rnodelling. FACTS also monitors all node voltages and when the changes

are small, increases the time step to avoid redundant or insignificant calculationsl631.

FACTS output can be varied depending upon the user hardware whereas stan-

dard SPICB output is a character plot to a line printer or a numeric list to a file. Often

SPICE output can be manipulated to provide more readable output, however, FACTS

has been built into the VIVID system in such a way as to use the display routines

to enable readable plots on a variety of devices including colour graphics terminals,

monochrome graphics terminals, monochrome text terminals and line printers.

The advantage of using FACTS over SPICÐ is that it quickly provides informative
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Sectiotr.3.l.l Contpaclion to a Slandard, ÌllasÉ" Desuiplion

feedback on circuit operation for a designer using the VIVID system. As stated in

Chapter II for logic and timing simulators, FACTS is not intended to provide accurate

netu'ork anal¡'sis dorvn to analogue detail, rather it allorvs srvift verification of circuits

of up to a fes' thousand transistors during the design phase.

Included in FACTS are interactive features which enable a simulation process to

be halted at any tilne to allorv alteration of circuit paratneters such as loads on nodes,

or of the displaS' of nodes.

These trvo tools ABSTRACT and FACTS, allorv srvift verification of the virtual

grid la,r'outs of designs produced using ICÐ or ABCD. This is an essential feature of

the higher level tool set as it allorvs the designer to stay alvay from the lorv level CIF

clesc.ription of the design even in the layout verific,ation stage of the design proc.ess. The

aim is to provide a highty interactive design environrnent to increase the efficiency of

the design phase. This s'ould not be the case if the designer had to continually move

bets'een the svmbolic and tnask levels.

3.1.4 Cornpaction to a Standard Mask Description

Different methods for compaction have been suggestedla8l by various authors,

hon,ever onl¡' the compactor provided in the VIVID system rvill be analysed in this

thesis

Once a design has been cornpleted at the ABCD level, the task rernains to con-

vert the circuit lcvcl description of the design into a lnask layout description enabling

the generation of masks reacly for fabrication. This task is handled by the VIVID lli-

erarchical Compactor HCOMPACT. The cornpactor takes ABCD descriptions and

generates a LLAMA mask description of the circuit. The compactor operates in two

disiinct steps, leaf cell compaction and hierarchical compaction[631.

An ABCD leaf cell rvill contain only circuit primitives. The compactor translates

the sl,mbols into a mask representation and then spaces them according to the design
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Section Ll.l Contpaclion to a Sta¡tdard' It[ask Dcsuiption

rules. IICON{PACT solves some of the problerns of compaction experienced in the past

due to the interdependency of these trvo tasks. Traditionally the placement of u'ires and

contacts on transistors has caused many problems. HCOI\,ÍPACT solves this problern

by adding flexible wires to rigid structures such as transistorsl631. Thet" flexible wires

can be extended to allow decoupling of the rigid constructs from the rest of the la¡'out

to allow, the compactor to treat the mask spacing problem in a uniform nt.nnerl63l.

lr{ask spacing is deterrnined during trvo passes, vertical and horizontal, across

the cell. The cornpactor then detemrines the minimum allowable spacing betrveen grid

lines by reference to the N,[TF. After the spacing for a grid line has been established,

all of the objects on the line are positioned together[631.

The hierarchical compaction procedure compresses the hierarchy into a set of

cells that completely tjJes the circuit[631. The compactor analyses all of the positional

occurrences of each of the leaf cells, and finally generates a compaction solution for

each distinct leaf cell that rvill satisfy all instances of that leaf cell. The compactor then

perfonns the actual leaf cell contpaction and obtains a lnask cell that can be placed

in any of the original environlnents rvithout causing design rule emors. Once each leaf

cell has been compacted, the mask la¡,eu¡r of the cells are assembled according to the

original layout.

During the assembìy phase of the compaction, the primary problem is that of

cell piúcå- matchíng. Pitch-matching is a terrn used to imply alignment of ports on

cells that must be connected at the composition stage of the design process. The

pitch matching on the virtual grid layout of a design may be offset when the physical

layout is established clue to the leaf cell compaction process. The compactor therefore

retains information on the original virtual grid layout, enabling it to stretch cells by the

appropriate amount to achieve a match. Compression of cells will not occur as the leaf

cells rvill have been compressed to minimum size in the first place[631. The result of the

compaction process is a mask description of the circuit in LLAMA. FiS. 3.4 shorvs a

leaf cell t-¡efore compaction in its symbolic form and after compaction in its mask form.
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Figure 3.4: The VMD system allows design in symbolìc form, free from the concetns

of óesign Rules and once iü is compl ete, VIVID compacts tåe symbolic design to a mask

Ieve| IJyout. The plot above såows the symbolÍc represent¿tìon of a ceII, while the plot

below såows the compacúed mask layout.
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,S ecli o n 9.1 .6 ltlaster Technology File Sgstent

Both HCONIPACT and the MULGA system conìpactor[65] use a synrboìic design

system on a virtual grid and both use the sanÌe trvo basic steps of mask rectangle

generation and grid space assignment. The primary difference between the two is the

order in rvhich these trvo steps are done. lr,Iulga does grid space assignment first while

HCON4PACT does the mask rectangle generation first[651.

3.1.5 Mask Level Layout Deecriptiou

The generation of a mask description of the design marks the end of the symbolic

work in the \¡IVID system and the beginning of the physical rnanipulation of mask

geometries. It is intended to provide an efficient Geometry Bditor rtith the VIVID

s¡,stem but as 1'et this does not exist and it is necessarl' to use current tools that are

available. In this case I{IC (see section 2.3 of this thesis) is used to provide the geometry

editing functions required.

The \.IVID sl,stern may then be currently regarded as a front end processor to

tool sets such as those described in Cihapter II of this thesis. Consequently, .A' Tlans-

Iator of Layout Languages ATOLL is provided rvithin the \¡IVID system to translate

from the LLAN'IA rnask description language to other languages used as standard inter-

faces betrveen particular lorv level tool sets. Examples of standard iormats that ATOLL

alreacìy caters for are CIF, CAESAR, ancl Calma GDS II Stream Format. The architec-

ture of ATOLL has been structured to facilitate the addition of other mask description

languages[03ì.

3.1.6 Master Techuology File System

One of the concepts discussed in the lou' level tool set rvas that of technology

independence and in line with this concept, the tool ROWAN, based on LYRA, was

discussed as the first of a series of tools to use a technology file as the basis for this

technology independence. Technology independence is a favoured feature of any tool

or tool system as it enables swift generation of a tool or tool set to handle any new

technology based on the manipulation of (rrtrk layers that conform to a set of design
\
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rules.

The VIVID Masúer Technology File MTF System is the part of the VIVID

system u'hich provides the interface betu'een the designer and the design systern. The

VIVID system configures itself to a particular technology by referring to the N{TF

system.

This system contains all of VIVID knorvleclge of circuit primitives and controls

the representation of prirnitives in the ABCD language by defining the natues of device

types and process la¡'ers. It controls the appearance of the circuit by defining the symbol

shapes, colours and stipple patterns and it controls the fonnation of mask layout forms

of the circuit primitives by providing s¡'mbol to mask translation rules. Finally, the

N,ITF s1'sterrr contains information about the primitives electrical properties.

It is not a tlivial task to create a new l\{aster Technology File, but altering a

current one to reflect technology changes is not a difficult task. Chapter V gives a design

example using a new Master Technology File as created for the design rules for a CMOS

process described by Weste and Bshraghian[48|. Part of this new MTF is shorvn in Fig.

3.5.

3.1.7 VMD Summary

The \/IVID system provides a set of tools for symbolic virtual grid layout of

custom VLSI circuits. These tools enable high level circuit design, which allows the

designer to concentrate on circuit topoloçv rather than on mask level layout and ma-

nipulation. The system is currently available to run under t,he UNIX operating system

but rvill soon be available, due to research primarily done at Adelaide University, and

by development work by ISD, to run under the \¡MS operating system.

Tools allowing mask level manipulation are required at the back end of the system

for final mask level simulations and any resulting mask level alterations, or for such tasks

as the rviring of pads to the final lal'e¡tr. They are not yet supplied as a part of the

VIVID system. However it is intended that they ultimately will be.
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VMD Summary
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MERGE

Figure 3.5: A compo¡e¡ t of the Master Technology FiIe used i¡ the VMP system for

the description af the spacing rules used for the Weste and Eshraghian[48] CMOS pto'
cess. A nàw concept introduced by the higher level tools is üåe ANTIFE/'TURE width.
/,s mask geometries are automatically generated by the compactor, small antifeatures

can resulú as s.hown at top right. While jú does not affect cìrcuit Performance, iú is

important because small þhotoresìst featu¡es are tikeþ to peel off during processìng,

causing problems elsew.here on the -""¡[esl. .As a result, smaLl pztches ure added to fr'Il
the antifeaúure as såown at centre and bottom right.

The combinaticn of the best of the tools from Chapter II, as described in Table

2.5, rvith the VIVID system provides a conìplete set of tools enabling the most efficient

clesign of full custom lC's on a very large scale using state of the art technic¡ues. The

diagra¡r in Fig. 3.6, taken frorn the VIVID S¡'stem Overvierv Nfanual, describes the

complete VIVID systen. \\¡hen the proposed clevelopments are conrpletecl, the resultant

system rvill provicle a contplete st,ancl alone softrvare package for IC design. This package

will then provide a sound base on rvhich to build potential Silicon Compilers of the

future.
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Figure 3.6: Tåe VMD Sysüem desþ enviro¡menú Índicating the separate mask level

anã symbolic level compo;nents. Cåip assembly currently requires üåe use of low level

tools suc.h as üåose described in Chapter lI.
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Seclion 5.2 Design Levels

< l0-lo sAnalogue Signalslr{ask Geometry\{ask La¡'out

19- 10-19-8 .BitsLogic gates, flip-flopsGate

sequential circuits
circuits, sirnpie

lo-e-10-6 sWordsRegisters, cornbinatìonalRegister

memories, IO devices

to-3-to3 sBlocks of \4/ordsCPU's, IOP's,Processor

TimeUnítsInforntation L|nitsCotnponentsDesign Leuel

Integrated, Circuit
Design Levels

Table 3.2: Integrated Circuit Desìgn Leve[s. ?åese levels provÍde tbe boundaries that
e¡abJe differentìation betwee¡ ú.he levels of VLil Design ?ool Sets. Chapter f described
a tool seb at the howest, Mask Layout, level while this Chapter.has íntroduced the VIVID
Sysúem, a Gate level úooJ seú.

3.2 Design Levels

The design of a cornplex systern such as any VLSI systetn, can be cousidered at

different levels of conrplexity depending on the cotnponents recognised as the primitives.

In digital computer design there are conìntonly three najor levels considered. These are

the P¡ocessor Level, the Regisúer or Register IÏansfer Level and the Gate Levet. (With

IC design a fourth level, that of mask layout has been identified and described). Table

3.2 lists the types of primitives or components recognised at each level. The boundaries

bets'een t,he levels are never absolutely defined and so it is possible to encounter system

desc.riptions using prirnitives from more than one level.

The gate level is the subject of classical switching theory and is the concern of

the logic designer. Its level of complexity can be considered equivalent to that involved

in the design of SSI logic. The register transfer level is approximately the level seen

by an assembly language programmer and has a complexity comparable to MSI circuit

design. The processor level is that seen by a computer architect and can be equated to

the system design problem faced by an LSI or VLSI designer.
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Other methods of distinguishing the various levels are considered in Table 3.2.

Such methods may consider the time taken to process the information used at the

various levels, starting commonly at nanoseconds at the gate level and moving on to

seconds or minutes at the processor level. The amount of information processed at the

various levels is also a useful nìeasure, with bit information being processed at the gate

level and blocks of lvords at the processor level.

These design levels are classified as high or lorv depending upon the complexity of

the primitive used by the particular level being consideled. This Chapter has considered

a tool set, VIVID, rvhich can be used at the lorvest level discussed here. Following

sections will consider ltìore advanced, higher level tools, not yet composed into a system,

but none the less higher level than those tools introduced so far.

The principles behind the development of such tools revolve around the fact that

cornplex systems tend to have hierarchical organisation16zl. The development of complex

systems is made easier by and arguably requires the existence of stable intermediate

steps. Hieralchical organization also has irnportant implications for \/LSI designers.

It is perha¡rs most natural to ¡rroceed flom higher to lorver levels of design as this

colrespclncls to a progression to successivell' greater levels of detail. This Top Down or

Sú¡uctured clesign approach has been promotecl most strongly first by the proponents

of structured prograrnmin9[67] and then adopted by the proponents of VLSI designlsl.

Design problerns at the varic'¡us levels are quite different. At the gate level,

sntrstantial Switcùin g Theory exists as a basis for the sc¡lution of problems encc¡untered.

Register and Processor level design horvever still remains largely an art and is highly

dependent on the designer's skill and experience.

As a result, most of the developecl tools c.urrently in existenc.e for ICj design are

based at the gate level or at the mask layout level. The follorving section of this Chapter

discusses a highel level tool for the design of ICl's.
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3.3 Prograrnrnable Logic Arrays, PLAts

The Programmable Logìc Array (PtA) is described in this chapter as a higher

level tool L¡ecause of the method used to input information to the tool. While it cannot

be considered the most efficient rvay to implement a logical function in terms of area

or speed, it can still be considered a full custom design tool because it requires the

rnanipulation of all mask levels to provide the desired result. The PLA is used to

provide fast layout solutions for irregular Combínational Circuìt problems.

Combinational -Ft¡ncúions can be defined by a truth table that spec.ifies for ev-

ery input combination the corresponding output value. Combinational Circuits are

the physical realisation of Combinational Functions and are constructed from prirni-

tives c.aìled gates rvhic.h are themselves the physic.al realisation of simple Combinational

Functions.

The algebra rvhich models combinational circuits is a type ol Boolean AIge-

bra rvhich oliginated with the u'ork of George Boole (1815-1864), a contemporary of

Babbage[671.

The first task is to describe a PLA. Fig. 3.7 shorvs the general form of a PLA.

Using a 2 phase clocking scheme information can be shifted directly, or in complement

form, into a structure containing an AND plane and an OR plane. The AND plane

generates combinations of these inputs (liúerals) to form a number of boolean product

terms each containing a nunrber of these literals. These product terms are defined as

minúerms, as long as they contain all of the literals. The outputs fronr the AND plane

are then fed into the OR plane rvhere the boolean surn of the products is completed.

This information is then stored in output registers and shifted out on the second phase

of the clocking. An example of a canonical sum-of-products form of a function is

î = Et.Ez,Et * r1.î2-ng * n1.a2.83 * t 1.r2.ng
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INPUTS OUTPUTS

Progrommable Logic Arrags, PLA s

CK

xo xr x2 zo z1 L, 23

t
1l

i

Figure 3.7: On the lefú ís seetr úäe general form of a PLA índicatìng tåe á'ND-O.R
planes, cÌ,ocking, and inputs and oriüputs. The diagram on the right s.hows a possible

circuít schematic for the equatìons refened to ín the text below-

A minimal sum-of-products expression for the previous equation would be

Í = xl.sz* r1.r3 *î1.î2.îs

This equation corresponcls to a trvo level AND-OR circuit rvith the fervest gates and the

fewest gate inputs. These equations use three inputs and one output. A PLA can be

designed to provide solutions for an arbitrary number of inputs or outputs. A simple

example of a PLA scheme is shorvn in Fig. 3.7 for the equations

Zo= Xo

Zt= Xt+lo.Xr-Xz

zz =7r7z

Zs =T'o.XrEz *T.s.X¡.N2

I.ATCHESIITCHES

OR
Pt.ANE

AND
Pt-ANE

I

\
)

\
)

\
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PLA's can implenìent very irregular combinational functions but still uraintain a regular

structure as the irregularities are mapped only in the positioning of pull-up or Pull-

down transistors in the PLA. The size of the PLA and its shape is a function of four

parameters. (l) The number of inputs, (2) The nunrber of outputs, (3) The number

of product terms and (a) the lninirnum feature size of the particular technology being

used.

A PLA generator removes the designer from the physical circuit by allowing

interactive input at the boolean equation level. This effectively allorvs the designer to

skip further steps in his norlnal design translation procedure. The gate level digital

system designer rvorks in terlns of boolean equations rvhich describe system operation.

The equations are rninirnised and subsequently translated into gate level descriptions of

the circuit. If the designer is rvorking at the symbolic (VI\¡ID) level, these gates are then

converted to device level descriptions and the circuit can be implemented using ICE or

ABCD. If the designer is rvorking at the lorvest level, the device level descriptions must

in turn be converted to mask level descriptions and irnplemented rvith a la..vout language

or geometry editor. At each translation stage errors are likely to be made and as the

lower levels are reached, the complexity increases greatly, increasing the likelihood of

error.

A PLA Generating (PLAGDN) Tool autonratically generates mask layout in

an interactive computing session. PLAGÐN, the tool discussed in this thesis is rvritten

in PASCAL to run under VMS. Fig. 3.8 details an interactive session in u'hich the PLA

layout shown in the sarne diagrarn was generated for the follorving boolean equation:-

o -M.P + P.,9.1 + P.S.Í

The input to PLAGBN comes not only interactively from the designer, but also

from a file. This frle contains a Karnaugh Map style of input as well as information

regarding the number of inputs, outputs, and the number of product terms involved in

I

I
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$Gp1agenn pla
Enter number at which symboLs start:9000
Subsyrnbols to be generated?y
Do you want to prograJn this PLII?Y

Do you want aII inputs on the sane side?n
Vlhich inpuLs do you want at the top?l 3

Do you want the inputs of this PLA to be clocked?n
Do you want the outPuts of this PLA to be clocked?n
Do you want outputs o¡ the bottom side?n
Do you want input and output labeLs omitted?y

PLA completed
$

Figure 3.8: The text above s.hou¡s bhe ìnteracúive session between the designer and the
toot pt,e,CEN used to create the compzrator PLA for Project C4, AUSMPC May 1982.

The layout for the PLA is såow¡ at the bottom of this dìagram.

ùl
.i;

,I

f
I
I

I

Ì
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the boolean equation. A Karnaugh lr'fap provides a method for minimising the

number of primitives (gates) used ¡n a particular combinational circuit design and so

provides an attractive format for the input of the Bquation as it should prompt a

{esigner to minimise his equation prior to implementation. Fig. 3.9 details the input

file for the PLAGEN session described in Fig. 3.8.

SM

00 01 11

0 = M.P + P.S.I + P.S.I
431
1rÕ(1 1

111x 1

10Ox 1

Figure 3.9; Tåe contents of the Input File to the tool P¿I,GEN are placed ìn the form
of a karnaugh map representation. Ilere tåe input frIe on the left is compared to a
karnaugh map represenüaüion of the boolean equaúion, on tåe right.

The first line of the PLAGBN input file has three numbers in it. The first of the

',{ 
three indicates the number of different inputs to the PL.A., or the boolean equation. The

i .".ond of the three inputs indicates the number of product terms involved in the boolean

equation. The last of the three numbers indicaies the number of outputs required on

the PLA. The number of lìnes belorv this first line corresponds to the number of product

terms, rvhile the number of entries on the line itself corresponds to the number of inputs

:: (literals) usecl in each of the terlns as rvell as the outputs. A space separates the inputs

from the outputs. Once this file has been created, then PLACiDN can be executed.

Another example of a PLAGEN input fìle, this ti¡rle for a boolean equation rvhich

is a non mininrisecl form of the previous equation is usecl to inclic.ate the possibiltiy of

reclundant circuitrl'. The circuit resulting frollt the boolt:an eqttation belorç is sltorvn ilt

Fig. 3.10.

o -M.P +M.P.s.I +M.P.S.-Ì

The PLA offers great reduction in design time and a much nìore friendly designer

PI 10

0
0
1

0

000
000
011
111

00
01
11

10

I
r

þ
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Figure 3.70: The PLA layout above provides úäe sa¡ne circuit functîonality as that
s.äown in Fþ 3.8, buú úåe o¡e s.how¡ in Fig. 3.8 åas been minimÍsed. The effect

this minimisation p¡ocess .äas i¡ tå.r's case does not alter PLA size, however fot larger
equations sucå rninimisaúion could effectively provide sþifcanú sPace savings fot an IC
design.

interface than most other design tools. The designer interface to this tool, using

design techniques based on srvitching theory, distinguishes it from other gate level layout

tools (VIVID) and places it on a higher level. Of all the tools discussed in this thesis,

the PLA can easily be considered the highest level design tool, and examples of circuits

designed using this tool nill be given in Chapter IV.

Unfortunately, as I'et, no Gate Level tool exists that totally removes the need

for the designer to be involved in the lorvest ìevel of clesign. The VIVID system still

requires nranipulation of nrask geometries by the clesigner for final connection of pads

to the design IO ports. The designer must also nranipulate mask geometr¡es to connect

to PLA generated layouts. As soon as any lvfask level manipulation is required, most

of the lorv level tool set is required to verify the additions to the design.

I
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3.4 Display Toola

When considering the complexity of IC design and all of the functions desirable

in a tool set that can handle VLSI systems, it is easy to overlook the rnost basic function

that is a requirement of all tool sets. Some efficient method must be used to display

mask ancl/or symbolic level infor¡nation and the results of verific.ation tests done on t,he

designs on a variety of different peripheral devices, ranging from sirnple text terminals

at the lowest level to high resolution colour graphics devices at the top level of available

terminals. Both interactive displays and hard copy inforrnation must be provided for.

In well organised tool sets, the standarcl interface language can be usecl as an

input source to a tool which will allort' display of the design information on a wide

variety of peripherals. An example of such a tool ¡. 5BB[00], the ISD generated tool

designed to display nlr{OS and CMOS CIF geornetries on a number of different display

devices, including a variety of plotters, as rvell as a rvide variety of VDU's, both colour

and monochrome. SEB is rvritten in PASCAL to run under the VMS operating system.

As an example of this type of tool, Fig. 3.ll lists an interactive SEBsession and shows

the resultant diagram produced .

As well as displaying the complete design, SEJ allows sotne manipulation of the

dispìayetl information. For example, on an interactive VDU, the designer may selectively

zoom in or out on sections of the design. On all devices, rvindorvs of certain areas of the

design may be selected for display and the designer may also select any combination of

the rnask levels to be displa¡'ed. Other features such as the display of node labels also

exist.

The higher level tool set should also provide an integrated approach to the display

of not only mask level infonnation but also the s¡'mbolic level information and simulator

output as rvell. The VIVID systenr uses high perforntaltce graphics subroutittes, col-

lectively described as the Z-Graphics package to provide output for its graphical tools

inclucling, FACTS, ICIICLB, (a program designecl as an interactive tool for viewing
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$ see bitplt.cif
Enter a value of Lambda you want to use (Default is 250'00) ?

No errors detected, in cif file - D1: U[00N4]l'SIEIIBITPLT'CIF;
Technology is nM0S , Lambda = 250

The bounding box of the complete design i.s :-
Lowerleft (x,Y) (-3 , 3)Lambdas
Upper right (x,Y) ( t22 , 383 ) Lambdas

The display scale to fit the vertical height is : 1'97

Enter the display scale iu pixels/Iambda (Default is 1'00) ?

Do you want to select a wÍndow (Default is llo) ?

The window you have sefected is :-
Lowerleft (x,Y) (-3 , 3)Lambdas
Upper right (x,Y) ( t22 ,383 ) La¡nMas

Entei layers to be displayed (Default is all layers) ?

Do you t^¡ant to display nod'elabels (Default is No) ?

Figure 3.II: Tàe texú shown at the top of the page details zn interactive session beüween

a lesigner and the toot SEE. Tåe result of the session czn be seen below the text- SEE

provides eit.her hard copy or interactive displays of clF layouts.
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mask layouts using LLAMA mask descriptions), APLOT, (a stand alone ABCD

design plotting program used for producing a quick graphical view or hard copy rvhen in-

teractive editing is not required), SIMPLOT (a program which plots output from FACTS

or SPICE), and MTF (technology independence and information such as colours, stipple

patterns and shapes for the other graphical tools, are all availatrle for user manipulation

using l\,fTF). The Z-Graphics subroutine library is general purpose and device indepen-

dent, allorving the future adclition of nerv devices as and rvhen necessary.

3.5 A System Level Simulator (TicToc)

Research by Dickinsonlssl at Adelaide University has led to the development of

a tool designed to provide assistance for the VLSI designer in the pre-layout phases of

architectural specification and verification, and the development of microcode and test

vectors.

If a designer can represent and simulate a circuit at a very high level of represen-

tation (abstraction), he can nìore quickly proceed through the top down design process.

This form of verification is necessary as VLSI design is the process of converting a high

level functional specifrcation into a set of lorv level geometric mask patterns. Expert de'

signers accornplish this comi:lex translation problem by partitioning the design process

into a number of levels of ne;rresentation as shorvn in Fig. 3.12lszl.

Partitioning of a desigr is a difficult task for a VLSI designer as there are none of

the traditional bounds such as packaging constraints or physical size limitations enforc-

ing partitions. The partitioning process for a VLSI designer must rather be considered in

the light of parameters such as (t) N{inimisation of interconnect, and (2) Maximisation

of c.onc.urrenc.y. Systenr simulation rvith a tool suc.h as TicToc. allorvs the optimisation

of these pararueters by enabling 'r,arious partitioning strategies to be tested at a high

level.

TicToc enables the designer to specify and verify the architecture on a conìnìu-

nication basis. The TicToc specification clescribes the hierarchy and connectivity of the
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system without being overly concerned with the internal workings of modules. lr{odules

either exist as connections of sub-modules or as leaf modules.

TicToc was written in Ìr{ODULA-2 and the TicToc specification language is

actually an extension of this language. This is appropriate as the language is suited

to the description of systems that are partitioned and communicate only over defined

interfaceslS5l. For example, the leaf modules of a TicToc specification are rvritten in

N{ODULA-2 and need not bear any relation to a physical realisation except in the

function that relates module input and output[55|.

3.6 Conclueions

Relating Digital Design concepts as discussed in sections 3.2 and 3.3, to IC design

is necessary as it provicles the framen'ork arouncl u'hich efficient design methodologies

may be cleveloped at higher levels. Chapter II described the lorvest level of design

tool rec¡uired for IC clesign, the lou'est level consiclered in Table 3.2. This chapter

has introduced the VIVID system, rvhich can be classified as a gate level tool set for

IC design, the second level consiclered in Table 3.2. The VIVID system is still being

developed to provicle all of the functions that this level of design requires.

\,'arious atternpts at even higher level clesign tools have been made. The Silicon

Compiler concept has already been mentioned. Barly examples of such tools are Bristle

Blocksfcsl, p¡¿g1[asJ, ancl MacPiftsll4.3][701. Bach of these tools is charac.terised by

the notion of a flxed floor plan in rvhich a designer has a limited antoultt r>f fl'eedom

to explore the clesign spa."lasl. The¡,are \¡ery s¡>ecialised tools and no colttetnporarlr

silicon corupiler has yet demonstrated any ability to deal rvith the complexity involved

in full custorn VLSI circuitsla8l.

The VIVID system has developed to the stage rvhere it can be used to design

CMOS and nMOS circuits at a symbolic level in conjunction rvith tools from the lorv

level tool set. It provicles a stable interrnediate assembly level representation for VLSI

clesign ancl allows clevelopment of higher level tools from this stable intermecliate level.
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An example of research on this subject can be seen in the CADRE systemlsTl where

a collec.tion of expert systems communicating through a central manager, (using the

ZetaLisp environment on LISP machines), have been used to model the human physical

design process. A virtual grid and symbolic system is used at a lower level of the

CADRB system as can be seen in Fig. 3.12 which shows the CADRB view of the levels

of design abstraction for a VLSI design.

PROBLEM
SPECIF¡CAT¡ON

ALGORITHM

ARCHITECTURE
SÎATç TABLE

REGISTER TBANSFER
BLOCK

DIAGRAM

GATE

TRANSISTOR

Y¡RTUAL GRID

SYMBOLIC

PHYSICAL t¡IASK
CHIP

Figure 3.12: The CADRE view of LeveLs of VLil Desþ Abstraction.

STRUCTURAL

FUNCT¡ONAL
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CHAPÎER IV

NMOS DESIGN USING MASK LEVDL CAD TOOLS

Ä,ND lWO MPC PROCESSES

4.1 Introduction

Australian MFC efforts conìnìenced in 1982 as indicated in section 1.3 of Chapter

L These efforts enabled Austlalian circuit designers, rl,ho would nolmally be retnote

from IC fabrication facilities, to use for the fìrst time a forrnally coordinated s.vstern for

prototyping circuit designs on silicon. This C)hapter presents an analt'sis of the CrAD

tools used for the designs and conrpat'es solue testing infoirnation rvith sottìe sirllulated

results to velify the tool set functionality.

The first CSIRO AUSIv{PC, AUSN,Í PC 5/82 (N,{a}' 1982), provided free fabrication

of circuits using an nMOS 5 micron process, (ie. À = 2.5p,m or minimum feature size

- 5f¿lll). Free fabricat.ion of prototypes rvas offered to the best 46 designs submitted

to the CSIRO VLSI Progratn for its first fabrication run as a means of publicising the

N{PC effolt and to attract engineering excellence to the *o.¡[171.

The first part of this Chapter describes a design by Noonan and lVilliamsll6'11,

rvhich was sucessfully subrnitted to AtiSN'fPC N{ay 1982. The project u'as designated

Project C4 AUSMPC 6/82, and was completed using some of the low level tools

discussed in Chapter II (see Table 2.6) and one of the high level tools discussed in

Chapter III. Project C4, was designed to be a Signature Analyser and was the designers'

first attempt at designing any IC and specifically their first attempt at nMOS IC design

following the Mead and Conway design methodology. This device is designed to function

as a conìpônent part of Eshraghian's Passive Subåarmoníc TlansponderlSzlls3l, PST

project for use in a Vehicle Recognition S¡'stern. Ploject C4 u'as designed as a 4-bit
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slice version of a systetn that could selectivell, conìpare bit inforntation l¡etween two

registers, using a third register as a mask register.

One of the Designers' aims rvas to get a rvorking version of the device in silicon

so as to reduce the amount ol space taken up b)' hardrvare in the PST project, but

primarily the aim rvas to use this effort as a farniliarisation exercise to learn horv to

design in silicon foliorving the design lnethodology of N{ead and Conrvay and evaluate

the CAD tools described in this thesis. The priorities s'ere to attempt a nrodestly

complex design and get it s'orking. The designers s'ere not trying to complete the ttrost

compact design, rather, to fulfitl the project aims, as rnan)' tools as possible \\'ere used

to try and provide a greater CAD Tool evaluation, hence the use of a PLA for the

comparator part of this circuit. The layout of this design rvas completed using only the

PASOAL Embedded La¡'out Language, BELLB and the PLA Generator PLAGBN.

The seconcl part of this Chapter describes a clesign by Dunis ancl Webber[761

whic,h was fabricated using the I\.{PC process (again a 5 nricron nlr{OS process) c.oor-

dinated by the JN{RC. The layout of this design \\'as colrìpleted using the Geometry

Editor I{IC.

The tools used for this design complete an anal¡'sis of the Lon' Let'el Tools as

describecl in Chapter II. The results of this rvork can be used to gauge the effectiveness

of full custoru design, using a simple CAD Tool set, rvith trvo different N'IPC Processes.

4.2 Tb.e Signature Analyser

The Signature Anall'ser consists of four functional blocks. They are (f ) the Input

Shift Register; (2) the Comparator, (3) the Signature Shift Register, and (a) the Mask

Shift Register. A block diagram of this device can be seen in Fig. 4'1.

The Signature to be analysecl consists of a 6{ bit code which is designerì to

contain a number ol subsets of information regarding a vehicle carrying the code. For

instance, the 64 trit cocle could contain information regarding the registration number,

the engine number, the make and model of the vehicle, the class of vehicle, eg. car'
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eu,pad i

sl icesl icesl icesl ice

LOGO

Figure 4.1: The floorplan of tåe Sþaúure Analyser design submiúted for fabricaúion as

Project C4 on AUSMPC 5/82. This ffoorplan can effectively be used as a block diagtam
for the design.

utilitr'. truck, bus, \,an, ...etc., the ofHcial classification of the vehicle, eg. police

vehicle, anìbulance, fire engine, private velticle...etc. This infor¡tration can then be used

for a variety of purposes. For instance the infor¡nation could be used for detection of an

indiviclual vehicle or, for that matter, an indiviclual class of vehicles for traflìc control

purposes. A possible use coutcl be for traffìc control to let an alttbttlance pass unhincleled

to an acciclent or a fìre engine to a fire.

The basis of operation of a conrplete Signature Analrvser is as follorvs. An input

code originating from a vehicle consisting of 6'l bits is serially shifted into the input

rewpad i n

reupad i n

rer,lpad i n

rewpacli r

rewpad i r

rewpad i r

PIIDOUT

PADOUT

Pfitr0uT

PñDOUT

DGRO
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register $'here the inforlnation is stored. At some titne previous to this, a signature

code u'ould be serialt¡' shifted into the signature shift register where it is also stored.

Another 64 bit code is also serially shifted into the mask shift register and stored prior

to loading the input infonnation. The puÌpose of the device is then to cotttpare all of

the bits in the input and signature shift registers that are nob masked out by the mask

shift register, ancl to indicate a positive c.otnparisolt.

Er-en though the Signature Analyser chip has been designed with the strict intent

of providing an IC implementation for a part of the Vehicle Recognition System, it is

easill' conceivable that this device could be used for a variety of other purposes with

minor alterations. For instance, Signature Analysis is a rvell recognised technique used

in testal¡ility proced,r."r[stl and rvith the addition of feedback in the input shift register

and some otlier design modifìcations as detaiìed in Liebelt's thesislSl], this design could

provide useful background s,ork for a test structure.

4.2.1 Problem DeÊnition and Floorplanning

Using the lr{ead and Conway Design N{ethoclology, the design proceeds in certain

steps rvhich are foreign to the clesigner usecl to designing in TTL using SSI or discrete

component,s. The methodology takes into account not only circuit efficiency, (eg. the

best u'a1' of contpleting the circuit design in terms of chip area, or speed), but also

considers design time efficiency (ie. the time taken to complete and test the design)

rvhich has rapidl¡' become the rveak link in the design chain as far as large systems are

concerned. A description of the aims of the Mead an<l Conway N{ethodology is that the

designer needs to consider l¡oth circuit efficiency and design time efficiency by creating

a Structured Híerarchical Design using a reduced geouretric and electrical rule set.

The first task encountered in the methodology is to write a description of the

problem and list the number of of inputs and outputs required. It is very important

to give careful consideration to these problems at this stage because if for instance, an

input is overlooked, it can be very difficult, if not impossible to rectify the problem
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at a later stage in the design þrocess. This first design stage could Lte called Problem

Defrnition.

The problem definition stage as applied to the Signature Analyser project often

takes into account rvider ailris than just circuit optimisation. In this case part of the

problem was to test a variety of CAD Tools as rvell as to cotnplete a working nN{OS

prototype of a four bit slice of the desired circuit.

From the designer's understanding of the general sizes of the leaf and courposition

cells to be used in the design, in this case shift registers and PLA's, an estitnate of the

size the actual functional blocks rvould take is then requirerl to be laid down on paper.

As rvell, consideration must be given to the routing of data and comtnunication lines

bets'een blocks, ancl also l¡etrveen the pads and the blocks. This second task involved

in the Design Methodology is called creating a floorplan.

It must be stresserl that this is only an initial estiurate of the final floorplan and

the accuracy of this first estimate clepends on horv farniliar the clesigner is with the leaf

and conrposition cells and horv rvell the signal paths are routed. lr{ost often VLSI de-

signers rvill find that, to refine the floorplan to the point where the actual layout blocks

fall inside those set out on the floorplan, is an iterative process and the number of iter-

ations will be related to the cornplexity of the cilcuit and the designet's experience. The

number of iterations in this process reduces as the experience of the designer increases.

A mask layout level floorplan confines a designer to aLrsolute geometrical relationships

and sizes and must be considered very carefully.

Care rnust also be used in positioning pads around the the perimeter of the

circuit. If this is done rvell, much routing of signals can be avoided. This design

experience showed that the routing of signals around the regular internal blocks can

take a significant percentage of the design tirne (see section 4.3.21. Fig. a.l shows the

Floorplan created for the Signature Analyser.
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4.2.2 Stick Diagrams in Mixed Notation

When designing on a fixed grid as is required rvith the low level tools described

in Chapter II, an accurate picture of the cell at mask level is required on paper before

layout can commence. This minimises the number of editing iterations required to

accurately digitise the mask layout of the circuit desigl. The quantity of information

required varies depending on rvhether a Layout Language or Geometry Fxlitor is used

by the designer in the layout process. If a Geometry Editor is used, Stick Diagrams

are usually all that is required as hard copy preparation for the design. I-Tsing a Layout

Language normally requires a detailed accurate layout of the complete circuit as well

as the Stick Diagrarns which aid in the cornplete layout.

Stick diagrams are a low level IC design aid that allow simple representation of

designs at the basic Leaf Cell level rather than at the Composition Cell level of the

hierarchy. The use of stick diagrams at Leaf Cell level could be equated to the use of a

Floorplan at the highest level or lorver Composition Cell levels of the hierarchy.

A stick diagram gives the designer a way of quickly representing his design so

that he can distinguish the general forrn of his layout yet not take into account the

basic spacing design rules. Mead and Conrvay used colours to represent the different

layers in silicon. The representation is as follorvs:- R.ED:PoIysiIìcon, BLUD:MetaI,

GREEN- Diffusion, BLACK-Cuús, YELLOW:ImpIant and BRO WN: Overglzssíng,

ancl is the c.onvention used in this Chapter rvhen c.olours are used. With these coventions,

stic.k diagrams representing all types of \¡LSI devices may be drawn simply ancl quickly.

FiS. 4.2 shows the layout of the Shift Register Cell used in the Signature Analyser

Project and its associated Stick and Logic Diagrams.

At the floorplan stage of the design it is necessary to think about signal routing.

At the following stage it is of beuefrt to the designer to use urixed notation within the

floorplan to represent the different cells and enable a more accurate estimate of the size

required for the total design area as well as to formalise on paper the exact paths
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Figure 4.2: The |zyout of the Shift Register leaf cell used in the Signaúure .Anaþer
aesign accompanied by its associa ted logic and stick diagrams. Tåe node labels clearly

identífy tlre inputs, outputs and clocking lines on úhe layout.
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,Section l.S Design, Lagoul and Checking

íor signal and data florv. The aim of mixed notation is to use composition cells

and stick or leaf cell representation combined in such a way that they represent exact

path architecture such that alì that is rec¡uired after this stage is the realisation of the

actual la¡'out using the full set of design rules.

A very important consideration is that of timing. Race condiiions and glitches

must be avoided. These problems occur if careful consideration is not given to the layers

on rvhic.h the signals are routed, or if signals are not generated from drivers ensuring

appropriate rise and Íall times of signals over long lines. For the Signature Analyser

design. no timing restrictions r\rere set, as the main design criterion u'as to achieve a

fully functional circuit that rvould verify the design tools used and u'ould allorv future

characterisation of the I\,IPC process used for fabrication. Hence the normal concerns

rvith race conditions are not crucial for this clesign.

4.3 Design, Layout and Checking

At this stage of the methoclology the designer has almost exact estimates of the

project size, knows rvhere the signal and data paths lie between the functional blocks,

and knorvs horv the leaf cells rvill interconnect u'ith each other. The designer is then

able to cornmence rvork on actual mask layout of the individual leaf cells.

This rvork, n'hen cornpleted will define exactll' the size of the project. For some

N,ÍPC rurì.s, (eg. all CSIRO N,IPC runs), a desigrr must fall inside a final floorplan that

has t¡een specifiecl early in the design process t¡ecause once the final bid for space has

been macle on a multi project chip, the designer is limited by these bounds rvith little

or no recourse for change if the design is to be accepted on that particular MPC run.

The reason for this was that the cornpetition for space on CSIRO MPC runs dictated

the need for precise floorplans to enable multi-user participation and adherence to strict

deacllines. There was selclom little, if any, room for floorplan expansion on such runs.
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Section J.3.1 Leaf Ce.ll Layoul,

4.3.1 Leaf CelI Layout

Only trvo leaf cells are used in the Signature Analyser design, the Shift Register

shorvn in Fig. 1.2 and the Comparator shorvn in Fig. '{.3. Belle has been refered to

in Chapter IL The layout of the Signature Analyser Shift Register Leaf Cell, shown in

Fig. -1.2, lvas completed using the BBLLE file description shown in Fig. 2.1 (a).

An auxiìiary program to BELLE called GETSYMBOL is intended for use in

conjunction u'ith the II\{PORTSYNÍBOLS function rvithin BBLLB. It is used to generate

a header file of the type required by II\{PORTSYI\{BOLS. GETSYMBOL operates on

a CIF file and produces a frle containing the name of all syrnbols taken from a library

of synibols used by the designer, their syrnbol numbers and their bounding box.

The Shift Register cell is a selectively loadable/resettable dynamic shift regis-

ter rvith an 8:l puìl-up to pull-dorvn ratio capabìe of cìriving pass transistors for cas-

caclecl stages, as rvould be required for the Signature Anal¡,ser. The Mead and Conwa¡i

inverterl8] rvas modified to conform rvith standard design rules and to cater for space

allocation. It can be seen that modifications could be made to the inverter to make

it more area efficient still, however these modifications could not be implemented due

to the deadline restrictions enforced by the CSIRO. Fig. 4.2 details the layout of the

shift register rvith nocle labels and contpares it to its stick diagram and its logic circuit

diagratn.

Tlie basic cell size is 33À b¡, 48À although the cell was extended to cater for

stanclard connection to rnetal signal paths. This rneans that the bounding box for the

cell is 33À by 70À but the cell does not take up the full bounding box in silicon real

estate as it overlaps the signal feed paths

The Comparator used in the Signature Analyser project was layed out using the

tool PLAGEN. This tool has been refered to in Chapter III and is used to generate CIF

code from a truth table description of a circuit. PLAGBN reads from an Input File

and creates the PLA mask layout in a resultant CIF file. The CIF output of PLAGEN
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Section 1.3.1 Leal Cell LayouL

has to be concatenated rvith the CIF output describing the other design coluponents to

ultimately provide the final CIF code representing the complete design. Fig. 3.9 shorvs

the input frle to PLAGEN and the Boolean Bquation used to generate the Truth Table

for the input file. The resultant layout of the comparator described by the CIF output

fTom PLAGBN is shorvn in Fig. 4.3 along with a schematic diagram of the comparator

function that the PLA is supposed to perform.

It u'as realised that as PLA's get larger they also get slorver and as this PLA is

relativeiy small no problernatic delays were anticipated or encountered. Horvever it was

to be expected that the speed of operation of the PLA rvould be the limiting factor in

the overall speed of operation of the Signature Analyser.

The size of the PLA is Il8À by 120À which is large considering the logic function

it pelfonns. Horvever it is non-standard in that the positioning of the input buffers rvas

moclifiecl to allorv the PLA to be usecl in a bit slice application in orcler to procluce a

highly regular design. Originally the particular PLAGEN program used could provide

inputs otì one side of the structure only. The PASCAL program wâs modified to allow

inputs on either side of the PLA. By repositioning the input buffers, systeur routing

c<>mplexity is markedly reduced as signals can be fed between functional blocks in a

regular ilìarì.ner and also the positioning of other functional blocks attains a higher

degree of flexibility. A disadvantage in repositioning the input buffers is that the overall

PLA cell u'ill be larger. This disadvantage is hon'ever balanced b¡' the advantageous

reduction in interconnection complexit¡'.

The specific rnodifcations rnade to the PLAGEN program lvere as follorvs;

(a) To allorv any input buffer to be located at exactly the same x position but

reflecting the input buffer about the x axis and placing the buffer at the correct position

to line up with the AND plane.

(b) Minor modifications rvere ruade to the input buffers to allow ease of inter-

connections. This simply entailed extension of the POIY input wire.
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Figure 4.3: The \ayout and. associated block diagram of the comparator used ìn the

Sitnature Analyser Desþ. Note úåe extra sjlicon area reguired wåen using inpuús on

either side of the PLA súrucüure.
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Sectiott 1,5.2 Pad Allocolio¡t and Posilioning

(c) lr{inor modifications to PLAGround and the lengths of the AND and OR

POLY and DIFFUSION rvires made the paramaterisation of (a) nìuch simpler.

(d) The rerouting of the GROUND and VDD rvires rvas also necessary to cater

for the abuttnrent of the PLA in this Bit Slice application.

Some standard cells were provided by the CSIRO to assist designers with their

designs by providing standard leaf cells such as Input Pads and Output Pads in a library

open to all designers so that these cells could be concatenated rvith the rest of the design

softrvare.

BELLE was used to layout the Shift Register, cornpose the leaf cells into the

fìnal design layout, and interconnect the leaf cells ancl the pads. PLAGEN was used to

lay'out the Conrparator. Appendix D details the BELLE progrant usecl, the PLAGEN

input, and the resultant CIF lequiled to completel¡' describe the Signature Analyser

design as shown in Fig. f.2 (a). Because PLAGEN produces CIF as output, a tneans

of concatenating the CIF in correct relation to the BELLE produced CIF, is recluired.

This can be done using either a text editor or alternatively with the aid of the operating

systern commancl language.

The overall size of the project s,as 861À in the x direction by 649À in the y

direction. À for AUSMPC 5/82 u,as 2.5¡rnr and so the dimensions of the complete

Signature Analyser device rvas 2.1525mm by 1.6225mrn.

4.3.2 Pad Allocation and Positioniug

The pads for project C4 are specified very early in the design process as stated

previously. The pads for most projects normally are evenly spaced on all sides of the

circuit. For this device rve have pads on three sides of the circuit and then the logo at

the bottom. The total number of pads is 17 and each of the pad structures used was

a standard cell provided by CSIRO. There are ll input pads using NEWPADIN, 4

output pads using PADOUT, and then PADVDD, and PADGND. The pads are
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Sccl,ion 1.9.2 Pad Allocatíon a¡td Posilioning

shown labeled in the plot in Fig. 4.a s'hich also indicates the floorplan.The description

of these pads is as follows:-

PAD I = NEWPADIN. This pacl has been labeled PHIàSL and is the c.lock

line which acts as the shift through signal on phase 2 for the signature and mask shift

registers.

PAD 2 - NBWPADIN. This pad has been labeled PHILSL and is the phase I

equivalent of PAD 1.

PAD 3 = NEWPADIN. This pad has been labeled PHILNSL and is the clock

line which acts as the refresh for the signature and mask shift register cells on phase 2

of the tu'o phase clock for the signature and mask shift registers'

PAD 4 - NEWPADIN. This pad has been labelecl, PHILN.9.[ and is the phase I

equivalent of PAD 3.

PAD 5 - NBWPADIN. This pad has been labeled À1S1(/1V and is the data input

to the mask shift register.

PAD 6 - NBWPADIN. This pad has been labeled SIGIN and is the data input

to the signature shift register.

PAD 7 - NBWPADIN. This pad has been labeled /NPl/[ and is the data input

to the input shift register.

PAD 8 - PADVDD. This pad has been labeled VDD and is the supply voltage

input.

PAD 9 = NEWPADIN. This pad has been labeled PHILNDL and is the phase 2

clock signal rvhich refreshes the input shift register cells.

PAD l0 - NEWPADIN. This pad has been labeled PHIINDLand is the phase

1 equivalent of PAD 9.
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Sec|i.on 1.3.2 Pad Allocatio¡t and Posîtioning

PAD ll = NEWPADIN. This pad has been labeled PHILDL and is the phase I

equivalent of PAD 12.

PAD tÞ - NEWPADIN. This patl has been labeled PHI?DL and is the phase 2

clock signal that shifts data through the input shift register.

PAD l3 - PADGND. This pad has been labeled GND and is circuit ground

connection.

PAD 14 - PADOUT. Thìs pad has been labele,J INPOP and is the output of

the input shift register.

PAD l5 - PADOUT. This pad has been labeled Ctr{POP and is the output from

the comparator.

PAD 16 - PADOUT. This pad has been labeled SIGOP and is the output from

the signature shift register.

PAD 17 - PADOUT. This pad has been labeled IIISI{OP and is the output from

the rnask shift register.

This pad labeling is used in the test resuìt inforrnation presented in section 4.4.2

of this tìresis. The labels appear alongside of the signals that ale used as source signals

for clocking and as input for the various shilt register cells and alongside the signals

received as responses frotn the shift register and comparator cells.

Pad Positioning is a very important design consideration as it is important to have

the pads as close as possible to the circuit connection points so that the interconnection

paths from pads are as short and as simple as possible. As mentioned previously most

designers find that the iúterconnect problem can take up a significant percentage of the

design time. The interconnect paths for this project were relatively sirnple and yet the"v

took about 5% oI the total design time.
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Seclion 1.3.9 Design Rule Checking

4.3.3 Deeign Rule Checking

CHECI(, the most efficient of the Design Rule Checking tools discussed in Chap-

ter II, was used on the Signature Analyser CIF with diflerent errors introduced to

highlight the operation of a Design Rule Checking tool.

Design Rule Checking is necessary at different stages of a design. Rather than

complete a full system u'ith unchecked leaf cells, which rvould give rnultiple reports of

the same errors should any exist in any of the cells, using a non-hierarchical DRC the

designer rvould be rvise to first check each leaf cell used in the design separately so as to

valiclate that cell. The Signature Analyser has only trvo leaf cells, and one of these rvas

generatecl using PLAGBN rvhich procluces CIF layouts according to the design rules.

As a result the only leaf cell that needed checking rvas that produced using BELLE'

the Shift Register, although the PLA structure may be checked to ensure its layout

validity. The interactive DRC session and its results for the check cornpleted on the

Shift Register and the Cotnparator are shorvn in Fig. 4.5-

The composition of leaf cells to forrn the final layout is a source of many layout

problems as is the routing of the inputs and outputs betrveen the pads and the input and

output leaf cells. As a result, each of these stages should also be individually checked

to ensure final correct layout. lf{istakes such as rïÌong spacing betlveen interconnect

wires or betrveen interc.onnect wires and cells, are a common source of this design time

extension. Often, the cìesigner nìa)¡ find that the estimated space required for routing

is not enough and using frxed floor ¡>lan design techniques, as with CSIRO MPC's, this

can often force a designer to try ancl compact leaf cells in an effort to fit a design rvithin

the allowed floorplan space. This type of reclesign work using lnask level layout tools

can take longer than the original leaf cell designs themselves.

As a final check, tlie cornplete Signature Analyser Desigtt is checked, Fig. 4.5

shows the output proclucecl froln the Design Rule Checker along lvith the time taken for

the Tool to complete the check. Note that the rvarnings given in the output file result
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Secti.on 1.9.9

$ check [jnoonan.subl]shiftreg.cif
tlo Gif Errors Found
bounding box is -3.-11 to 33. 59
PRæESSIITGTILE 1, 1

tile is -13, -21 to 43, 69

0 CIF errors, 0 CIF warnings
0 design rule errors.

Accounting ínformation :

Buffered I/0 count: 61
Direct I/0 count: 7t
Page faults: 2L74
Charged CPU ti¡oe: 0 00:00:06.80

Peak working set size: 952
Peak page fj.Ie size: t770
Mounted volumes: 0
El,apsed tine: 0 00:00:35.23

Design Rule Checking

$ check [jnoonan.work]comp.cif
lfo Cif Errors Found

bounding box is 0,-31 to t2z,t}t
PROCESSIIIGTILE 1, 1

tile is -10, -41 to 132, 111

0 CfF errors, 0 CIF warnings.
0 design rule errors.

Accounting inf ormation :

Buffered I/0 couut: 61
Direct I/0 count: 61
Page faults: 2954
Charged GPU tine: 0 00:00:19.42

Pealt working set size: 1000

Peak page fife sizE: t77O
Mounted volumes: 0

Elapsed tirne: 0 00:00:37.03

:',h

'LlÍ

I

$ check [jnconan.work]try.cif
llo Cif Errors Found
bounding box is -13, 0 to 848,649
PROCESSINGTILE 1, 1

tile is -23, -10 to 509, 522
PROCBSSIIIGTILE 2, 1

tile is 489, -10 to t021, 522
PROCESSIIIGTILE 1, 2
tile is -23, 502 to 509, 1034

PROCESSIIIGTILE 2, 2
tile is 489, 502 to I02L, 1034

0 CIF errors, 31 CIF warnings.
0 design rul.e errors.

Accounting inf ormation :

Buffered I/0 count: 63
Direct I/0 count: 70
Page faults: t8278
Charged CPU time: 0 00:0{:30.73

Peak working set size: 1000

Peak page file size: 2075
Mounted volumes; 0

Elapsed tlme: 0 00:05:57.63

Figure 4.5: Samples of the CHECK analys¡s of the shift register, comparator and the
complebe Sþature Analyser with their resulús.

k
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Section 1.3.1 Circuil, Eilraction

from the fact that some wires used in this design fall on half À grid boundaries

due to the use of the minimurn allowable metal wire width for the nMOS technology,

3À.

Nc¡te the result of the check done on the same circuit, but with an error introduced

into the shift register as shorvn in Fig 4.6. The error introduced is that the metal wire

rvidth is only 2À while it should be 31, (the minimurn width of a metal wire as prescribed

by the design rules in Appendix A) in the ground connection of the shift register.

Once the circuit has been passed through the Design Rule Checker, the designer

can be guaranteed that his circuit layout obeys all of the layout rules specifred and that

any malfunction of the circuit will not be due to mask layout error.

4.3.4 Circuit Extraction

Before circuit sirnulation can be performecl, the mask layout of the design must

be converted to an electrical circuit representative form. This can be done manually or

autornaticall¡'. If it is done ntanualll', the layout is visually interpreted by the designer

ancl an electronic circuit representation procluced in coded form suitable for input to

various simulators ancl some other tools. There is no guarantee that the electrical circuit

representation of the lnask layout is correct, as erÌors in the interpretation process are

easily made.

To guarantee that the electrical la,r'out is the sante as that represented by the

¡rask ìayout, automatic generation of the electrir:al cilcuit fortn of the design by a Clircuit

Extraction Tool lnust be contpleted. Using the CIF description of the circuit, a Circuit

Extractor usualìy produces various output files that can in turn be used as input to

various simulation tools.

The most efficient of the Circuit Ðxtractors cliscussed in Chapter II, NBT, is usecl

to ilìustrate the function of Circuit Bxtraction. As indicated in Chapter II, various

:.'t
l,r

'ii

t
I

;

!
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Seclion 1.3.1

t check [Jnoouan.thesis.work]fig46.clf

llo Ctf Errors Fou¡d
bouuding box is -3,-11 to 33

PRæESSI}¡GÎII.E 1. 1

tlIe ls -13, '2t lo {3,

0 CIF errors, Oue CIF waruing
22 design rule errors.

Jll0ONAll job terniuated at 14-APR-1986 L7z2l.:08.2

Circuit Ezhactíon

59

69

Accouuting infonnation:
Buffered I/0 count: 62

Direc! I/0 count: 48

Page faults: 2349

Charged CPU time: 0 00:00:06.37

CIF ERRORS AI{D I{AR}IINGS

Peak workiug set size: 972
Pea* page file size: tnt
Mounted volunes: 0

Elapsed tine: 0 00:00:10.21

llarning, Iine 94, synbol 999 : llo geooetrY

DBSIGN RIILE ENRORS

1.3:
1.3:
1.3:
1.3:
2.3:
2.3:
2.3:
1.3:
1.3:
1.3:
1.3:
1.3:
1.3:
1.3:
1.3:
2.3:
2.3:
1.3:
1.3:
2.3|
1.3:
1.3:

Metal
MetaI
Metal.
MetaI
Metal
MetaI
Metal
I'letal
MetaI
Metal
MetaI
Metal
Metal
MetaI
MetaI
MeLal
Metal
Metal
MetaI
Metal
Metal.
Metal

width
wldtb
wldth
width
wldth
width

between
between
between
between
between
between

width between 0,1 and 0,3
width between 33,1 and 33,3
width between 0,3 a¡d 0,1
width between 33,3 and 33,1
spaciug between 33,3 a¡d 33,4
spacing between 29,4 a¡d 29,3
spacing betweeu 33,4 and 33,3
wldth between 0,23 and 0,25id

': 15,23
19.23
33,23
0,25
t8,25
19,25

and 15,25
and 19,25
and 33,25

and 0,23
a¡d 15,23
and 19,23

width between 33,25 and 33,23
spacing between 29,44 and 29'45
spaclng between 33,44 and 33,45
width between 0,45 and 0,47
wldth between 33,45 and 33,47
spacing between 33,{5 and 33,44
widtb between 0,47 and 0,45
wi.dth between 33,47 and 33.45

0 CIF errors. One CIF warning.
22 design rule errors.

Figure 4.6: The CHECK analysis of the Såift Regíster desîgn and Îts results wìth aa

i¡t¡oduced etror, the error beîng 2\ wide metzl rryÍ¡es insüead of the required 3).

I

l
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Seclion 1.9.1 Circuit Eilraction

levels of simulation exist rvith the lowest levels of silnulation providing the most

accurate and detailed description of the electrical operaton of the design. The circuit

extractor provides output for the tools SPICE, N{OSSIN{, MOSBRC and PROBE (see

Chapter II). Ttre output required for these various tools is different and so the tool NET

can be run rvith a number of different command line options which rvilì allorv output

variation according to rvhether the designer is lvorking with nMOS or Clt{OS circuits

and rvhich tool the clesigner wishes to use for simulation or electrical rule checking.

Apart from the technology independence and various types of output that are

available using NET, the tool has other useful features. A command line option ex-

.ists rvhic.h rvill allorv the designer to generate CIF nodelabel stateurents for all of the

node numl¡ers allocated by NET. This allows the designer to display the node numbers

together rvith the full design rvith the aid of a design tool such as SEE (described in

C'ihapter III), so that the user can instantly see the location of the node nurnbers. An-

other usefuì feature of NtrT is the command line option which allorvs s1'ntax checking

of the CIF input.

The various outpnt formats for the simulation tools will be discttssed in the fol-

lorving sect,ion. The results of t,he trvo features of NEI' cliscussecl inrmecliately previously

as applied to the Signature Anal¡'ser can be seen in Fig. a.7. The various output for-

mats for the different tools for rvhich NBT provides input can be seen in the follorving

diagrams using the Shiff Register fronr the Signature Analy'ser as the exantple CIF

input.

FiS. {.8 shorvs the output frle plodur:ed by NET that is used b1' the simulator

SPICB. The SPICB rnodels for NÍOSFETS rnay change frotn tirue to tiure depending

upon the process used for tlie fall'ir:ation of designs and so should be vierved as an

example of the t¡'pe of parameterisation expected. It should be noted that the silnulator

PROBE takes its input from this SPICÐ format output as rvell as the technology file,

examples of u'hich can be seen in Fig. 4.9. The technology flles used rvith NET and

PROBB allo*'s NET to deterlnine c,apacitance values between CIF layers and uses these
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13

1¿

Figure a.7 (a): An example of tåe node labels on ühe såift regíster produced witå tåe

NE? node optìon.

I

?

illt

ilriI
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Section 1.3.1

Technology is nMOS, Lanbda=250
The bounding box of the complete design is

Lower left (x,y) ( -3, -12 ) Lar¡bdas

Upper right (x,y) ( 93, 0o ) La.nbdas

7.ìIEÍ-I-SCAI|LIIIE, scanliue now ¡nssing 515000
INET-IIJ-RENAMELIAÐ, attenpt to rena¡ne label r'2r! to rr3tr ig¡ored
7.ìIE1' ï-SCANLIIÍE, scanline now ¡nssing 54500
?[NET-'I-0U'IPUTDE"V, writing devices and nets

Sug:::a¡ y of Devices and lfets

Circuil Eilraclion

80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

t
1

1

1

1

1

1

(nodefile creared by lIEl from Dl : IJIIOONAII.IIIESIS.TORI(]SHIHIREG.CIF;
at 13:52:18.49 ou 17-JAll-1986);

DS 999;
94 1 500,15000 Ìru;
9¡1 2 0,12000 ilM¡

94 3 5500,11000 llM;

94 13 -750,9000 llM;

94 16 1000,9000 llM;

94 24 3500,7500 IIM;

94 31 3500,4000 llM;
9¿t 3{ 2750,3250 IIM;

94 42 7000,2000 ÌlM;

DF¡

c 999;
End

llu¡u'uer of llets
llu¡¡ber of Enhancenent
Hunber of Depletion
Total Nunber of Devices

1IIET-Yl- INVAL IDLABEL,

?[IIET-ttJ- ITTVAL IDLABEL ,

?(}IET - V{- IilVA L IDLABEL,

I, IIET -T'I - ITÍVAL IDI.ABEL,

7.}TET -$I- ITTVAL IDLABEL,

IIrET-Ilt- IrruAt IDLII3EL .

1 without assoclated Seonetry
16 wlthout associated geooetrY
3,1 without associated geonetry
24 wlthout associated geonetrY
31 without associated geooetrY
42 without associated geonetrY

:9
:4
z2
:6

node
node
node
node
node
node

IabeI
IabeI
label
LabeI
label
label

Figure  .7 (b): An example of the lisúing ouúput for the såift regisúerproduced wiúå

tåe NET lisúing option.
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Seclion J.5.5 Sinulation

fo calculate node capacitances, while PROBE derives the models for its transis-

tors from this technology file.

FiS. 4.10 shorvs the output file produced by NBT for use rvith I\'IOSSIN{ and

N{OSSERC. This output is much less complex than that used for SPICE u'hich indicates

also the less complex nat,ure of the higher level sirnulation tool I\{OSSIN{.

The circuit extractor NBT is currently used for the verification of all urask level

layouts designed at the tlniversity of Adelaide.

4.3.5 Simulation

As discussed in Chapter II, the various levels of simulation that exist present

various deglees of accuracy in the estirnation of r:ircuit operatiott as s'ell as associated

various cìegrees of compìexity in siltiulation. The neecl for acc.uracv of sìnlulation lllust be

clecicled b¡' the designer. Iclealìy, all parts of a clesign sht-¡uld l¡e sillmlatecl as ac'.curatell'

as possible. This u'oulcl imply that all parts of a design should be sitnulated rvith the

Iorvest level sirt;ulation tool available, which in this case is SPICB.

Ilos'ever, design tirtre restrictions often prevettt the realisation of this ideal and

as a result, the clesigner can be forc.ecl to settle fc¡r the less accurate sitnulation offerecl

by the higher level tools such as PROBB or MOSSIIT{. In the case of tlie Signature

Analyser design, the deaclìines for entries to the first ALISN{PC presented restrictions

on clesign time rvhich in turn preventecl the completion of the ideal simulation. As a

result onl¡' ì\ÍOSSINI could be used as a verification tool at the simulation level prior

ic final design sublnission, hou'ever as an illustration of the various levels of si¡nulation

:rvailable, examples of simulated circuit operation for parts of the Signature Analyser

rvill be presented for each of the simulation tools, SPICE, PROBB and lt{OSSIlr{'

As an example of the use of SPICE, the NBT output for the Shift Register shou'n

inFig. a.7(al rvasusedtoproducetheresponseshowninFig.4.ll. Itisveryimportant

at this stage to understand that the response predicted by SPICE is greatly
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Section J.9.5

' s?ICE FILE CREAIEÐ BY lfET FROtl Dl:IJH00I|AI.fiESIS.H0RK]SHIFTÎEG.CIF¡
* AI 14:¡13:04.47 0lI 20-JAll-1986
*
r Nltos spIcE ( vmsIo[ 2G ) UoDEL PARAT'{EIRS
*
.uoDEt Et¡H $Mos
+ W0=0.84 GAIIMA=Q.4|
+ B.SH=12 CGS0=1.68-10
+ 10X=8.5E-8 PB=.539
+ I¡=0.8U TPG=+I
+ IJE)P=0.43 IIIRA=O.2
+ MJ=0.5 GJST|=1E-9
+ UTRA=Q.2 FC=0.5
+ CJSII=IE-9
r:

.MODEL DEP IIMOS

+ W0=-2.86 GAMI''|A=Q.53

+ RSH=12 CGS0=1.6E-10
+ T0X=8.5E-8 PB=.604
t LD=0.8U ïPG=+l
+ LJEXP=0.43 IIIRA=O.2
+ I,lJ=0.5 CJSIil=1E-9
+ UTRA=Q.2 FC=0.5
+ CJSI{=18-9

Símulation

PHI=O.52
GGD0=1.68-10
JS=S.25E-4
U0=910
FC=O.5
UCRIl=1Bl
CJ=1. 1E-4

PHI=O.52
CGDO=1.6E-10
JS=S.258-4
U0=800
FC=O.5
UCRIT=1Bl
CJ=1. 1E-4

LAI,IBDA=O.02

CGB0=1.7E-10
XJ=58-7
UCRIT=1Bl
CJ=l.18-4
IIÐG=O.43
MJ=0.5

LAMBDA=O.02

CGBO=1.78-10
XJ=SE-7
UCRIT=1E4

CJ=1. 1E-4
IJEKP=O.43

MJ=O.5

c330
c4 13

c5 16

c6 24

c7 31
c8 34

c9 42
I

*
c1 10
c220

Ut 42 31 31 0 DEP L=15.00U t¡J=5.00U AS=375.00P PS=140.00U AD=98?.50P PIF220.00U

\n 2 3 3 O DEP L=15.00U W=5.00U ÀS=725.00P PS=235.00U AD=975.00P PD=215-0OU

M3 31 3 24 O EtfH L=S.OOU W=15.00U AS=275.00P PS=60.00U AD=375.00P PD=140.00U

U4 24 t6 3 O EllH L=5.00U W=15.00U AS=725.00P PS=235.00U AD=275.00P PD=60.00U

M5 31 34 16 O ElfH L=5.00U W=5.00U AS=¡125.00P PS=175.00U AD=375.00P PD=1¿I0.00U

U6 16 1 13 O ËfH L=5.00U W=5.00U AS=162.50P PS=55.00U AD=425.00P PD=1?5.00U

Figure 4.8: The SPICD output fiIe produced using NET for the s.hift regisüer.

27.50F
73.88F
242.75F

0 49.13F
0 245.62F
0 140.75F
o 225.7s8
0 25.63F
0 73.88F
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Section 4.3.5

! mode I of tr.ansisÈor her.e
!LAYER AREA PERI¡lETER
cNH 0.3E-0+ 0.0
CllP 0.5E-04 0.0
cNT 4.5E-04 0.0
cNo 0.9E-04 8.0E-1 0
! END

Simulalion

Nllos. TEc

IIETAL TO SUBSTRATE
POLYSILICON TO SUBSTRATE
GATE TO SUBSTRATE
DIFFUSION TO SUBSTRATE

cî10s. TEc

Ì'IETAL TO SUBSTRATE
POLYSILICON TO SUBSTRATE
GATE TO SUBSTRATE
N-TYPE DIFFUSION TO SUP.STRATE
P TYPE DIFFUSION TO SUESTRATE

!¡nodel
! LAYER
ccM
ccP
ccT
CCDN
CCDP
! END

of trarrsistor hene
AREA PERII4ETER

0.3E-04 0.0
0.5E-04 0.0
4.SE-O4 0.0
0.9E-04 8.0E-10
0.9E-04 7.0E-10

Figure 4.9: The two technology frles NMOS.TEC and AMOS.TEC used úo provide

SPICE MOSFET model defnition, and layer to subsúrate capacitance of the active

Iayers, for both NET and PROBD.
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Sec.ti.on 1.5.5

I titta SHIFTREG

c 1 GltD 28
c 2 GIID 74

c 3 Gl[D 243
c13
c16
c24
c31
c34
c 42 GllD 74

d 31 31 42 1500 500 5500 2000
d 3 3 2 1500 s00 5500 10500

e 3 24 31 500 1500 3500 ¡1500

e 16 3 24 500 1500 3500 8000
e 34 16 31 500 50O 2750 2750
e 1 13 16 500 500 500 9000

Simulolion

I

2

GttD 49
GITD 246
GITD 141
GITD 226
Gt[D 26

13

.title SHIFïREG
G1 1 vss 27.5ùt (2, 60)
C2 2 vss 73.88f (0, 48)
C3 3 vss 242.75t (22, 44)
C4 13 vss 49.13f (-3, 36)
C5 16 vss 245.62f (4, 36)
C6 24 vss 140.75f (14, 30)
6/ 31 vss 2?5.75f (14, 16)
C8 34 vss 25.63f (11, 13)
Cg 42 vss ?3.88f (28, 8)
tlt 42 31 31 vss depl 15.00u 5.00u (22, 8)
ln 2 3 3 vss depl 15.00u 5.00u (22, 42)
M3 31 3 24 vss enl 5.00u 15.00u (14, 18)

lI4 24 t6 3 vss en1 S.OOu 15.00u (14. 32)
M5 31 34 16 vss enl 5.00u 5.00u (11, 11)

M6 16 1 13 vss en1 5.00u 5.00u (2, 36)

12

Figure 4.10: Above, tåe SIM ouúpuü fle produced using NET for the shift regisúer. 
"!isnã is used :ß inpui úo ú.he Berieley toãls, MOSSIM and MOSERC. Below, úùe NET

ouúput fle used witå PROBE and ELEC.
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Secl.iort 1.9.5 Sintulatio¡t

dependent upon the MOSFET rnodel parameters. Using the Silicon Broker tech-

nique for circuit fabrication, it is very difficult to obtain accurate infortnation regarding

these pararneters for a number of reasons. First, the various fabrication houses tend to

jeaìously gaurd this type of information as proprietary in nature. Second, using a Bro-

ker/Foundry does not guarantee that the designs will be fabricated on a knorvn process,

only that designs adhering to a general set of Design Rules will function. This leaves a

rvide toìera,nce open to most of the I\{OSFET model parameters resulting in difficulty in

predicting accurate values for the different pararneters. Despite these facts, the SPICB

sirnulation normally will provide the most accurate simulation results for a design and

is desirable at all levels of the clesign to verify elec.tric.al operation of the circuit.

PROBE provides the next most accurate simulation of the design and Fig. 4.12

is the rc:sultant sirlrulation of the Shift Register using this tool. The results of this

simuìator, rvhile less accurate than that of SPICE are produced much more quickly

making PROBE a rnore attractive tool for designers n'ithout enough tirne to use SPICB.

Finally, N,ÍOSSIM has its output displayed in Fig. 4.13. This type of simulator

provides absolutely no timing information, rather it gives an indication of the logical

correctness of the circuit. Hence the cryptic form of the output.

As an indicaiion of the time restrictions that can be placed on a designer or a

team of designers, the AUSMPC 5182 experience is an excellent example. The Signa-

ture Ana,lyser design lvas cotnpìeted in time only to allorv simulation rvith MOSSIN{.

Restrictions on access to tools added to the time restriction reasons for this undesirable

level of electrical operation checking. However, even had all of the tools discussed in

Chapter II been available, there still rvould have been great difficulty in carrying out fur-

ther silnulations ¡>rior to the CSIRO imposed deadline for subrnission of projects. The

SPICE ancl PROBE simulations shown in this section aÌe exalnples only of the types of

simulation most desirable for a prototype design prior to submission to fabrication of

an IC design.
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Sectíon 1.3.5 Simulalíon

¡1

Figure 4.12: The results of a PROBE simulaúion of the shìft regìster. The x arcis s.hows

úime in nanoseconds while the y a¡ris s.äows volts in the 0 to 5 volt rzn9e.
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Secti,on l.l IC Testing

The time taken to complete the layout of this design was approximately three

months. In that time, the designers had to become familiar not only with the CAD

Tools, but also the PASCAL programming language, the VAX 11/780 and VNÍS, and

the local Text Edítor LUDW¡çfssl, as rvell as generate the design using a methodology

foreign to them. The resultant <iesign was considered good enough to be accepted on

the first CSIRO AIJSMPC against strong competitionllTl.

The number of design hours is difficult to estimate and the definition of a desígn

hour \s also not clearcut. The design was completed on paper in about 40 man hours.

The time taken to put the design on the computer in the correct format was about 200

man hours. The time taken to fully debug the design in order to pass for AUSN{PC

5/82 was around 200 man hours but this time could have been shortened if adequate

design checking facitities were more readily available. Documentation time would have

been approximately 100 man hours, although subsequently documentation aids such as

extremely efficient typesetting and rvord processing programs have become available that

ease even this time consuming task[75]. An approximation of total design hours for the

Signature Analyser subdivided into cornponent categories was as follows:- (a) Algorithim

.05 of total, (b) Floorplan .l of total, (c.) Cell layout .2 of tot,al, (cl) Composition .2 of

total, (e) Checking .45 of total.

4.4 IC Testing

Testing of a circuit on silicon is a non-trivial matter for many r."ronr[74][85][s41.

Faults can occur at any stage of the design or fabrication process. The faults can be

introrlucecl by the designer or at some stage in the mask rnaking, fabrication or packaging

or other intermediate processes that are bel,ond the designer's control, particularl¡' in

an I\{PC run.

To verify whether or not an IC is operational, testing nrust be approached in

an organised fashion. Maxwell[7al indi..tes the trvo basic types of IC testing required,

(a) fabrication process testing and (b) design functional verifìcation. LIsing a Silicon
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Scction 1.1.1 Fabricat'ion Process Tcstittg

Broker/Foundry, normally type (a) testing is done for the designer prior to designs

being returned although this is not the case for all Silicon Brokers/Foundries. One such

Foundry service offered in Australia for example leaves all testing, both type (a) and

(b) totally up to the MPC designerleO|.

4.4.1 Fabrication Procese Testing

Before c.hec,king the func.tional operation of a design, the designer needs to be

sure that there is no fault introduced in the intermediate processing steps that occur

between the submission of the design in CIF format to the Broker and the return of the

packaged prototype. This type of testing requires checking complete wafers using special

test structures inserted in addition to the functional logic designs submitted by N{PC

participants. These tests determine rvhether or not the fabrication run has satisfactorily

rnet specified requirements with respect to device thresholds, resistivities, electrical

separation of layers, dielectric integrit¡', and metal step coverage. Device perfortnance

is also commonly determined with respect to propagation delay, DC characteristics, and

depenclenr:e on temp"raturel74l.

These types of test usuall¡' require analogue measurement and the test structures

used are independent of the functions of the designs being fabricated. The structures

are inserted into separate areas of the rvafer, by the fabrication house and/or may be

included in the form of a starting frame for the design as tvas the case for AUSMPC

51s2.

An example of the test structures used can be seen in the ALISMPC 5/82 Starting

Fr"m"[6] shown in Fig. 4.14. The starting frame is included in the top strip of each die

type on the MPW (MultïProject Wafer. It is usecl to determine whether or not the

fabricatiolt process has successfully produced working sy'stem level devices and allows

sorne characterisation and perforrnance measulelnents to be tnade. These measuretnents

need not be carried out by the designers using the lr{PC implementation system, it is

only provided for interest.
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Sectíon l.l.l Fabrícatíon Proce$ Teating
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SecLion 1.1.1 Fabrication Process Testing

The AUSMPC Starting Flame consists of, (i) Alignment Marks, (ii) Layer Codes,

(iii) Critical Dimension Testers, (iv) Etch Test Patterns (ELLS), (v) Identification Code,

(vi) Ring Oscillator and (vii) Test Structures. The details of this starting frame are taken

from Clarke's .A US^IPC 5/89 Designer Doct¿nlentationlol, distributed to all designer

participants of AUSIr{PC 5182.

Both coarse and fine alignment marks are provided. Coarse alignment is provided

by a square appearing on all layers in the top left hand corner of each die. Fine alignment

can be done using the sequence o1 squar¿s and fortre.eses which appear to the right of

the coarse alignment squares. These alignment structures rvere taken from the report

by Hon and Sequin[7I.

The layer codes (DIF, II\,ÍP, POL, CUT, I\'ÍET and PAD) appear under the align-

ment marks. Alongside each layer code are two critical dimension crosses and a set of

L-shaped test patterns. Note that the IMP and PAD layers are invisible on photomi-

crographs of the die as opposed to their appearance on the diagrarn in Fig. 4.14 rvhich

is a plot of the cornplete starting frame using a single colour.

The line width for the first of the two critical dimension crosses is given in Table

-1.1, rvhile the width for the second cross is always 2À rvhich in this case ec-uals 5¡lm.

4ÀPAD2^POL
4)MBT4)IN{P

2^CIJT2^DIF
14/idthLauervlídthLayer

Critical Dirnensron
Cross Line Width

Table 4.1: Line width of the first of the two critical dimension crosses såown in Fig.
4.14.

The Etch Test Patterns u,hich appear to the right of the second critical climension

cross for each layer are 26À high and consist of Blls of two sizes. Five small Ells with one

À width and separation ate nested in the uppeÌ right corner of four larger Blls having
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two ) width and spacing. Also included is a vertical two À wide bar down the left side

of the pattern to simplify measurement.

Bach of the nine die types used on the Multi-Project Wafers used to provide

design beds for AUSMPC 5/82 is identified by a single character (4...Ð which can be

seen by the naked eye. The identification character is 360pm tall and appears at the

top right hand corner of each die.

The ring oscillator has nineteen stages and can be used to estirnate the speed of

the devices made using this fabrication process. It consists of nineteen identical inverters

in a circle and a twentieth inverter acting as a buffer to drive a standard output pad.

Bach inverter has a pullup ratio of Zpu = 2 : I and a pulldown ratio of Zra = | : 2,

resulting in rninimum geometry k - -1 inverters. The period of oscillation of the ring

oscillator T equals trvice the delay around the loop. Therefore the inverter pair delay

is $, rvhere n is between 19 ancl 20 since the last inverter drives two loads, (the first

inverter and the buffer inverter). The connections to the pads for the ringoscillator are

from left to right: Ground, Output, \/DD.

The test structures are laid out betrveen trvo strips of 20 probe pads. Bach pad is

80¡mr b¡' S0pm rvith an overglass cut of 70¡an by 70pnt. The pads are spaced apart by

80prn in both the vertical and horizontal directions. The test structures for AUSI\'{PC

5/82 inclucle, (i) small transistors, (ii) a large inverter, (iii) large transistors, (iv) small

inverters (v) Diffusion and Polysilicon \¡an Der Paurv structureslTal and (vi) a contact

tester. f'hese structures allow among other things, the calculation of parameters useful

for SPICB rnodelling and their use is detailed in the report by ClarkelT4l.

The fabrication pÌoc.ess testing is useful to the Silicon Broker'/Founclry as it can

almost guarantee that any problenrs rvith lr{PCl participants' t'.irc.uits are due to clesign

faults rather than faults procluced in the mask making, fabrication or packaging process

for rvhich a Broker may potentially be held responsible. This is not always the case

however. Through participation in AIJSMPC 5/82, experience of problems caused b¡'
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bonding was gained. Fig. 4.15 shows examples of the faults (severe gauging of a circuit

to the point rvhere wires are ruptured, or splashing of molten metal fragments uPon a

circuit causing possible short circuits) that can occur in the bonding process. These

faults can render a design useless as occured in one of the examples shortn in Fig. 4.15.

Other types of problems that could potentially arise have been mentioned in Chapter III.

Weste[48] has mentionecl the neecl to consider small antifeature dimensions as possible

sources of faults in the mask rnaking process.

4.4.2 Deeign tr\rnctional Veriffcation Tests

The type (b) testing mentionecl by Maxwe¡l7al, (clesign functional verification),

must be cornpleted by the designer. It assumes that fabrication has been successful and

is necessary to determine rvhether or not the circuit works as intended. This testing

problenr can be subdivided into Prod,uctíon Testíng asopposed to Prototype TestinglTal.

Production Testing is performed on designs that have already proven to be functionally

correct but individual chips rnay be faulty due to fabrication processing faults that are

randornly scattered over the surface of the wafer. Production Tests are usually quite

simple, go/no go testsl7a|.

Prototype Testing and fault finding is the type of testing that a typical N{PC

participant u'ould do. This t¡'pe of testing requires interpretation of the test data to

determine the origins of faults if they exist. For the Signature Analyser, this type of

testing tvas completed using a Logic Analyser/Function Generator.

A totaì of five chips rvere returned to each design team participating in AUSN'IPC

5182. These came from trvo different fabrication sources, COI\{DIAL in Sunnyvale

California, rvho fabricated a three inch wafer, and AMI in Idaho rvho fabricated a four

inch wafer. The chips rvere packaged by Prornex, (Palo Alto), rvho packaged the four

inch set and Philips, (Adelaide South Australia), tvho packaged the three inch set. The

cluplication of fabricatic¡n rvas intended to reduce the protrability of failure as much as

possible.

¡
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i

,; Fisure 4.15: The a small blob of metal splas.äed onto one of the

I' såiTt resÍsters oD Analyser dice. Îåis device wast protected from
I 

"uch 
alault becau ed to cover the prcject. The picture below såows

t the result of a wíring failure to an output pad on a project ftom AUSMPC 5/82- The

pad is damaged so badly that the connectíon to the círcuit is ruptured makíng the

device useless.
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Sectio¡t 4..1.2.1 Regular Bit Palter¡t Tests

One of the project C4 chips lvas extensively tested. It was a Promex packaged

chip. The Promex chips were used in the extensive test because they were the first

to be reiurned. The Signature Analyser design is well partitioned. Each four bit shift

register string can be separately accessed to observe its ability both to hold and to shift

informatiorr through the design. The comparator output can also be observed to verify

its operation. The tests can be placed into three groups ordered by their complexity. The

three tests r,,,ere:- (1) Shift an<ì refresh all three registers (mask, signature, and input)

rvith all one's and then all zero's and obsen'e the cornparator for correct operation. (2)

Repeat the first test, but this time rvith an input rvhich continuously oscillates betrveen

one and zero for each input of the shift registers. (3) Finally, using completely random

inputs, observe all register outputs and comparator operation. The patterns used were

generated on a programmable pattern generator at the CSIRO laboratories.

Also, in this series of tests the chip rvas pushed to its upper operative frequencl'

limit which rvas found to be 2.85 lr4Hz for the output of information from the registers.

The results of such tests for the Signature Analyser design are displayed in Fig. 4.16.

These 1.r¡r[ta'zl verify the total functional operation of the Signature Analyser and

hence the tools used to complete the design.

4.4.2.1 Regular Bit Pattern Tests

The pictures in Fig. 4.16 shon the input to the mask, signature and input shift

registers as indicated by Ì\{SI(IN, SIGiN and INPIN labels. The bottom 4 rvaveforms in

each case shorv the output from the mask and signature shift registers, the con-rparator

ancl the input shift register respectively clenoted by lr{SI{OP, SIGOP, CIN{POP, and

INPOP. The top traces seen on the pictules are unassigned.

For the purpose of clarity, these pictures clo not show the trvo phase non over-

lapping c.lock. A c.ombinecl pattern generator/logic analyser tvas usecl to provicle the

I'andoln input bit patterns, but an inclepenclent t',lc'¡c.k lvas usecl to generate the trvo

phase non- overlapping clock signal for shifting through ancl refreshing the shift regis-

Ë
I

t;

l
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Section 1.1.2.1 Regular Bit Pattern Tests

ters. The frequency of these clock signals was much greater than the clock component of

the randonr bit patterns and in fact was altered at times during the testing procedure.

A slight lag in the comparator output response can be seen in some cases shorving the

time taken for propagation of the bit comparison through the four legs of the chip. This

is not obvious in all cases rvhich indicates the alteration in clock frequency to a higher

value in some cases causing a smaller propagation delay.

The first of the tests rnerrtioned above is satisfied by observing the results of the

subsequent tests. Fig. a.16 (a) shorvs a series of pictures indicating the operation of the

shift registers. Both their ability to shift information through and hold infor¡nation is

demonstrated. Initially ignoring the comparator and its output, the top picture shows

the inforrnation being shifted into the tllree shift registers and the unaffected output

verifying the ability of each of the l\{ask, Signature and Input shift registers to shift

information straight through the circuit.

The second and third of the pictures shorvs the ability of each of the shift reg-

isters to hold information. The second piciure shorvs the bit patterns shifted into the

Signature and Input shift registers rvhile the lr{ask shift register input is held high. Un-

derstancìing that the comparator output (CÌ\.{POP) is deiermilred b¡' the result of the

boolean equation:-

CMPOP = M.S.I + M.S.I + M.P

rvhere P is the previous conrparator bit output, .9 is the c.urrent Signature bit,

f is the current Input bit and M is the current mask bit, nith M alrvays high, the

comparator output will be high if and only if the contents of the signature and input

shift registers are exactly the same. (It is important to note that the P input to the

first of the cascaded comparator PLA's is connected to VDD and therefore is helcl

permanently high).

11 MSKIlV is permanently high as it is in the second picture ancl this is shifted
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Figure 4rc (a): Test resu.lts of the Sìgnature Analyser, Project C4 AUSMPC 5/82.
Pictures are numbered one, two and three from the top down.
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Seclio¡t.4.4.2.2 Pseudo-Randon'¿ Bit Patlern Tests

through the rnask shift register and then held, the Signature Analyser then checks

all of the Input and Signature bits for comparison. If they are all the same, then the

CMPOP will be high as in the second picture. This shorvs that the contents of the

signature and input shift registers are exactly the same. In fact, they both contain the

pattern shotvn at their inputs in the second picture.

The third picture shows the results of the comparison when none of the bits in

the signature shift register agree u'ith the bits in the input shift register rvith MSKIN

again hetd high. The result of course is CMPOP = 0. The contents of the input and

signature shift registers are again indicated by the patterns at their inputs horvever the

fact that the output of the input shift register is high compared to the signature shift

register being low shows that the pattern has been offset one bit resulting in all bits

being opposite.

For the picture at the top of Fig.  .16 (a), the clock inputs u'ere set such that the

information at the inputs of the shift registers is shifted through, rvhile for the second

and third pictures shown the information at the inputs rvas pieviously shifted into the

shift registers. At the time of the picture being taken for the se.concl ancl third pictures,

the infonnation was being storecl in the shift registers.

4.4.2.2 Pseudo-Random Bit Pattern Testg

The pictures in Fig. 4.16 (b) shorv that the shift registers and cotnparator all

function correctly under the pseudo-random bit pattern test. As explained in the pre-

vious section, rvhen the mask shift register is set high, the comparison of the input and

signature shift registers is enabled.

The first of the pictures in Fig. 4.16 (b) shows MSKIN held high rvith pseudo-

random bit patterns shifting through the signature and input shift registers. Apart

frorn verifying the ability of the signature and input shift registers to shift through

pseudo-random bit patterns, the result of the comparator output in the first picture

also verifìes correct operation of the Signature Analyser in a d1'namic mode, that is,
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Sectio¡r 1.1.2.2 Pseudo-Random Bit Pattern Tests

with information being constantly shifted through

Features of the comparator operation that are quite clear from this first picture

are described here with no reference to precise timing because the aim of this design was

to produce a functional design to verify the design tools rvithout setting timing goals.

The fact that all unmasked bits of the signature and input shift registers must

produce a high comparator output lor CMPOP to be high, can be seen. For example

in the first pic.ture, the CMPOP c,an be seen to go lorv slightly before any c.hange

is detected in the levels of either the SIGOP or the MSKOP. This time delay can

be considered as 1¡. This time delay indicates that as soon as the first bit of the

comparison produces a low output, the whole comparison goes lorv rvhile the change

is not detected at SIGOP or MSKOP until the signal has been shifted through the

whole four bits.

When the CMPOP output rises, it does so at precisely the same tirne as the

change of either the ^SIGOP c:r MSKOP. This shows that the CMPOP output will

not go high until all four bits of the SIGOP and the MSKOP shift registers produce

high comparator outputs.

The second picture in Fig. 4.16 (b) shows a the same pseudo-random input bit

patterrr as in the fir'st pictule and the results but this tinle for MSKIN held lorv. The

results of the CMPOP can be seen to be held constantly high. This is because aìl of the

comparator bits are ignored and the input to the first stage, tied high, is passed through

to the output irrespect,ive of any of the input c.c¡nclitions on SIGIN or INPIN.

The third of the pictures shows a totally pseudo-random input pattern to all

of the three shift register inputs, MSKIN, ^9fGfN and /NPIN. This is a frnal

verification of the complete clynamic funcional operability of t,he Signature Anal¡'ser

design. The CMPOP provides correct informatir-¡n for all cases r-¡f the pseudo-ranclom

shift register inputs. Interesting features that can be seen are the glitches occuring ou

CMPOP when lbe MSK.IIV signal falls and the ,S/G//V signal changes state while
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pigure a.rc (b): Test resu.lús for fåe Signaúure Analyser using pseudo-random bit pat'

fulns. The pici,tures are numbered one, two and three from the top down'
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INPIN is hekì constant, indicating a possible problem area for tirning con.sid-

erations in procluction runs of the design.

The testing of the chip has been extensive in its range of functional tests and not

so extensive in the area of testing limits of operation, or non ideal operating conditions.

Horvever, for the expected environment of operation it rvould appear that the tests have

been extensive enough to shorv IOO% success both in terurs of complete operation of

all chip functions and in terms of successful operation of all chips, as simple functional

tests, such as those used in Fig. 4.16 (a), were performed on the rest of the chips to

pÌove their operation.

Overall, the whole experience can be thought of as a successful implementation

of a prototype in silicon. The testing of the final products proved them to function

exactly as designed and concluded a vel'y intelesting and satisfying experience.

4.5 Analysie of CSIRO MPC Dffo¡te

The CSIRO VLSI departrnent provided XX I\,ÍPC runs over the period of some

three years of operation of rvhich AUSNÍPC 5/82 was the frrst. The CSIRO's efforts

enablecl researc.h into silicon integratecl circuit clesign using an nl\{OS process by provid-

ing the expert intennediate assistance required to let designers efficiently cotntnunicate

rvith IC mask urakers, fabrication lines, and packaging lines.

In order to successfully complete this task, the CSIRO provided assistance in

the distribution of design layout and verification tools, as rvell as a number of standard

cells such as pads which rvere fundamental to the successful operation of the circuits

submitted by designers to these MPC runs. As well, the CSIRO completed the Fabri'

cation Process Testing to provide maximum guarantee that error free dice were finally

distibuted to the designers.

The CSIRO clesign tools suc.h as BELLE were particularly easy to use ancl in'

clispensible to the design proc.ess. Sonre designers who rvere not familiar u'ith PASCAL
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had some initial difficulties but these were rapidly overcoure. The only difficulty in the

design process was the lack of design verification programs. However the lack of suffi-

cient verification tools has subsequently led to the development of tools locally, (sorne

of which are described in Chapters II and III), which solved the earìier problems.

For AUSMPC 5lBZ,{ue to the unavailability of design verification tools, a severe

bottleneck was createcl aclcling even more pressure to the crucial design submission

deadline. The verification tools could not be put on the Adelaide University computers,

and as a result, an iterative design plocess that should have taken at most one and a

half hours took one and a half weeks. Designs were ferried via magnetic tape to the

CSIRO site rvhere a CSIRO employee ran all designs through the design rule checker, and

e'entuall), returned the results. In one and a half rveeks the design had passed through

the design rule checker only three tirnes. while tlie checking pÌocess was Proceeding

the designers could do little more than wait, rvhich in the case of project C4 could have

been fatal to design completion if the initial design faults had persisted for even one

more iteration. I\,IOSSIIú rvas the last of the clesign verification progranìs to be used

and this could only be done on the cslRo nrachine. This rvas quite a difficult job to

arrange also as the cleaclline was rapiclly being approachecl and again cìue to the lack

of distribution of tools, a single vAX 11/780 rvas being severely taxed by rnany users

rvishing to coruplete similar time consuming design checks.

All of these problerns had to be and were solved. The developurent of tools as

describecl in Cthapters II and III allowed lnuch greater independence for designers at

the tini'ersity of Adelaide to verify their designs. The netrvorking of the f'lniversity's

computing systems to each other and to the ACSNBa[zsl has subsequently given even

greater independence to designers. Designers could possibl¡'ìlypass the Australian inter-

mecliaries in the clesign process ancl go straight tc¡ the tlS for faÌ-¡rication shoulcl they be

able to arrarìge the additional adrninistlative matters involved in lr'fPO dealings tlteut-

selves. These administrative matters are non-trivial as experiences rvith lt{PC-: Processes

within Australia have proven. The C)SIRO set and met deadlines extrernely well and
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Section 1.6 A Control Unit for a Four Bit Microprlcessor

thereby offered participants of their MPC program a reliable method for the fabrication

of IC design prototypes. For example, the deadline for submission of projects for the

first ALTSMPC, 5/82 was the 3lt' May 1982 and a package of bonded and unbonded

die rvere returned to the designers by early August 1982 ready for testing.

While the CSIRO no longer provides MPC services, its brief involvement with IC

design lvork acting as a Silicon Brokei prompted similar competitive services from other

commerclal enterprises lvithin Australia that currently offer similar MPC services using

fabrication facilities within this country. The exposure of Australian IC designers to the

rvell scheduled professional IC fabrication facilities offered by the companies existing in

the tInited States allows Australia to understand standards that should be expected for

IC fabrication.

4.6 A Control Unit for a Four Bit Microprocessol

The success of the Signature Analyser design subrnitted to AUSIUP C 5182 proves

the rvorth of many of the layout and verification tools discussed in Chapter II as u'ell

as the PLA discussed in Chapter III. The tools from Chapter I that remain unverified

as far as har'ìng produced a working nMOS IC is concerned were verified in the design

of the project described in this section.

In 1g84, Webber and Dunis at Adelaide University rvere assigned a project[761

consisting of an ni\{OS IC design of a control unit for a'{-bit microprocessor. This design

n,as to be contpleted using any of the layout and verification tools discussed in Chapter

II and also the PLAGBN program. When the design \\'as completed, it rvas intended

that it rvould be fabricated using the JN{RCI MPC-- process, depending on satisfactory

design verification using the verification tools.

The control unit was to be used in conjunction s'ith a data path chip fabricated

on CSIRO AUSMPC 5/82 and designed by Lee and Lool78l, also as undergraduates at

Adelaide University. The cìata path chip rvas tested by Lo.¡al7sl using a control unit built

out of SSI, TTL chips and found to function completely. As a result it was decided to
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design and fabricate a cornplete control unit for the data path chip. An attempt was

made at the design by two undergraduates in 1983[s0l using the lowest level layout

tools, BÐLLE etc. This design was not successfully completed for many reasons, among

them the inability of the designers to cope with the inflexible space restrictions and

submission deadlines applied to the CSIRO AUSIVÍPC run the design was intended for.

Webber and Dunis, after experience with all of the layout tools mentioned in

Chapter II'as well as PLAGEN, chose to layout their design using PLAGEN and the

Geornetry Editor KIC. Their reasons for choosing KIC rather than other layout tools

rvere the speed and ease of design that I{IC offeredl761. The design r\¡as successfulll'

completcd by the two man design team within a six month part tirne design span. The

design was then submitted to the JN{RC November 1984 design Ir{PC run and returned

in May of 1985. Fig. a.17 shorvs the plot of the desigu, courpleted using I(IC, that rvas

submitted for fabrication.

The testing of this design remains to be cornpleted, horvever it is felt that the

design has been simulated to such an extent with various tools that the chances of a

cornpletely functioning chip depend only on the ability of the fabrication process to

yield a fauìt free die.

4.7 Analyeie of JMRC MPC Effort

A c.omplernentary N,fPCl process to the CSIRO NÍPC process rvas set up in Syd-

ney by the lIniversity of Nerv South Wales in conjunction rvith the fabrication facilities

at AWA at North Ryde in Sydney, as part of an Australian Government funded Joint

Microelectronics Research Cienter (JNf RC) of Excelìence. Similar lt{PC; services to those

offered by the CSIRO were provded by the Jlt{RC teanr including the Fabrication Pro-

cess testing at an affordable price.

The nlain difference betrveen the trvo services ç'as that the C:SIRO offered the

ability to fabricate clesigns using a I = 2pm proc,ess torvarcls the encl of the VLSI

prc.rgram's operation, ancl research (as oppr.rsed to MPC processes providecl) was done
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Figure 4.lT: The completed yersion of the control unit of the data path chip designed
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with KIC and fabricated bY JMRC.
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by the CSIRO on ã ) = lf¿m process. The CSIRO was able to do this because

they used fabrication facilities in the US and therefore had the opportun¡ty to pay for

the use of some of the most advanced equipment available for the fabrication of IC's. On

the other hand, JMRC were restricted to the use of the equipment purchased by AWA

for its fabrication line. As a result of the small Australian demand for high quality IC

fabrication equipment and the high cost of this type of equipment, the minimum feature

size offered by the JMR.C MPC tacility is 5¡rrn or ) = 2.5¡an. While this restriction

c.an be c.ritic.al to c.irc.uits of the VLSI dimension, it still allows a growing Australian

IC design and fa,brication industry to develop. AWA can produce smaller scale designs

that are commercially viable and at the same time open its doors to the Australian

electronics research community through the JMRC medium. This enables wider use of

this important facility for research that could lead to designs of a much larger scale, in

turn providing the potential financial impetus for an Australian conìpany to invest in

rnuch higher quality fabrication facilities than those cumently existing in this country.

The advantage that the JMRC plograrn has over the now cottrpleted CSIRO NÍPC

progranì. is that JN{RC has the potential to provide CIUOS as rvell as nN{OS N{PC's.

Progress is l>eing rnade in Australian research organisations tolvarcls the irnpletnentation

of a Clr{OS N,IPC process using AWA CMOS fabrication iacilities to produce designs

resulting from the tools discussed in Chapter III. A saurple CMOS design is discussed

in the follorving Chapter of this thesis.

Another very interesting difference between the tu,o progralììs rvas the operating

systems used on the conrputing equipment running the design tools. The JltIR.C rvas

heavily committed to the use of UNIX as opposed to CSIRO which rvas just as heavily

committed to the use of VMS. The reasons for these different colnmittments can be

speculated upon but are not as irnportant as the results of the comurittnrents.

Whatever the reason for the different commitments, the result has seen a variety

of tools developed for both operating systems within Australia. Those described within

this thesis are primarily VMS oriented but in most cases work on both operating sys-
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Sccí,í,on |.8 C onclusions

tems, largely due to the significant UNIX to VN{S porting effort by researchers at the

University of Adelaide.

The JMRC deacllines for submission and delivery are much more flexible than

those used by the CSIRO. The benefits of this ar:e that the designers have much more

flexibility in altering the final design floorplan an<i so are not restricted as much by

mistakes made in the early stages of the design process. The disadvantages of the more

flexible deadlines are that designs can be late in returning to the N{PC participants in

the order of a few months. In a universit¡r research environntent, this unexpected delay

can be tolerated, it may not be tolerated in the stricter commercial environtnent.

4.8 Conclueione

The work cliscussed in this Chapter provides a detailed acc.ount of nltfOS N{PC

design experiences using the tools discussed in Chapter II, and one of the tools detailed

in Chapter III. The author's rvork involved the developnent of solne of these tools,

incìuding IilC and PLACìBN, on the University of Adetaide computing systems as u'ell

as the design of various nlr{OS structures using these tools, the Signature Analyser

detailed in this Chapter t-reing one exatnple. As rvell as design tool use and developrnent,

the author makes comments on the NIPC process flour the point of vie*' of the design

coordinatol with experience of submitting designs to the JI\{RC Process.

The tools at the l-Iniversitr- of Adelaide sutììmarised in Table 2.6 have proven to

be rvell suited for the mask level design of n\{OS ICJ's. Thel' provide functioning citcuits

in rninirnal design tinte. A Cleonretr¡' Eclitor suclt as IilC is the nlost desirable for laf ing

outcircuits which aÌe space ancl electrical tirning efficient, rvhile PLA's are the quickest

urethod of laying out any circuit alttrough the resultant circuit u'ill be inefficient rvith

respect to silicon area usecl ancl rvill t-¡e much slou'er than a c.ircuit carefull¡' created

using a (ìeonretry Eclitor.

The verification tools developed at Adelaide University in c:onjunctiott rtith ISD,

inclucling the design mle checker CHECK, the circuit extractor NET ancl the sirnulator
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Conclusions

pROBE, have completed the initially deficient tool set that was used in the early days

of the first CSIRO AUSN{PC's and the addition of the mask level Geometry Editor I{IC

to the tool set has provided the rnost efficient method of mask layout.

The N{ask Level CAD tool set is complete for the fabrication of nMOS or CMOS

integrated circuits at Adelaide University, even though only nN{OS MPC processes have

been used to <iate to prove this. Designs can now currently be fabricated reliably using

the JMRC N{PC 5 micron process using single layer metaì. The only remaining barriers

to IC prototyping at Adelaide University using this process are cost and invention.
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CHAPTER V

CMOS DESIGN USING SYMBOLIC LDVEL Cå,D TOOLS

5.1 Introduction

After initial experiences rvith custom n\{OS design, fabrication and CAD tool

devc'lopment usìng valious MPC processes, and the final cornpletion of a working nMOS

CAD tool set as described in Chaptels II, III, and IV, efforts rvere begun at Adelaide

llniversity to assist in the development of a higher level CAD tool set for custom VLSI

design capable of provicling more efficient designs for nlr,lOS and, ntore inrportantly, for

CN{OS circuits.

The reasons for the change in technology base frorn nlt{OS to Clt{OS are sum-

rnarisecl b1, \\¡este ancl Bshraghianl+Sl but can be rnost concisely expressecl by saying

that CINIOS offers bettel pelforurance at lowel'power and also scales extretnely well to

small leature size. Their work overc.omes earlier barriers to lt{PC work rvith CMOS by

ado¡rting similar techniques to those used by lr{ead and Conway[sl n'ith nlr{OS designs.

Appenclix G details ihe clesign rules specified by Weste and Eshraghian for use in a

CiMOS N'fPCl process.

The VI\,'ID CAD tool set clescribecl in Chapter III s'ill be used to present a CMOS

design erpelience as a rÌreans of verifying the ability of the tools to both fabricate

a v,'orking CN{OS design and to do it much nrore efficiently than woulcl be possible

using the mask level design tools discussed in Chapter II. The results of this work will

be presented in CIF in a form that could ultimately be fabricated on a CMOS MPC

process using the rules described in Appendix G.

A research projec.t was commencecl at Adelaide University in 1983 combining ef-

forts from a signal processing group and an IC design group. The object of the research
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Section 5.1 Inlroductíon

was to produce a new CMOS signal plocessirìg architecture capable of performirrg such

tasks as Correlation, Lattice Filtering, and Fast Fourier TransformslS6ll8Tl. The lbans-

form and Fjlter Brick (TFB) is intended to comprise four ALU's, four Data lt{emories,

an Input and an Output Processor, all connected by a Ring Bus structure under the

control of a Stored Program Controller. These structures would be placed on a sin-

gle CN,fOS chip, estirnated to contain more than 200,000 transistors, to form a highly

interconnected Parallel Arithrnetic Processor for multi-purpose Signal Processing appli-

cations. Fig. 5.1 shows the proposed physical architecture of TFB.

Previously most computational intensive signal processing tasks necessitated the

storage of digitised data and off-line processing on a general purpose computer. In many

cases, on-line real time processing is required rvhich calls for very fast data tnanipulation.

Such signal ¡>r'ocessing tasks are intended to be conrpleted by TFB. To enable corupletion

of these tasks TFB rvill co¡rprise a multiplier, a sunìmer, a register for storage, a delay

element and a dir.iderlssl.

A \¡LSI design problem such as TFB requires collaborative design tealn effort as

ç,ell as the use of sophisticated ICI design tools. The problem luust be partitioned into

smaller sections enabling individual designer attention. As part of the investigaiion into

solutions to TFB sub-cil'cuit design plobleurs, this chapter looks at att addel stt'uctut'e.

The design requirenlents of TFB regarding design area, speed of operation and

data trarrsfer rates hat,e prorupted the need to investigate a nulnber of diffelent adder

structures u,ith respect to these irnportant features and others such as their ease of

aclaption for multiplication and their suitabilit5' for implernentation in silicon as a part

of a larger sl,stem. The investigation is to tre camied out using the design rules gil'en

by \\/este and Bshragtrianl1sl and rvill be fabrir:ated for testing. One of these adder

structures rvill be presentecl in detail in this chapter as an illustration on the use of the

higher level CIAD tools.
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Sectíon 5.1
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Fþure 5.I: Tåe Physìczl Â¡c.bitecture of the I'ransform and Filter Brick, TFB.
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Seclion 5.2 A CMOS Adder Design

5.2 A CMOS Adder Design

The combinatorial adder referred to in Weste and Eshraghian[aal ¡t the structure

to be studied in detail. The simplest approach to designing an adder is to use stan-

dard logic gates to implernent the Boolean equations defining addition of binary digits'

The Boolean equations defining the addition operation for a ripple-through adder are

expressed by equations 5.1 and 5.2.

SuMsuy - A.B.GARRY¡¡¡ + A.E.M +Ã.E.C¿,RRY¡¡¡

+ A.B.C ARRY¡¡¡ (5.r)

CARRY7UT: A,B + A.CARRY¡W + B,CARRY¡¡¡

- A.B + CARRYT¡,'.(,4 + B) (5.2)

The variables used in the equations are .,4 ancl B, the trvo input bits to be adcled

together, and CARRYI¡,¡ and CARRYOUf, the previously generated carry and the

current generated carry bits respectively. The gate schematic of the adder can be seen

in Fig. 5.2.

The design of one bit of the combinatorial adder is shorvn in floorplan fortn in

Fig. 5.3. This floorplan form of the clesign is available as a stanclard hierarchical vieu'

of the clesign using the \"I\¡ID systen. Fig. 5.2 provicles the guidelines for the symbolic

layout of the transistor schematic rvhich in turn can t-¡e compacted to a very efficient

mask layout form using systematic syrnbolic layout techniques.

A technique for efficient layout of CN{OS designs is the compounding of individual

gates to irnpìement a particular design, as described by Weste and Bshraghianlasl. An

advantage is gained by reducing the number of transistors required to implement a

Boolean function using this method rather than composing a number of individual

gates together to perform the same function. The main disadvantage of compounding

gates in ihis manner is that the circuit may be slower than other irnplementations.
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Seclion 5.9
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Figure 5.4: The úransisüo¡ scåematic of the combínatorìal adder.

This disadvantage can be overcome to some extent by varying the p and n type

ratios of the circuitry to speed up critical paths.

The one bit combinatorial adder is shown in transistor schematic form with its

component parts identifled in Fig. 5.4. This particular adder design uses the inverted

carry output (CARRYOUT) in the generation of the sum output SUM. The equation

used for this sum output generation is

SU MeuT - OUT. (A + B * C ARRY¡ ¡,¡l + A.B.C (5.3)

Equation 5.3 can be shown to be the same as the complement of equation 5.1

(see Appendix H) but is ntore effir:ient in terms of gate complexity for the description

of the sum generation cilcuitry and is consequently the equation used to describe the

sunt generation circuit in Fig. 5.4. Because the sum output depends on the carry

output, there rvill be a delay in sum output generation rvith respect to the carry output

generation.

I

,4 CMOS Adde¡ Desígn
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Seclion 5.2 A CMOS Adder Design

The carry output shown in Fig. 5.4 as il+L is generated according to the

conìplernent of equation 5.2, resulting in equation 5'4.

C ARRY1uy

suM2 suMn

(5.4)

The trvo stages of a one bit adder, the carry and sum generation circuits, can be

cascadecl n times to form an ¿-bit parallel adder. The carry output will need to ripple

through the n stages to provide the final n-bit result. A schematic of a ripple carry

adder can be seen in Fig. 5.5 (a). The final result of the ¿-bit addition will be delayed

in the rvorst case Tp - nîg rvhere 1g is the delay in the generation of the carry

output in one bit of the circuit (ie. the time taken to generate the output from the

carry generation circuit shorvn in Fig. 5.a).

suMo suMr

c2 ca cã cn.,
co

(CARRY lN)

(a)

cl

:ll
'LJ
,,:

Ao Bo A, Br A? 82 Bn

suMo suMr suM2

cr c2

SUM. (n odd)

93 cn

co

NO INVERTER IN

CARRY GATE

(b) Ao Bo A, B
n

g2

I

Figure 5.5: (a) Above can be seen úàe scåemaúic diagram oî a cascaded rípple czrry

"ld"r. þ) fieiow is tåe schematic of the same adder using cornplemented outputs and

inpuüs úo speed up úhe crìtical carry proPagation path.

Using this type of design to obtain the greatesü speed of addition, the aim must

therefore be to recluce Tç tct its lorvest value. This requires the optimum design rvith

AODERAOOERAOOER ADOER

ADDER ADOERADOER AODEB

þ
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Sc.clion 5.2 A CIIOS Adder Design

respect to speed of generation of the carry output in Fig. 5.4. The first optimisation is

to generate only the complemented form of the carry out as the signal to be transferred

between blocks. Using the complemented forms of both the sum and carry outputs

(as shos,n in equations 5.3 and 5.4) and cascading to form the final n-bit adder while

applying alternately complemented and non-conìplemented inputs, results in alternate

non-complemented and complemented outputs as shorvn in the schematic diagram in

Fig. 5.5 (b).

Llsing the complemented outputs for sum and carry generation results in the

recluction of Tç by Tt, where ?¡ is the delay through the inverter usecl to procluce

the non-co¡rplemented form oI CARRYO7f . As the carry path is the critical path for

speed of operation of a ripple carry parallel adder, this reduction of lg accumulates

rvith each stage of a parallel adder. The delays due to inversion of inputs and outputs

for the individual adder stages can be made negligible in comparison to Îp depending

upon the specifications of a particular adder design.

Appendix H shows the equivalence of logic equations implemented in the circuit

in Fig. 5..{ rvith the inputs in both courplernented and uncomplernented fortn and

their respective results. Because of the use of alternate cotuplemented/uncomplemented

inputs, it becomes necessary to distinguish odd nulnbered stages from even numbered

stages of the c.ascaclecl aclcìer c.ircuit. Therefore, the clesign of the aclcler has ì:een built

in two bit forrn as this is the fundamental block with rvhich a parallel adder of this type

can be constructed without any low level symbolic rnanipulation other than routing.

This fundamental two bit block can be seen in Fig. 5.6 in floorplan form, subdi-

vided into its component parts. The odd and even one bit versions of the adder consist

of the trvo component cells sholvn in Fig. 5.8. The rnultiplexer cells shorvn in Fig. 5.10

form the component sections of the outputs for the individual odd and even numbered

stages of the addition circuitrY.

An odd numbered multiplexer stage uses ullcotnplenretlted inputs to produce

_,t
rl,l

':

I

þ
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Seclion 5.2 A CMOS Adder Desìgn

complenìented outputs for the sum and carry result. The even numbered multiplexer

stage produces conrplemented inputs for the sum, and the sum generation circuit uses

the r:omplenlented carÌy frorn a previous adder stage, resulting in uncomplemented

outputs.

c
I

Ê
I

D

C
I

I

C
I

C
I

ßld
tô-nul
sb-¡¡

a-nt
b-c

îcb i t odd îcb i t even

Fþre 5.6: Tåe îloorplan of the two bìt building block used for cascadìng the rìpple
ca,rry adder stages.

This aclcler structure can be t¡sed rvithout significant moclification for the opera'

tions .Á - B and B - A as rvell as .á * B. The inputs to the sum and carry generation

circuitry can conte either through the inverters or straight through the multiplexer

unaltererl, as detertuined by the inputs s¿ and s¿.

These trvo inputs are used to determine the operation of the adder. If both

scr = I and s6 = I then the operation perfornred rvill be á* B. Ifsc = 0 and s6 = I the

operation performed will lte B - A, rvhile if s6 = 0 and sa = I the operation performed

will be A- B. The condition sa = 0 and sb = 0 is a prohibited condition for'this design.

For the operations A - B and B - l, to be completed, the carry input to the frrst stage
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Scction 5.5 Synbolíc Layout o! the Contbinatoriøl Âdder

needs also to be altered from 0 as it should be for A+ B, to l. This task is completed

Lry attac.hing a carry in generation circuit as shown in Fig. 5.ll to the first stage of the

cascaclecl parallel ripple through adder.

Once the individual symbolic leaf cell functions have been specified at the floor-

plan level, the detailed layout of the design can be commenced. Using the VIVID design

tools, this can be done using either the ABCD language, or more efficiently using the

symbolic graphic editing tool ICE.

5.3 Symbolic Layout of the Combinato¡ial Adde¡

The first task is to lay out the carry and sum generation circuits in their most ef-

ficient form. Using equations 5.3 and 5.4 as the guides for the compounding process, the

transistor schematic shorvn in Fig. 5.4 results. Using gate compounding techniqueslaSl

the results of the carry generation stage can be seen in Fig. 5.7 (a). Using the unin-

vertecl fortn of the LHS of equation 5.4, A.B + CARRY¡¡¡.(,{ + A) the z side is first

ccrnstructed. The logical AN D expression .Á..El and the O.R expression A+ B are shown

constructed in srvitch form first. Thelr the contplete expression irnplemented belorv.

Taking the p-side requiles the courplement of the expressiotl to be used. The LHS

of equation s.4 rhen reduces to (ã+E). (CAM+I.F) =úETY¡¡¡.(Z+E) +Ã'.8.

Then AN D ancl O.B terms may once again be c.onstructecl in srvitch form to provide

the results shorvn in Fig. 5.7 (b). The same techniques applied to the LHS of equation

5.3 r.esults in t[e transisto¡ schenratic fol the sulu generation cilcuit shorvtr in Fig. 5.4'

This transistor schelnatic must be optimised to provide fastest speed of addition

and srnailest silicon area before the final symbolic layout form can be completed. Ini-

tially the design rnay be layed out using single devices in the positions indicated by the

transistor schematic. Once this is done, simulations can be run to check the speed of

operation of the first layout and successive refinetnents and simulations tnade until the

optimised circuit is resolved.

Consiclering the comLrinatorial aclcler shorvn in Fig. 5.4 and the boolean equations
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Sectio¡t 5.9 Sgrnôolic Layout of lhe Conbinatoriot Adder
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ligure 5.7: (a) Above can be see¡ tåe process ìnvolved ìn the construction of tåe ¡-
type transisúor ci¡cuit for the functìon described in equztíon 5.4. (b) Below is tåe
co¡süruction of the p-type transÍsúor círcuiü for the sarne funcúion.
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See.l,io¡t 5.3 Symholic Layoú. o! l,he Combinalorial Adcler

(equations 5.3 and 5.a) that this transistor schematic is meant to describe, it can

be seen that the positioning of the devices ltas been optimisecl.

The circuit schenrat,ics shorvn in Fig. 5.7 could have alternative art'angetnents,

hot'ever three othel'important considerations clictate the layout shou'n. First, the tran-

sistors sn'itched by the CARRY¡¡¡ signal should be close to the output, minimising the

influence clue to body effect of these transistors.

Seconcl, all transistors in the sum generation circuit s'hose gates are connected

to CARRYOUf shoulcl be macle of minilnum size to ninimise the capacitive loacl on

the signal output. This loading ¡>rinciple also dictates the positioning of the carry

generation circuit rvith respect to the sunì gelìei'ation circuit, as routing lengths should

be nrininised for lines connectecl to CARRYour.

layers (metal ancl poly) shoulcl be used.

\\''hen routing, the most efficient

Third, the sizing of series transistors should sul>sequently' be deterurined l>y sirnu-

lation. This is an iterative proc.ess nrade possible onl¡' by the use of a quick response sim-

ulator such as FACTS, described in Chapter III. Sinlulators such as SPICB u'ould take

too long to make this an effective design procedure, u'hile simulators of the N{OSSIM

type are not designed to provide the necessary timir:g information. A simulator such

as PROBB rvould provide the tinting information although only after courpaction of

the design, and extracton at the mask level, again rnaking the design iteration a more

tedious step than using FACTS. The symbolic la,r'out results of such design iterations

using FACTS for both the sum and carry generation circuits are shou'n in Fig. 5.8.

These la¡,outs alone do not allorv the cascading required to produce the ripple

carry parallel adder. Inverters must be added to the inputs and outputs in an appro-

priate form to pro.r'icle the alternative completnent/nou-complement inputs and outputs

required by alternating bits of such a cascaded structure. Allorving for efficient cascad-

ing of a single bloc.k to produce an n-bit ripple camy parallel aclcler, the easiest solution

is to produce a 2-bit version of the adder. The trvo bit version will provide consistent
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Seclion 5,9 Sgnbolic Lagout o! the Conbìnatorial Adder

inputs and outputs (no complenenting required) at all cascade points. It does

this by containing within the 2-bit block an odd and an even addition stage where the

inputs to the adder are controtled by two lines s¿ and s6. This control function allows

the adder to complete addition or subtraction of the inputs.

The circuits used to multiplex the inputs to the odd and even numbered bits

of the 2-bit adder block can be seen in logic layout form in Fig. 5.9. These circuits,

(a) and (b), are different only in the configuration of the transmission gates used to

multiplex the input signals to their respective adder inputs. It can be clearly seen from

the schematic that the state of so and s6 dictate rvhich of the three operations A+ B,

A - B, or B - á, will be perforrned by the 2-bit adder block. (Note that s¿ = 0 and

sb = 0 is disallowed). The outputs on the other hand are hard wired to provide both

the uncompleruented and complemented forms of the adder output. The results of the

symbolic layout of the circuits schematically described in Fig. 5.9 are shown in Fig.

5.10.

To complete an adder using cascaded 2-bit blocks as described in this section,

an input block for the the first CARRY¡¡¡ must be completed. Assuming that the first

inputs are to be un-complemented, the control signals ss and s6 need to be decoded

to generate a CARRY¡¡y for the first stage such that if s¿ and s¿ are both l, then

CARRY',¡¡ = 0 otherrvise C;{.B.BY¡ly = t. The symbolic layout for this carry in

generation circuit is shorvn in Fig. 5.11.

The symbolic la..vout for each of these designs was completed using the tool ICE.

In the time it took to complete the layout for the Signature Analyser design, this

clesign was totally layecl out and simulatecl using FACTS to verify not only the design

operation, but to give details of timing using preliminary models for estimated CMOS

processes. The symbolic layout of a design on a virtual grid provides great flexibility in

the modification of la¡,outs in conjunction with fast simulations to provide the fastest,

most compact layout of a design.
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Figure 5.9: (a) Above the logic dÍagram describing tl¡e odd ¡umbered multiplexer for
tåe cornbinational adde¡. (b) Below, the even numbered zrultiplexer logic diagram.
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SecLion 5.1 High Level Dxtraction and Simulation

The biggest advantage found in using ICB to lay out the clesign was that errors

u'ere made less frequently because (i) circuit elenlents (p and n type transistors, cuts and

wires) rvere being manipulated rather than geometries and (ii) the la¡'out s'as graphically

edited rather than textually edited. The first advantage is the reason that s¡,mbolic level

layout tools are preferrable to ma"sk level layout tools and ICB therefore preferable to

KIC.

5.a High Level Extraction and Simulation

Use. of the circuit extractor ABSTRACT and the simulator FACTS, enables a

c¡uick respc)nse simulation check of a <lesign during the circuit clesign phase. The fast

response of the extraction and simulation process is a ke¡' factor in the effectiveness of the

\/IVID tool set. It enables a designer to cletect, almost immediatel¡', errors made in the

symbolic la¡'out process. Conrbined rvith the la¡'out advantages of symbolic level tools,

the fact that the circuit extractor uses ABCD as input and that the simulator provides

tirning informatìon using circuit rnodels, tneans that a layout/simulation iteration in the

design process can be executed lnuch faster than the same iteration in the equivalent

mask level design procedure. These points rvill be illustrated using the adder design

simulation results rvith the VIVID tools and the results gained from using the compacted

CIF versiou of the design rvith the rnask level tools desclibed in chapters II and IV.

The simulated results for each of the compc.rnent parts of the adder design are

presented in Fig. 5.12 (a)....(q) along n'ith some examples of extracted circuits produced

by ABSTRACT. Each component of the design has an expected result for its simulated

output and these expected results are pÌesented in tables in the follorving text as an

anal¡,sis of the operation of the adder. In all cases the inputs and the outputs are

nominated for the separate parts of the design. The inputs have signals applied to them

by rvay of commands given from the simul¿tor u'hile the simulated results are returned

through the outputs.

ABSTRACT uses the VIVID N,ÍTF system, which calculates the electrical param-
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Seclion 5.1,1 Simulation o! l.he Carry Gentral,ion Stape

eters associated with each circuit element. These values are estimates, but ãre relatively

accurate for all primitives except rvires, rvhich are directly dependent on the final size

of the la1'out. For the purposes of presentation in the follcwing sections, c;¡1, @t ö, o and

c¿ ãr'€ respectively used to denote CARRYIN, A, B, SUMggy and C.á.BRY6¿¡7 as

used in previous equa.tions.

5.4.1 Simulation of the Carry Gene¡ation Stage

The inputs for the carry generation stage are cir!, o, and b rvhile the output is

Ç. Table 5.1 presents the input patterns applied to the carry generation circuit to test

its operation for the critical input conditions causing the rvorst possible time delay in

the addition result, together with the expected result 16 shorvn in Fig. 5.12 (b). The

extracted cilcuit fol the cãrl'y generatiotr layout is sltorvtt in Fig. 5.12 (a).

Table 5.1: ?.he inpuú condiúions causing úåe wo¡st case caüy generation time delay
Tç. This delay is critìcal as it results i¡ tåe longest time delay for an addition resulü,

TD = nTç and therefore specifes the maximum speed of operation of an ¡-bit adder.

The irnportant features that can be seen in the FACTS simulated results shown

in Fig. 5.12 (b) are as follows:-

(i) The expected output agrees with the simulated results.

(ii) The worst propagation time for the carry generation circuit is determined by the

FACTS model to be Tg - 7¿s. This would imply that for an n bit parallel carry

ripple through adder, the worst overall propagation time could be

I0Io
0(_)II
0oII
It)I0
I0I0
UIt)I
UIUI
II00
II00
0I0I
C¡bavt tt
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Seclion 5.1.1 Simulatíon o! the Carry Generation Stage

Tp - nTç = n.7ns. This frgure can be checked against the simulated results for

an adder rvhere ¿ = 8 as shown in section 5.4.8 where a more accurate estimate of Tç

can be obtained by ìooking at the propagation delay over a nunrber of stages.

The simulation indicated in Table 5.1 exarnines the rnost critical delays for the

carry generation circuit. The critical time delay occurs only when the inputs a and ö

are opposite. When an addition is carried out on an n-bit parallel ripple carry adder,

all inputs or, and ö,, are presented to the adder at the same time. Initially, all ¿ adder

stages n,ill produce sunì and carr¡'outputs using their immediate inputs. As the carry

output from the frrst stage ripples through the n stages, the carry out from a particular

stage i rvill onl¡' be altered from its initial level if the inputs o¡ and ö¡ are opposite and

the previous carry output goes through a transition.

Table 5.2: The Tlufå Table for Addition. Noúe that co is only affected by c¡r, for the

cases w.here a + b. Wåenever a = b, cp is independent of c;r,

This can be seen by examining the above truth table, Table 5.2. The carry output

for an addition operation rvill only make a transition from I to 0, or 0 to I if the caÌry

input changes rvhen a--O and ä = I orlvhen a=l and ü = 0. Thecases a=b=O

and ø : ö -- I generate their respective carry outputs at the tinte that the inputs are

appliecl to the adcler. These carry outputs generated at that time will not be altered

try any transistion of a previous carry input to that particular stage at any sutrsequent

tirne. This implies that the worst case delay for the final result of an addition from

a parallel ripple carry adder would be rvhen all o¡ and ö¡ are opposite. The resultant

delay rvould then be TD = nT6 as indicated previously.

IIIII
I(.)t)II
IUIUI
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Section 5.1.1 Símulation of lhe Carrg Cenerolíon Slage

.model nenh nnos
+ vto=0.779 phi=0.60
+ uo=4.0e-02 nsub=1.0e+22
+ xj=.0385u tox=500.0e-10
+ cj=4.2e-4 . cjsw=9e-10
+ g1=0.7

.node1 penh pmos

+ Wo=-0.98 Phi=0.60
+ uo=1.5e-02 nsub=8.158e+20
+ xj=.146u tox=500.0e-10
+ cj=2.5e-4 cJsw=4.5e-10
+ gI=0.7

+

¡rdS IC a vss vss nenh 1=3.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0p pd=44-0u as=112.0p ps=44'0u

mdA vss b fO vss nenh 1=3.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0p pd=44.0u as=112.0p ps=44'0u

md12 I0 cin cobaï vss nenh I=3.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0P pd=44.0u as=112'0P ps=44'0u

¡nd1 11 a vss vss nenh 1=3.0u w=?.Ou ad=56.0P Pd=30.0u as=56.0P ps=30'0u

nd22 f2 cin coba: vild penh 1=3.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0P Pd=4{.0u as=112'0P ps=44'0u

nd2} 12 cin cobar vdd lenh I=3.0u vr=14.0u ad=112.0p Pd=44.0u as=112.0P ps=44.0u

¡nd18 12 cin cobar vdd penh l=3.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0P Pd=44.0u as=112'0P ps=44'0u

md.17 vdd b 12 vtlcl penh 1=3.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0p pd=44.0u as=112.0p ps=44.0u

md16 12 a vd,d vdd lenh l=3.0u w=14.0u aô=112.0p pd=44.0u as=112.0P ps=44.0u

mills 12 a vdd vdd lenh I=3.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0p pd=44.0u as=112.0P ps=44.0u

md14 vdd b 12 vdd penh 1=3.0u tilFl4.Ou ad=112.0P Pd=44.0u as=112.0P ps=44'0u

md? vdd b 12 vdd pãnh 1=3.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0p pd=44.0u as=112.0p ps=44-0u

md6 12 a vdd vdd penh 1=3.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0p Pd=44.0u as=112.0P ps=4tl.ou

nd.2 cobar b 11 vss nenh 1=3.0u w=7.0u ad=56.0p Pd=30.0u as=56.0P ps=30'0u

rodS cobar b 13 vdd penh 1=3.0u w=7.0u ad=56.0p pd=30.0u as=56.0P ps=30.0u

mdlO vdd b 12 vdd pãnh t=3.0u r,r=14.0u ad=112.0p pd=44.0u as=112.0p ps=44.0u

md11 12 a vdd vdd penh 1=3.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0P Pd=44.0u as=112.0P ps=44.0u

md3 IZ cin cobar váa pentr L=3.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0p pd=rl4.gu as=112.0P ps=44'0u

md9 13 a vdd vdd. penh l.=3.0u ll\l=?.ou ad=56.0P pd=30.0u as=56.0P ps=30.0u

cb b vss 39.3Of
ca a vss 42.6Of
ccin cin vss 36.0ûf
ccobar cobar vss 43.50f
cIO I0 vss 12.6Ûf
cI2 12 vss 33.60f

Figure 5.12 (a): The extracted circui t obtaìned usitrg ABSTRACT for the carry gener'

ation circuit.
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Section 5.1.1 Simulalíon ol the Caty Generatíon Slage

Forcllel Ripplr L-arru ñdderr Norst Case Corru Gen*ra1 ion FI
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Figure 5.12 (b): Tl¡e FIICTS simulaúion of the carry generatíon circuit for worst cæe
carry prcPagation.
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Section 5.1.1 Simulatíon ol the Carry Generation Stage

Parall¿l Fili):le ciarru tìdcler¡ Quiescrrrt Ëanru Gerreralian
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Figure S.I2 (c): The IACTS sìmulatíon of the carry gener¿tion círcuít for aII Possible

Ínput conditioas.
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Section 5./.2 Si¡nulalion o! Ihe Sum Generation Stage

It is also irnportant to note that the carry output generated rvhen o = ö also

has a rvorst case time delay associated with it, Tçc. This can be ignored as long as

Tqc S ?¿. Should the number of stages be such that Tqc > Tp, optimisation of the

layout presented here would have to take place as the critical circuit delay would then

becolne the offending wolst case quiescerrt carry generatiou condition, rvhich in this case

can be recognised frorn Fig. 5.12 (c) to be n'hen c¡,, is high, a is lorv, and ó changes from

high to lorv. These conditions result in a figure of Tqc = 50¿s. The input patterns and

results obtained in the simulation can be compared u'ith those indicated in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Tåe Simulaúion ?esú for the compleúe seü of possible input condiúions for the
Carry Generation Circuit ts defr,ned by the above truth table wherê ci¡r, a and b are the
inpuús and co is úåe output.

5.4.2 Sirnulation of the Sum Generation Stage

The inputs to the surn generation stage âlê c;,,, ø, b and Ç n'hile the output is

õ. Table 5.{ presents the input patterns applied to the sum generation circuit and the

expected results for all possible cornbinations of input conditions. The extracted circuit

for the sunì generation layout is given in Fig. 5.12 (d).

The irnpol'tant features of the simulated results as sÌrown in Fig. 5.12 (e) are as

follorvs

(i) The results of the simulation agrees with the expected results

(ii) The rvorst quiescent sutn generation time is determined to be Tes :50¿s. It

has not been considered critical to optimise this tirne delay for this particular

:.t
'tf
,!

t
I

;

I
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Section 5.1.2 Símulotíon of the Sum Generatíon Slage

.model nenb umos
+ vto=0.779 phi=0.60
+ uo=4.0e-02 nsub=1.0e+22
+ xj=.0385u tox=500.0e-10
+ cj=4.2e-4 cjsw=9e-10
+ gl=0.7

.model penh pmos
+ vto=-0.98 phi=0.60
+ uo=1.5e-02 nsub=8.158e+20
+ xj=.146u tox=500.0e-10
+ cj=2.5e-4 cJsw=4.5e-10
+ g1=0.7

*
md9 vss b I0 vss nenh l.=3.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0p pd=44.0u as=112.0p ps=44.0u

md7 I0 a vss vss nenh l=3.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0p pd=44.0u as=112.0p ps=44.0u

md6 12 b 11 vss nenh 1=3.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0P pd=44.0u as=112.0P ps=44.0u

md3 vdd cin 13 vdd penh l=3.0u w=?.ou ad=56.0p Pd=30.0u as=56.0P ps=30.0u

md3O 13 cobar obar vdd penh l=3.0u w=?.Ou ad=56.0P Pd=30.0u as=56.0P ps=30'0u

urd4 obar cin I? vdd penh 1=3.0u v,,=?.Ou ad=56.0P Pd=30.0u as=56.0P ps=30.0u

md1 v{d a 13 vdd peuh I=3.0u,,v=14.0u ad=112.0p pd=44.0u as=112.0p ps=44.0u

md2 13 b vdd vdd penh I=3.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0P Pd=44.0u as=112.0P ps=44.0u

nd8 11 a obar vss nenh I=3.0u w=7.0u ad=56.0P Pd=30.0u as=56.0P ps=30.0u

mdlO vss cin 12 vss nenh l=3.0u w=7.0u ad=56.0P Pd=30.0u as=56.0P ps=30.0u

md13 I0 cin vss vss nenh I=3.0u w=?.Ou ad=56.0P Pd=30.0u as=56.0P ps=30.0u

md14 obar cobar I0 vss nenh 1=3.0u w=?.Ou ad=56.0p Pd=30.0u as=56.0P ps=30'0u

-tr(

md15 vdd a 13 vdd penh l=3
md16 vdd a 13 vdd penh I=3
nd1? 13 b vdd vdd peuh 1=3

nd18 13 b vdd vdd penh I=3
md21 vdd a 13 vdd penh J'=3

md22 13 b vdd vdd penh I=3
¡nd24 14 a vdd vdd penh 1=3

md25 15 a vdd vdd penh l=3
md26 16 a vdd vdd penh I=3
nd27 I7 b 16 vdd penh ).=3.
nd28 I7 b 15 vdd penh l=3.
md29 17 b 14 vdd penh l=3.
cobar obar vss 48.7Of
ca a vss 38.1Of
cb b vss 40.5tf
ccin cin vss 44.70f
ccobar cobar vss 44.40f
cIO I0 vss 8.40f
cI3 13 vss 6?.20f
cf7 17 vss 8.40f

.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0P Pd=44.0u as=112.0p ps=44.0u

.Ou w=14.0u ad=112.0p pd=44.0u as=112-0p ps=44.0u

.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0p pd=44.0u as-112.0p ps=44.0u

.0u vr=14.0u ad=112.0P Pd=44.0u as=112.0p ps=44.0u

.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0p pd=44.0u as=112.0p ps=44.0u

.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0p pd={4.0u as=112.0p ps=4{.0u

.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0P Pd=44.0u as=112.0P ps=44.0u

.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0p pd=44.0u as=112.0p ps=44.0u

.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0P Pd=44.0u as=112.0P ps=44.0u

0u w=14.0u ad=112.0P pd=44.0u as=112.0P ps=44'0u

0u w=1{.Ou ad=112.0p pd=44.0u as=112.0p ps=44'0u

0u w=14.0u ad=112.0P Pa=¿¿.0u as=112.0p ps=44.0u

i{

f
Ì
I

I

Figure 5.12 (d): The extracted ve¡sion of tåe sum g'enera.tion circuit.
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Section 5.1.2 Símulalìon of the Slum Generotíon Sloge
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Figure 5,12 (e): The FACT sirnulation of the surn gene¡ation circuÍt Íor aII possible

ínput combinztions.
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Section 5.1.5 Sinwlation o! the One Bil Adder

clesign. The reason behincl this strategy is that the adder is to be an eight bit

aclcler ancl so the crucial time delay ls nTç - 8TC = 56ns (see simulation of the eight

bit aclcler, section 5.4.7\. This clelay is longer than 1çS and therefore lqs need not

Lre optimisecl. This time clelay becomes critical only rvhen the number n reduces to the

point rvhere Tes > nT6. By the results of the FACTS simulation for this design, the

sum generation circuit u,ould need optirnisation only if the number of bits in the adder

rvere to be n < 8

Table 5.4: The Simulaúion Test of ú.he Sum Generation Cìrcuit using all possible com'

binations of input conditions.

5.4.3 Simulation of a One Bit Adder

The inputs to the one bit aclcler are cr.r, oa and o¿ s'hile the outputs are õ ancl

ø. Table 5.5 presents the ìnput patterns appliecl to the one bit adder circtrit ancl the

expected results for all possible input conrbinations. Note that the difference bet$'een

this table ancl table 5.2 is that the ouputs are complernented. The extractecl circuit f<¡r

the one bit aclder layout is similar to the combination of the first trvo extractecl circuits.

The i¡rportant features of the sinlulatecl results as shorvn in Fig. 5.12 (f) are as

follorvs:-

(i) The reults of the simulation agree with the expected results.

(ii) The connection of the tlvo previously sirnulated stages provides no unexpected

problems for the clesign. Again the worst cases of sum generation Tqg and carry
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Section 5.1.3 Símulalion ol the One Bil Adde¡
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Figure 5.12 (f ): The FACTS simulation of a one biü adder consísting of the carry and

.qum g'ener¿tion ci¡cujts cascaded togebher.
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Section 5.1./ Simulation ol the Odd and Euen lrtultiplerers

gerreration Tç c.att be seen to verify the rest¡lts cletenuined in the pre\¡ious ttl'o

sections.

Table 5.5: Tåe Simulation Test of the One Bìt Adder Circuit for all possible input
combinations.

5.4.4 Simulation of the Odd and Dven Multiplexers

The nmltiplexer stages are usecl as a harclrvare interface to control the inputs

to the one bit version of the palallel ripple carr')' adclel so that the altel'nate cont-

plemented/uncomplemented fornts of the inputs Ìemain consistent rvith the addition

stage. This removes arry necessity for inversion of the various inputs to the different

adder stages at the time of composition of the adcler into a larger s1'stetn. The onll'

interfacing rec¡uired at the t,ilne of composition of the adder, apart frour direct con-

nection of inputs and outputs, rvill be the connection of the trvo cont'rol inputs sa and

s6. As described previously, these inputs rvill determine rvhich of the functions A + B

(tn = l,s¿, = 1),,4- B (to = l,s¿, - 0), or B- Á (tn = 0,s¿, = l) is performed.

The inputs to the ocld ancl even mult,iplexers are therefore the sattte. They are

so, sb, o, ö, ancl ie, rvhile the outputs are oo, oþ, o ancl õ'. It shouÌd be noted that

the rriultiplexers provicle both the complernentecl/unconplemented inputs and outputs

to and frollt the adder stages and ie is the sum generated output to the multiplexer

output. The differences between the odd and even rnultiplexer stages are the physical

positioning of the outputs o and õ and the results obtained from o¿ and o6 for various

inputs o and ö. Tables 5.6 and 5.7 present the input patterns and the results obtained

for the simulations of the odd and even numbered multiplexer stages.
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SecLi.on 5.1.1 Si,mulatio¡t ol the Odd and Eue¡t ltlullipleters

The important features in the simulation results for the odd nunlbered multi-

plexer shotvn in Fig. 5.12 (g) are as follorvs:-

(i) The results are as expectecl in Table 5.6.

(ii) The outputs from oa and o6 indicate that the odd numbered stages of the rnulti-

plexer provide uncomplemented inputs to the carry and sum generation circuits.

This r¡eans that the outputs from both the carry and sum generation circuits

rvill be in the complernented form.

(iii) The rise and fall tirnes of the outputs o@ and 06, or o and õ s'ill not present

c.onsiclerable clelays in the actclition process. The greatest clela¡' in any of these

rise and fall tirnes is in the order ol T¡¡ -- ïns. This delay can be directly added

t9 the s,orst case carry generatiott detay to produce the overall addition delay

T¡ - T¡rt * nT6 = TV * TD = 63rzs.

The irnportant features in the silnulation results for the even nulllbered multi-

plexer shorvn in Fig. 5.12 (h) are as follorvs:-

(i) The results are as expected in Table 5.7.

(ii) The outputs from oa and.o6 indicate that the even nuntbered multiplexer stages

provide complemented inputs to the carry and sum generation circuits. This

means that the outputs frorn the sum and carry generation circuits are uncom-

pletnented.

(iii) As in case (iii) for the odd nurnbered multiplexer, the rise and fall times of the

outputs again present small clelays to the overall operation of the adder. This

delay can again be estimatecl to be in the order ol T¡4 :7ns'

The sirnulated results in Figs. 5.12 (g) and (h) show that the multiplexers will

not significantly timit the speed of operation of the carry or sum generation stages and

in fact buffer both the input and output stages. It is apparent that the overall addition

delay T¿ -- 63ns using the multiplexers. Note that the combination sa : sô - 0,
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Scction 5.1.1 Simulatio¡t of the Odd and Euen Mulliplercre
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Figure 5.12 (g): Tl¡e f,{CTS simulation of úhe odd nu¡nbered mulúiplexer.
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Seclion 5.1.1 Simulation ol the Odd and Euen \vlulliplezers
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Figure 5.12 (h): Tåe FÁCTS simulation of tbe even ¡umbered mulüiPlexer.
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Section 5.1.5 Si,mulation o! the Corry In Generalion Circuit

pÌoduces -(A+ B) - 2, not -(á + B) as expected. To achieve the -(z{ + B)

operation using this design requires a two pass operation where A* B is performed

then0-(A+B).

Table 5.6: Tåe simulaúion test of the odd numbered multiplexer for aII valid combina'

úions of input condiúions. Tåe outputs oa and ott are used as inputs to the one bit adder

wåereas úåe input io is the expected one btt adder sum g:enerated outpuú.

Table 5.7: The simulation test of the even numbered multiplexer for all valid input
combinatíons

5.4.5 Simulation of the Carry In Generation CircuÍt

Considering that the multiplexing circuitry has been included rvith the adder

stages in an effort to design an easily cascadable builcling block, a final leaf cell tnust be

ajrlert to t[e frmt stage of t[e casr:arled adder r:ell to nrake the design coruplete. This

leaf cell is the carry input generation circuit to the first, stage of the aclcler.
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Seclion 5.1.5

.nodel nenh nnos
+ vto=0.779
+ uo=4.0e-02
+ xj=.0385u
+ cj=4.2e-4
+ gl=0.7

.mode1 penh pmos
+ vto=-O.98
+ uo=l.5e-02
+ xj=.146u
+ cj=2.5e-4
+ gl=0.7
*
*
md17 sb sa co vdd
md16 co I0 11 vdd
md15 co sa 11 vss
md14 sb I0 co vss

md9

md8

md7

md6

md5

I0 sa vdd
vdd sb 11

vdd sb 11
I0 sa vdd
I0 sa vdd

phi=O.60
nsub=1.0e+22
tox=500.0e- 10

cj sw=9e-10

phi=O.60
nsub=8.158e+20
tox=500 . 0e- 10

cJ sw=4 . 5e- 10

1=3.0u w=7.0u ad=56.0p
1=3.0u w=7.0u ad=56.0p
l.=3.0u w=7.0u ad=56.0p
I=3.0u w=7.0u ad=56.0p

Simulatíon of the Carry In Generalion Círcuil

md13 IO sa vss vss nenh 1=3.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0P pd=44.0u as=112.0p

¡nd.12 vss sb 11 vss nenh 1=3.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0P pd=44.0u as=112.0P

md11 vdd sb 11 vdd penh 1=3.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0P pd=44.0u as=112'0P

md10 IO sa vdd vdd penh 1=3.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0p pd=44.0u as=112.0P

penh
penh
nenh
nenh

penh
penh
penh
penh
penh

l=3.0u
1=3.0u
1=3.0u
l=3r.ou
1=3.0u

w=14 .0u
w=14 .0u
tl=14 .0u
w=14.0u
w=14 .0u

pd=44.0u
pd=44.0u
pd=44 .0u
pd=44 .0u
pd=44.0u

ps=44.0u
ps=44 .0u
ps=44.0u
ps--44.0u

ps=44 .0u
ps=44.0u
ps=44 .0u
ps--44.0u
ps=44.0u
ps=44.0u

pd=30.0u
pd=30.0u
pd=30.0u

Fd=30.0u

as=56.0p
as=56.0p
as=56,0p
as=56.0p

as=112
as=IL2
as=112
as=112
as=112

ps=30.0u
ps=30.0u
ps=30.0u
ps=30.0u

vdd
vdd
vdd
vdd
vdd

ad=112.0p
ad=112.0p
ad=112.0p
ad=112.0p
ad=112.0p

0p
0p
0p
0p
0p
0pmd4 vdd sb 11 vdd penh 1=3.0u w=14.0u ad=112.0P Pd=44.0u as=112

cco co vss 21.0Of
csb sb vss 40.20f
csa sa vss 43.50f
cIO I0 vss 29.70f
cIl 11 vss 30.60f

Figure 5.12 (i):Îhe exúracted versíon of the frsü súage c"rry in generation círcuiü.
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Section 5.1.5 Sìtnulation ol the Cørrg In Generotion Círcuit
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Figure S.IZ (j): Tåe simulztíon of the frst stage c¿rry Ín generatíon cítcuìt.
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Secl,ion 5.1.6 Si,mulal.i,on ol o Tuo Bit Adder

The inputs to the carry in generation circuit ârê sa and s6 while the output is

c¿. Table 5.8 presents the input patterns applied to the carry in generation circuit and

the expected results are shown for all valid combinations of so and s¿. The extracted

cilcuit fol the carry in generation circuit is given in Fig. 5.12 (i).

Tabl.e5.8: Îàe simulaúion test of the carry ìn generation circuit for aII valid combinaúions

of ss and s¿. Note that so- st 0 is noú avalid combination.

The important features in the simulation results in Fig. 5.12 (j) are as follows:-

(i) The results aÌe as expected in table 5.8.

(ii) The output co shou's that for so = sb = l, cín = 0, rvhile iÎ ss I s6, c;¡¡ = I

which is consistent with the required inputs to the frrst (ortd numbered) stage.

That is for .A * B, the carry in to the first stage should be 0. For the operations

A - B or B - z{, tìre caÌry in should be 1.

5.4.6 Sirnulation of a Two Bit Adder

The fundalnental cascadable adder building block that can be constructed using

the design so far discussed and simulated is the two bit adder block. tTsing the even

and odd rnultiplexer design blocks on top of two cascaded one bit adders provides even

an{ odd one bit cells cascaded to form a two bit bìock that can be replicated to the

designer's specifications to form an ¿-bit adder.

The inputs to the trvo bit adder are trl' az, bt, b2, 8o, 66, ãDd c¡r, rvhile the

outputs are ot, 02,4., o2 and c¿. Table 5.9 presents the input patterns applied to the

two bit adder and the expectecl outputs.

tI 0
U II

UII
I0I
0It
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Section 5.1.6

Table 5.9: Tåe simulation test of the two bit adder círcuit.

Simulation ol a Two Bit Adder
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Section 5.1.6 Simulalíon of a Tuo Bit Adder
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Figure 5.12 (k): The FACT,S simulati on of the two bit adder for the oPera,tÍon A + B'
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Section 5.1.6 Simulation of o Two Bit Adde¡
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Section 5.1.6 Si¡¡tulatío¡t ol a Two Bit Adde¡
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Figure 5.12 (m): The FACTS simulatìon of the two bìt adder for the oPeration A' B.
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Sectíon 5.1.0 Simulati,on of a Two Bit Adder

Separate simulations have been run for each of the operations A+ 8,.4 - B ancì

B - A for reasons of clarity. The important features in the sirnulation results sholvn in

Figs. 5.12 (k), (l) and (m) are as follorvs:-

(i) The lesults are as expected in table 5.9.

(ii) It is iurpor.tant to note that the longest tiure taken to generate the c'olrer:t output

for any of the conditions indicated in any of Figs. 5.12 (k), (l) or (m) is ap¡rroxi-

r¡ately 50ns. These tirnes can be interpreted as the quiescent time delay for the

addition result to be produr:ed, 1q5, ol the delay Tq6 disr:ussed previously.

Exa¡rining a sinlulation of the rvorst case for propagation of the carry through

the trvo bit adder block allolvs the designer to deterurine values fol Tp with n = 2.

Tal>le 5.10 gives the input conditions for the worst case for cat'Ìy plo¡ragatir>n thlouglt

the two bit acìder ancl the expectecl results.

Table 5.I0: Simulaiion of worst case cany propagatto.n in t.he two bit adder-

The features of the siurulation shorvn in Fig. 5.12 (n) are a,s follows:-

(i) The results are as expecterì in table 5.10.

(ii) The carry propagation through trvo bits of the adder indicates that the delay

Tp - l4ns and so T¡; : 7ns. This indicates that the overall delay through an

z-bit aclcler rvould bu 1¿ : n.7ns. This result is important as it must be used

in conjunction with Tçcr and Tqg to deterrnine whether the layout needs to be

optimised to reduce the criticat delay path. Any one oI Tp, Tqg or 1çS maY

_+
rtf
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00UIUI
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Section 5.1.6 Símulation ol a Two Bit Adder
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Section 5.1.7 Sí.mulotion ol on Eight Bí.t Adder

be the critical time delay depending upon how many stages are used in the

addit,ion circuit.

5.4.7 Simulation of an Dight Bit Adder

Considering the previous simulations allorving approximation of values for each

oI Tç, Tqç and Tqs, it is clear that for an adder where ¿ = 8, the delays Tqs,, Tq6 and

Tp - 81c = 56¿s are quite similar. Simulations are required that will determine rvhich

of these delays is the tnore critical so that the circuit may be optimised to produce an

eight bit addition result in the fastest time.

The siniulation required for the rvorut case caÌry plopagation test rvill be such

that all of the inputs ør...ag and ü1...üs will be opposite and so and s6 forced to go

through transitions to provide the necessary ci,¿ transition at the first stage of the aclder.

The respective input patterns and expected output results are indicated in Table 5.11.

Trvo possible operating conditions, .Á - B and B - A rvill cause tltis rvorst case carry

propagation to occur.

The results of these sirnulations can be seen in Figs. 5.12 (o) and (p). The results

are as expected. The output rise and fall times ú¡ and t¡ are obviously very different.

The worst values for the two delays, as deternrined by the FACITS results, are ú¡ = 56¿s

rvlrile úr : 28¿s. The delay Tp f.or the overall circuit is detemrined by the greater of

these two dela,.vs , t I -- 56n,s.

Table 5.II; Simulation of the worsú case cany propagatíon úårough úhe eÍgåú biú adder.

00It)II
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Section 5.1.7 Símulatíon o! an Eight Bit Adder
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Section 5.1.7 Símulatíon of an Eighl Bit Adder
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Section 5.1.7 Simulation ol dn Eight Bil Adder
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Section 5.5 Conrytaclion ond lt[ask Leuel Veri.fcalion

The simulation in Fig. 5.12 (q) shorvs the expauded simulation of the apParent

worst case for lqg or Tqç, as determined by exarnining Figs. 5'12 (k), (l) and (m).

The results for these delays are tested on the two bit adder. These results show that

Tes = 50ns at tvorst and so the layout described in this chapter has minimised the

critical timing paths to provide an eight bit addition rvithin T¡ - TV * Tp - 63ns.

5.5 Compaction and Mask Level Veriûcation

After the symbolic la¡'s¡1 has been optimised to the designer's requirements as

indicatefl in the previous sections of this chapter, it is only necessary to compact the

design to produce an efficient mask level description of the design, translate to CIF, add

pads using a mask level geometrl' editor such as I(IC, and have the circuit fabricated

using a Silicon Broker as described in previous chapters.

The conversion from ABCD representation to CIF is a trvo stage process. The

conversion from ABCD to LLANIA is performed by the \TIVID compactor. The LLANIA

format provides a lnask level description of the circuit. From this intermediate LLAMA

format, the tool ATOLL is used to create CIF or any one of a nunber of other physical

layout clescriptions (see Chapter III) for the purpose of mask generation. The CIF

layout of the two bit adderdesign can beseen in Fig. 5.13. Compaction and translation

into CIF of the complete circuit allorvs comparative lnask level design rule checks and

simulations to be carried out.

Onc.e in the CIF format, further extraction and simulation can be used to provide

a utore accurate estimate of circuit operation. The main differences in the simulation

results should be introduced by the absolute layout of wires specified in CIF. An example

of the translation process can be seen in Appenclix F u'hich shorvs the ABCD, LLAN'ÍA

and CIF representations respectively for the carl'y generation stage of the adder along

with its CIF layout which can be compared rvith the ABCD layout in Fig. 5'8 (b).

It should be noted at this stage that the paraureters to be used in the extraction

and sir¡ulation tools shoulcl all be clerived frorn the sattte fabrication process. Those
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SecLi.o¡t 5.5 Conpaction and lt[ask Lepel Veriltcation

used lìere for extraction and simulation of the CIF circuits are not the same as those

used for the symbolic level extraction and simulation tools. Horvever they are similar

enough to provide an approximate idea of the cornparative results obtained using a

currently operational CN,IOS process in the US, the N,IOSIS \p,m process to extract and

simulate u'ith at the symbolic level, as opposed to approximations for an AWA CN'ÍOS

process used for extraction and simulation at the mask level.

Simulation on the CIF form of the trvo bit adder rvas carried out to verify the

correct operation of the CIF version of the adder structure which had been sirnulated

in ABCD form. Subsequent simulation \\,as carried out on an eight bit version of the

same design to verify the rvorst case carry propagation speeds. The CIF versions of

the clesigns are first checked and flattenecl using the design rule checker CHECI(. The

circuits are then extracted using NBT and simulated rvith PROBB. The simulations

carried out on the designs are the same as those carried out on the ABCD versions of

the designs.

Fig. 5.la (a) shows the PROBB results of the simulation run specified by Table

5.9 as applied to the circuit extracted from the CIF description of the trvo bit adder by

the tool NET. Fig. 5.14 (b) shorvs the simulated results of the test specifred by Table

5.10. The results of both of these simulations show that the carry ¡>ropagation delay

is of the same order of magnitude as that estimated by the symbolic level simulator

FACjTS. The actual propagation delay can be approximated to rvithin 10ns per stage.

The simulated lesults of the mask level designs and the design rule checks run

on the designs indicate that the circuit shou,n in Fig. 5.15 rvill function very close to

the speecl predicted by FACTS. Of course, any simulation is only as good as the urodel

parameters and process parameters given to it and allowances need to be made for

flifferent fabrication facilities. The ability to accurately predict operation of IC designs

requires an intimate knowledge of the fabrication process as well as the use of detailed
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Section 5.5

Figure 5.I3: Tåe CIF lzyout of the complete two bit adde¡.

Compaclion ønd lúask Leuel lterifcation
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Seelio¡t 5.5 Contpaclion and .lllask Leuel tv'erif coü.o¡t

Figure íJa (a): The PROBD simulatíon of the circuit extrzcted from CIF according to
table5.9,A+8.
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Secl.ion 5.5 Contpactíon a¡td trIask Leuel l'erífcolío¡t

Figure íJa (b): The PROBE simulation for tåe worst case carty propagation üårough

the two bit adder, according to table 5,10.
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Seclio¡t 5.5 Compacliotr and ltlask Leuel V'erificalion
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Section 5.6 CMOS lt[PC Fabrication and, Conclusions

rnodels rvithin the simulator. Both PROBE and FACTS allow estimates of op-

eration that can predict the correct orders of magnitude of operating speeds.

5.6 CMOS MPC Fabrication and Conclusions

The CMOS adder design described in this chapter is almost ready for fabrication

on the AWA CN{OS fabrication line. All that is needed is a set of input and output

pads connected to the eight bit design. Work has been done at Adelaide University

on producing a set of CIUOS pads for use with N{PC designslezlln3l, but has not yet

been completed. Once these last barriers are overcome, the mask level graphics edi-

tor IilC can be used to connect the pads to the adder design and the design will be

completed, ready for fabrication. The design should allow an eight bit addition to be

completed rvithin approximately 80ns. This fundamental time delay can then be used

in all subsequent calculations for operations performed in TFB if this adder design is

to be implernented.

N{PC runs using nN4OS technology have been tried and proven using a number

of sources as indicated in this thesis. The design rvork detailed in this chapter has been

performed in anticipation of similar I\,IPC facilities being created for the fabrication of

CMOS designs[9{!. This work has been completed using a version of CIF describing the

clesign for the AWA ON{OS proc.ess in Sydney. Work done by ISD shoulcl provicle N{PC;

sen'ices using a CN{OS technology conforming to the Weste and Eshraghian design

rules[aSl some tirue in 1986. The flt>lvchalt fol such a fabrication rutt would be sirnilar

to that clesc.ribed by Fig. 1.5 (b), the only cliflerenc.e being that the technology used

rvould be CMOS.

It is expected that this design should function correctly. The accuracy of the

timing estimates provided by FACTS and PROBÐ can only be determined by testing a

fabricated circuit. As long as the device and process paratneters used in these simulators

are accurate, the limiting factor is the accuracy of the model used by the simulators to

predict circuit operation.
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CHAPTEn. VI

ANALYSING THE PAST AND LOOKING INTO THE FUTURD

Maintaining the analogy betrveen various levels of sophistication of Programming

Languages ancl of Computer Aiclecl VLSI Circuit Design tool sets, the results of this

research are partitic¡necl into their appropriate sections. As a conclusion to the rvork

presented in this thesis, a final summary is rnade of the results obtained in chapters

IV and V providing statistical evidence that the adr-ances made in the CAD VLSI

Circuit Design tools at the University of Adelaide have resulted in a state of the art

OAD tool set that enables fabrication of Integrated Circuits in either nNfOS or CNIOS

technologies. Using this thesis as reference material, a final look is taken at trends in

t,ool developurent and tools of the future are foreshados'ed'

6.1 Maek Level Toole

While the results of chapters IV and V indicate that the use of mask level tools

for VLSI circuit clesign is not recommended, it is still possible. The mask level CAD

tools presented in this thesis allorv the cornpletion of the IC design process from layout

to total verification, inclucling design rule checking, circuit extraction and simulation at

the circ.uit, timing and logic levels.

To tr¡, and design full custom VLSI circuits using the mask level tools is still a

very time consuming, error prone process as the designer needs to knorv about interre-

lationships of mask layers as well as circuit design techniques. This added complexitl'

magnifies the burden of an already difñcult design task, and provides the main source of

error in the design process. Perhaps the most substantial evidence to indicate this com'

plexity is the great difficulty experienced by the CSIRO VLSI design team in achieving

the successful completion of a full custom, 100,000 transistor nN{OS chip using mask
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level CAD tools almost identical to those discussed in this thesis. The design could not

be made fully operational after three years concentrated effort by a large, experienced

and well coordinated design team and very significant investment by the Australian

Governrnent.

The most time consuming problem rvith mask level design of IC's is accurate

layout. C.rcuit extractors, design rule checkers, simulators - all of the I'erification tools

can also present problems if they do not perform their function efficientll', yet none of

these tools presents as bad a design bottleneck as cloes the mask level layout problem.

Different rnethods, aimed at improving the efficiency of mask la¡'out have been

introcluced in this thesis and designs using both methods have been fabricated. Com-

parisons of design time are not easy to make for many reasons. \¡ariables such as the

arnount of time each da¡' spent working on the design, designer experience, funding

of the u,ork rvhich usually accounts for the sophistication of the hardu'are used (eg.

multi-user rtrachine versus dedicated rvork station), have all had an effect on the frgures

used in this conclusion. Nevertheless, sotne facts and figures are presented in an effort

t6 allow some comparison of the tools to be made. Using an etnbedded layout lan-

guage, BELLE, a 430 transistor nMOS circuit (the Signature Analyser) rvas create<ìl by

a two man design team in tLree months rvith little simulated verification of the circuit

operation. The design \\'as lO0% functional. Using a geometry editor, I{IC, an 1860

transistor nMOS circuit (the Data Path Chip) was created by a two rnan design team

in five months, and completely simulated to verify 100% device functionality.

Both design teams consisted of novice designers of similar backgrounds rvho were

therefore considered equal in ability. The machine used rvas the same multi-user VAX

ll1780 and the tools rvere almost identical except for the layout tool used. The amounts

of tirne spent per day on the designs were very similar and so the conditions for cour-

parison were quite equal. These two results show that the geometry editor certainly

increases the efficiency of a design tearn, allowing a larger circuit design Per rrran rnonth

as well as complete simulation of the design as final verification. The rvork by the author
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in making KIC operational at the University of Adelaide rvould seem to be rewarded by

tlris result, rvhich shorvs an approxirnate 25O% irrtprovenrent in design efficiency as ltìea-

sured by circuit complexity (number of devices) completed per man design month. It

should also be understood that mask level layout is an error prone and tirne consuming

process no matter rvhat tool is used for ihe job.

The trvo layout tools discussed in detail in this thesis, BBLLE and I{IC, do not

solve a fundamental problem with mask level layout tools. That is, the rvorst case minor

rnodification to a cell could require a layout task just as significant, or more significant

than the initial design task. The toot IT,IAGIC has avoided this problem by approaching

the rnask level design task in a similar \\'ay to that in rvhich VIVID has approached

symbolic level design.

The current result of research into mask level tools for Cotnputer Aided VLSI

design has provided a complete set of original tools that are technology independent.

The Technology Independence is perhaps the most important feature of these tools as

it means that no matter what new technologies are introduced for IC design, as long

as the technology description is based on a set of tnask level geometrical design rules

that can be described by CIF, very little u'ork, in the order of tens of hours, would be

required to create a totally new set of tools to handle designs using the new technology.

Mask level tools have a place in the full custom design of integrated circuits but

are rro longer the preferred option. Their main advantages are in meeting absolute mask

level layout requirements that cannot be guaranteed by higher level tools as well as Pro-

vicling potentially the most precise simulation information, depending upon availability

of accurate simulation parameters.

6.2 Symbolic Level Tools

The symbolic level of clesign has been presented in this thesis as the more efficient

of the trvo design philosophies. The feature rvhich underlies this increase in efficiency'

viltual grid layout of circuit symbols that can be simulated at the symbolic level and
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corììpacted to mask leveÌ descriptions, has been detailed in Chapters III and V of this

thesis. All of these advantages introduced by the VIVID symbolic level tool set can be

seen in the comparison of the more efficient nMOS design experience, the Data Path

Chip, rvith the CN,IOS design experience, the Adder.

The CMOS design, a 620 transistor design, rvas completed by the author alone in

a period of trvo months. The design has been completely simulated at both the syrnbolic

and the mask level. This is a further increase in design efficiency of approximately 50%

in comparison to the time taken to design and simulate the Data Path nMOS chip using

IilC and the mask level verification tools.

This design has c.learly been completed in a much more efficient manner than ei-

t,her qf the trvo nlr{OS designs and provides eviclence of the significant aclvantages gained

in using the s1'mbolic level tools as opposed to the mask level tools. The VIVID tool

set allorvs the design of IC's using trvo different technologies, nN{OS and CMOS, and

like the mask level tools,. is technology independent. The VIVID technology indepen-

clence feature is an improvement on mask level technology independence as all VIVID

tools reference the lr{aster Technology File which allorvs changes in technology to be

co¡rpletecl for all tools in the one alteration process. On the other hand, changes in

technology for the ruask level tools ruust be cornpleted on an individual basis extending

the time required for creation of a tool set to handle a new technology.

Expanding and summarising the advantages of symbolic level design, VIVID

allows the designer to ignore design rules and work rvith circuit primitives on a virtual

grid rather than with geometric prinritives on an absolute grid. This design feature

allows great increases in layout speed due to the error free layouts produced. Once the

ciruit editor ICE is understood, an experienced circuit designer rvould find it difficult to

rnake an error in the circuit layout phase of the design as the designer would be dealing

with primitives rvhich are commonly known and understood. On the other hand, using

geometric primitives to describe absolute mask layouts requires the designer to learn

and account for geometric design rules as rvell as circuit layout during the layout phase
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of the ciesign process. This aclded c.omplexity greatly increases the time taken for layout.

The virtual grid featnre makes alterations to syrnbolic layouts a negligible problem, even

in the rvorst case. In comparison, rvorst case alterations to mask layouts using an editor

such as I{IC can require a total redesign effort rvhich could be greater than the initial

design effort.

\¡MD reduces the number of softg'are interfaces betrveen layout, and layout

velification at the synrbolic level. This feature helps improve the speed of the layout

verification design phase. The major advantage that the VIVID system has over the

rlask level design tools in the layout verification design phase, horvever, results from the

fact that VI\/ID has no design rule checking loop in this design phase. The compactor

produces valid, design rule error free, CIF versions of the design.

VMD has the added advantage of providing a softn'are interface for designs to

various design system Intermediate Formats facilitating designer interface to fabrication

facilities accepting other than CIF as the design description format.

Lzr,yout needs that have 1'et to be met by higher level tools are the reliable au-

tom¿tic positioning of pads and automatic routing betrveen sub-components of a VLSI

circuit and betrveen the circuit and pads for full custo¡n circuits. This task is currentll'

left to manual placement using layout editors, either layout languages or geometry ed-

itors. The VIVID system allou's rnanual routing betrveen sub-circuit elements at the

synrbolic level and will provide a solution to the pad placement problem by the use of a

mask level geometry editor as u'ell as the symbolic level editor for addition of pads and

final completion of a design.

This second solution does horvever imply that mask level verification tools would

also still be required. Mask level manipulation, no matter how trivial, can still be a

source of design rule violations u,hich could prove fatal to an IC design. Consequentl¡'

a mask level design rule checker should also t-¡e provided. Because the pads could not

be positioned at the symbolic level, simulated results for the circuit including the pads
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must also be completed at the mask level, another important verification step requiring

a further ntask level tool.

The VIVID system, running under VN,ÍS ol tlNIX, allorvs the most efficient

courpletion of cornplex full custom VLSI circuits even though lorv level tools are still

required to complete the design by allorving the placement and verification of pads. The

pad placenrent problem is usually the least complex lirask level routing task for an IC

design and so is the least time consuming mask level la¡'out task. The mask level simu-

lation task can also be c¡uite simple if a logic level simulation only is required, although

timing and possibly some circuit simulation should also be atternpted to provide a more

detailed insight into the effects of the pads on the circuit.

6.3 CMOS MPC'g

ttsing both the mask and symbolic level tools introduced in this thesis, the com-

pletion of VLSI circuits becomes a reality. The complexity of the VLSI design task is

reduced significantly rvith the aid of the higher level tools and the fine details of pad

placement can easily be handled by the mask level tools.

1'he Adelaide University mask level tools have been verified by in excess of trventy

fabricated nN{OS designs using the trvo I\{PC facilities mentioned in this thesis. Trvo

of the designs used to velify these tools have been presented in Chapter IV. Using the

lnask level tools to verify the mask level results of the rvork done at the symbolic level

using the \/I\¡ID system, circuits can be reliably checked to determine their level of

functionality. The Clr{OS circuit designed in Chapter V has been shorvn to be 100%

operationa.l as determined by the mask level verification tools.

The verification rvork done in this thesis in conjunction rvith ISD and other

researchers at Adelaide University has enabled negotiations to proceed rvith AWA rvith

the intent of setting up a CMOS IUPC process. This wilt happen in 1986 and should

be one of the first if not the first cornmercial CN,ÍOS MPC fabrication processes in

Australia.
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Section 6.1.1 AADRE

6.4 lligher Level Tools of the Future

Two levels of CAD tools for VLSI circuit design have been defined and examined

in this thesis. The first (lorver) level, lr{ask Level CAD tools, uses mask geotnetries to

clefine a,bsc¡lute circuit structures on silicon. The second (higher) level, Sytubolic Level

CAD tools, uses cilcuit elernents to define circuits at an abstracted level which can

automatically generate mask level descriptions of the circuit for fabrication purposes.

Tatrle 3.2 in Chapter III identifies integrated circuit design levels. These levels

can be directly associated rvith the levels of CAD tools used for IC design and so indicate

the future directions that should be taken for CAD tool development for VLSI design

work.

This thesis has discussed the analoç' betrveen levels of Prograururing Language

ancl levels of CAD tool sets for IC clesign, as lvell as betrveen generations of computing

systems and scales of integration rvhich allow a measure of complexity of both corn-

puting systems and IC designs. The fifth generation computing systems have been

characterised by advances in softrvare, Artificial Intelligence, rather than the hardrvare

characteristics used for the preceeding generations. Artificial Intelligence, or Knolvledge

Baserl Systems, have l>egun to have their impact on IC design research. Tools using

AI techniques are l>eing developed to provide solutions to the search for CAD tool sets

operating at the higher levels not examined in this thesis, in particular at the Register

Transfer and Processor levels as defined b¡' table 3.2

6.4.I CADRD

One such tool set has alread¡, been referred to in this thesis. CADRElsTl is

a system of cooperating VLSI design expert agents which allows automatic synthesis

of hierarchical structural circuit descriptions into a set of full custom VLSI low level

geometric mask patterns. CADRE operates by modelling the human design procedure as

a collection of expelt agents communicating through a central manager. The individual

agents solve locally constrained problems rvhile the manager ensures that they all work
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Seclion t.1.1 CADRE

towards a good global solution

The CADRB systern is relevant to this thesis as it moves frorn the structural level

(t,he input is an hierarchical struc.tural clescription consisting of interconnected cells) to

the s¡'urbolic layout level (the ouiput is an hierarchical syrnbolic layout description).

The CADRE output is passed on to a symbolic ler.el design system for translation into

physical mask layouts. This post processing of CADRB output rneans that detailed

process design rules can be ignored by CADRB so it can concentrate on topology and

interconnection problems.

The CADRB system requires a number of expert tools including floorplanning,

ìeaf cell la¡,out, critical path analysis, and global and local signal routing in an effort

to satisfactorily model a human VLSI designer. FiS. 6.1 shows the CADRE VLSI

design system exposing the individual agents used in the design process and how they

are related to the ltìanager and the user. CADRB provides flexibility in that an expert

agent of CADRB rnay be rule based, algorithmic, or even human. This flexibility allows

for the {uture development of the CADRB systetn.

CADRB is by no rneans complete, it is a long term research project aimed at

exploring all problem areas of VLSI design and providing new solutions with the aid of

I{nowlege Based systems.

Taking a closer lo<¡k at an individual knon'ledge based agent, current research

at the University of Adelaide is aimed at creating one of the agents described by the

CADRE system, a l{norvledge Based Floor plannerlg5|. tttlr floorplanner, FLOYD,

is designed to translate hierarchical structural descriptions into floor plans for custom

VLSI design. It uses expertise in structured top dorvn design to create floor plans

incorporating modules that may not necessarily ltave l¡ee¡r cornpleted at the tirne of

floor plan creation. This allows global as well as internal module design constraints to

be accounted for.

:l
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Section 6.1.2 Silicon Conpilation

It is feltlgsl that the top dou,n planning approach yields floor plans of higher

quality than conventional bottorn up placement algorithms. FLOYD plans its activities

by generating and relaxing constraints on module placements and interconnect. This

planning strategy allows it to operate either rvithout supervision or under the influence

of designer specified constraints.

FLOYD provides an insight into the details of one of the CADRE expert agents.

Similar research effort is ongoing into the other agents shorvn in Fig. 6.1. The work

done in this thesis provides au intloduction to the historical evolution of VLSI design

tools to a level which is directly cornpatible n'ith future tools proposed by the CADRE

system.

6.4.2 Silicon Compilation

Automatic synthesis tools aid the \/LSI circuit designer by automatically per-

forming one or more levels of design translation. The Silicon Comqtiler is a term that

has been used in the past to describe a number of different automatic synthesis tools.

The icleal silicon compiler rvould be a tool rvhich rvould translate all the way from a

functional description to a full custom ph¡'sical layout.

As yet, no such tool exists. Functional to structut'al translation is such a broad

task that its complexity has not yet been handled. Existing tools that bave been able

to successfully tlanslate functional descriptions into physical layout have at least had

to assume a restricted structural clomain[57|.

This leads to the conclusion that that there rvill not be one single tool that can

be described as a Sílicon compíler. Rather, tools such as those discussed in this thesis

and those foreshadorved by the CADRB system will provide a good basis from which

to tackle the complexity problem involved in functional to structural translation, the

main problem remaining in Silicon Compilation.

As a result, it could be reasonably expected that, using Artificial Intelligence

techniques, tool sets or systems will be developed rvhich consist of cornputer coordinated
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groups of individual expert tools rvhich provide nearly optirnal solutions to all of the

individual problems involved in silicon compilation. The computer aided coordination

of all of these tools will in turn provide a globally optimal solution which may be at the

expense of non-optimal solutions to some local problems. It can therefore be expected

that the term ^grldcon Compíler ûor full custom Integrated Circuits should be applied to

such a system of sophisticated tools rather than used to describe a single CAD tool.
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APPENDD( A

THE MEAD AND CONWÄY nMOS DESIGN R.ULES

These rules use the same relationships as those presented in the book by Mead

and. Conway[al.

METAL I.IASK POLY MASK D I FF. f'IASK

LIt
-*_

Tr
J-lr- cr+lrþ

J^k-

x

OVERLAP . POLY OVER D¡FF.

(- 6r -_¡¡

Butting Contact (Polysilicon to Diffusion via Metal)

-'ltþtI,l^ ^ k-t1i'p-

-t -
-J.-

¡ Mul tipl e\Iz Contact
2lt

t

METAL TO D¡FF.

.L
?L.

min.

4 2t le -¡l z^k-
METAL TO POLY.

3r
mi n.

separation to
trans i stor

T
leo^-rl T T k- o^J

I

T-
4r

Design Rules for Contact Cuts (Metal to Polysilicon or Diffusion)

ililililil
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GREEN

GREEN

_J_
2r Minimum l/idth
T

BLUE

{il}Hi'..} *"'
fThi noxì

[oirr. /3l Minimum Separationr .' {lî}?:'}
ìþ ,,n,',' {[!}?:-} ro Poly separaricn

$ Minirrr wi¿t¡ Póly pat¡s
J
2'¡ Minimum Separation Poly to Poly
ù

RED

-r
Minimum Width lletal paths 3l

.t
I

Minimum Separation Metal to Metal 3I

-L

GREEN RED

KEY

THINOX POLY.(o¡r¡.)

BLUE

BLUE

Conducting Path W¡dth and Separation Design Rules

(Note: The Thinoxide (Thinox.) mask defines the regions where Diffusion (Diff.) will take place in areas not covered by
Polysilicon (Poly).

^.2L-1 aL+1
_L

l+r = wl

zxl
2¡, = L

2L

Pass transistor L:l{ ratlo= l:2

ffi
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APPDNDD( B

THE BELLE1 MANUAL

1.0 PREFACE

The purpose of this document is to introduce you to

using the VLSI design tool BELLEI. BELLE1 is a Pascal

embedded design tooL for the creation of Nmos and Gmos

designs in CIF code, but males use of the hì.gh level Pascal

Ìanguage to create the geometrY.

2.0 BELtEl A USERS VIEVìIP0INT

2.T INÎRODUCTION

Beltel is a procedural integrated circuit and mask

layout language embedded in the Pascal programming language.

Embedding allows the power of a high leve1 prograruning

language to be used to aid in the description of integrated

ci.rcuit mask layouts, without the need to deveJ-op an

entirely new progralnming language.

Bel1el is composed of a set of pascal procedures which

can be used to describe the various structures Ín a layout.

Bellel generates its output in GIF ( Caltech Intermediate

Form ) t Hon and Sequin, 1980 l, which is a low level'
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description of the circuit. CIF is the standard data fornat

chosen for co¡nmunication of designs during the MPC (Multiple

Project Chip).

ÀL1 dimensions used in Bel.l.el refer to the basic

dimensions Lambda. Only integer val.ues of lambda are

allowed when cal.ling Bellel procedures.

Most work can be done using orthogonal geometry.

Hovrever, BeIIel does allow 45 degree v¡ires to be used after

the procedu¡e set45 has been called.

Bel1el may be used to generate either nM0S or P-we11

cM0S layouts. 0n1y one technology may be used in any given

layout.

2.2 BELLE1 FUNCTIONS AVAIIABIE

The built in functions of Bel-Iel are

2.2.T THOSE COI'IMON TO NMOS AND CI.IOS

SEÏTECH

Syntax:

Description:

settech (newtech) ;

Changes the technology base for the

current layout to newtech, r{here

newtech is one of CM0S or NMOS.

I{MOS is the default technology.

settech (CM0S);

B-2
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or

SETSYM¡IO

Syntax:

Description:

Example:

DEFII{E

Syntax:

Description

Example:

ENDDEF

Syntax:

Description:

Examp).ê:

DRAW

settech (NM0S);

setsynno(nextsym) ;

Nextsym is an integer that is used

to label the nexL symbol in the CIF

progra¡n generated by BEttEl.

setsynno(5000):

define('newnane') ;

defines the start of a s1mbol definition

and glves lt the narre 'newname'.

define(' transistor' ) ;

{ define the symbol 'transistor' }

{ proceed with the definitÍon i.e. bsxes

and wires that form 'transistor' )

enddef; { end the definition )

endilef ;

defines the end of a synbol definition

define(' transistor' ) ;

{ define the symbol 'transistor' }

enddef; ( end the definition )

draw('newname' ,x,y) ;Syntax:
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Description:

Exanple:

MX

Syntax:

Descriptlon:

YI

10 I

draws the syrnboJ, previously defined as

'newnane' ai a position (x,y)

draw(' transistor',5, 10) ;

{draws the geometry heJ.d in the symbol

definition 'transistor' at the point 5,10)

+------+

I tran I

*------+

I (s, ro)

0 5

draw(' newname',x,y) ;mx;

mirrors the image of the symbol belng

drav¡n about the vertical line passing through

the point specified in the draw statement.

draw('transistor', 5, 10) ¡mx¡

x

E><anple:
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I

YI

+------+ - - -+

I tran I

10+------X---+

I (5, 10)

0 5

draw('newnane',x,y) ;my;

mirrors the image of the symbo). being

drawn about the horizontal line passing

through the point specified in the draw

statement.

draw('transistor',5, 10) ;my;

^

MY

Syntax:

Description

Example

Y

I

:l
t!.J

+---+
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tl

10 I (5,10)*------+

I ltranl

0 +------+------+----->

0 5

draw(' newname',x, y),rot(angle) ;

rotates the x-a:<Ís of the symbol being dravrn

to the specÍfied angle (¡neasured anticlockwise)

draw(' transistor', 5, 10) ; rot(180) ;

angle must be an integer nultiple of 90 degrees

unLess set45 procedure has been called.

YI

| +---+

| .180 degrees

trl
lv

10+------*---+

I n I (5,10)

la I

lr I

0 +--t---+--------- >

05x

x

ROT

Syntax:

Description:

Example:

NOTE:

I
$

î

I

t
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$
r¡ì

,1

4

LAYER,

Syntax:

Descriptlon:

Exanple

B0x

Syntax:

Description:

Ðcample

defines the layer on which the succeeding

geometry is to be defined. The layers

available are: Diffusion NMOS

PoIy NM0S -& CM0S

Inplant NM0S

Contact NMOS -& CM0S

Metal NMOS -& CMOS

Glass NMOS -& GM0S

Burled NMOS

Pnell CMOS

Tbinox CMOS

Pplus CM0S

layer(thinox);

{ geometry written after this point Ís on

the thinoxtde layer )

box(xl ,y1,x2,y2);

draw a rectangular box r^rith corners (x1,y1)

and (x2,y2)

box(2, 1,6 ,4) ;

{ draws a box with bottom left corner at

(1,2) and top right corner at (6,4) )

YI
I

N

4l +-------+
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3l

2l

I I r-------*

246X

IIIIRE

Syntor:

Description:

wire(width,x,y) i

defines a wire of width rrwidth", starting

at (x,y). The wire caII must be followed

by one or more of the following procedures:

X(xposn); { continues the wire to the

point (xposn,y) )

Y(yposn); { continues the u¡ire to the

point (x,YPosn) )

dx(xlength); { continues thE v¡ire to

the Point (x+xlength,Y) )

dy(ylength); { continues the wirE to thE

Point (x,Y+Ylength) )

xy(xposn,yposn); t contlnues the wire to

bhe point (xposn,YPosn)

at an angle of 45 degrees )

dxy(xlength,ylength); { contlnues the wire

t,o the point (x+xlength,y+ylength)

at an angle of 45 degrees )
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F;amp1e:

ff a wire is to have an odd number of lambda

unlts width, then the centre coordinates nust

be specified between grid points, so as to

enable the wire edges to run d.ong Ia¡¡bda

grid lines and not between them.

lfiire(z,2,3) ;x(s) ;dy(s) ;

{ starts a wire of width 2 at (2,3), extends

tt to the point (5,3) then extends it

differentially to 5,8) )

Y_^

8l

7l

6l

5l

4l

3l

2l

/-----\

/\

lxl
I (5,8) I

tt
ll
ll
ll
ll
tl
ll
tt

/----------+ |

I (5,3) I

I x(3,2) X I

tl
\---------- ------- |1l
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01 2 3 4 5 6 7 X

NODELABEL

Synto<:

Description:

E><anple:

COM.{EIIT

Syntax:

Description:

Example:

SETNOEND

Syntax:

Description:

names the electrical node at the position

and layer specified. Used for simul.ation

progra¡ns, most of whicb at least require

Vdd and GND to be labelled.

Layers that can have legal nodes are:

Diff usion llM0S

Po).y NMOS -& Ct'lOS

Metal NM0S -& CMOS

Thinox CMOS

nodelabel ('vdd',275, 18,metat) ;

{ labels the node at (275,18) on the netal

layer with the name VDD )

comment ( ' comment string') ;

inserts a comment into the CIF fiLe.

com¡nent ('start a ne\¡\t def inition') ;

{ produces

start a new definltion

in the CIF file )

setnoend ¡

suppresses generation of the end state¡nent
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I

I

I

I

ri

I

L

I

I

i

E><ample:

SET45

Syntax:

Description:

E><ample:

EXISTING

Syntax:

Description:

Exanple:

BOUNDINGBOX

Syntax:

Description:

ln the CIF output flles. For use when

different CIF files ara to be appended.

setnoend;

set45;

allows the use of 45 degree lines. However

the CIF generated is incompatible with some

service prograrns. (DRC etc.).

set45 ¡

existing ( ' syrnbolname ') ;

the function returns true if the symbol namecl

has already been defined.

1f exlsting('transistor') then

begin { if }

end; { if }

{ the compound statement boundeit by begin

and end; will be executedl onì.y if transistor

has been defined previousty )

boundingbox ( ' symbolname ' , xl ,yt ,x2 ,y2) ;

when boundingbox fs called, the boundlngbox

of the symbol named ls returned in the form

(x1,y1) lower left coordlnates
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(x2,y2) upper right coordÍnates

E><ample:

boundingbox ( 'transistor ' . xlow, ylow, xhigh, yhigh) ;

{would return the bounding box coordinates

in the variables xlow, ylow, xhigh, yhigh )

IMPORTSYI"ßOLS

Syntax:

Description: the filerv must contain the bounding boxes of

the geometry r'rhich Ís external to the BEtLEl

program. The file wiII usually be the .SLB

file generated by GETSYMBOL. fmportsytttbols

must be called before any geometry is defined

in the prograJn.

importsymbols ('pads. slb') ;

{ allows the BELLE1 compiler to use the

external symbols outlined in PADS.SLB )

Example:

ABORT

Syntax:

Description:

Example:

abort (' errormessage' ) ;

prints the string 'errormessage' then

ceases to execute, returning control to the

user.

abort ( 'symbol. does not exist') ;

{ writes to SYS$0UTPUT

symbol does not exist

then ceases execution )

2.2.2 THOSE EXCLUSI\TELY NTIOS
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DIFFCI'T

Syntax:

Description:

Example:

diffcut(x,y);

provides all the geometry for a cut betvleen

the netal and diffusion layers, the cut centre

beíng at (x,y)

diffcut(0,0) ¡

+-- -- ----- ---- --+

ll
| *-------+ I

I t\ ll I

I I x(0,0)l

I tl \l I

+-------+

+---------------+

+---------------+

+-------+

I t\ lt I

POLYCUT

Syntax:

Description:

Exanple:

polycut (x, y) ;

provides alI the geometry for a cut between

Lhe metal and tha poly layers, the cut cenbre

being at (x,y)

polycut(0,0);
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I I x(0,0)l

t tl \l I

BUTTCONÎACT

Synto<:

Description:

E>ranple:

+-------+

+---------------+

+---------------+

buttcontact (x, y, angle) ;

supplies the geometry for a cut between polyi

diffusion and rnetal. The cut is centred at

(x,y) and the angle of the poly section to the

positlve X-axis must be suPPlied.

buttcontact (0,0.90) :

I poly

| *-------*

t\

l<.

lt I

/ I I godegrees

\/ I I

X (0,0)-+ -----v--

/\ I I

\ t...1

\l I

t\

+---+

ll
t...r /
t lt

+-------+

I diffusion I

BIJBIEDCONTACT

+---- - ----- -- ---+
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Synto<:

Description:

Exanple:

PULTUP

Syntax:

Description:

I poly -& buried I

tl
| +========+ I <.

I tlpolyH I

IndiffHI

I gburiedH I

+----H--- -*---H----+

H (0,0) H

H diff H

HH

. 90 degrees

--v-->

.x
buried layer all over

buriedcontact (x, y, angle) ¡

supplies the geonetry for a buried contact

between diffusion and poly. The cut centre is

positioned at (x,y) and the angle of the poJ.y

section to the positive X-axis must be specified.

buriedcontact (0, 0, 90) ;

pullup(Iength,x, y, angì.e) ;

places a depletion transistor with J.ength to

width ratio of "lengthÍ at the position (x,y)

which is the centre of the boundary between

source and the gate. The angle refers to the

drain dlrection.

puJ.lup(8 ,0,0,0) ;Example:
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2.2.3 THOSE EXCLUSIVELY CMOS

MP (metal poly cont,act)

Syntax: mp(x,y);

Descripti.on: provldes aII the geometry for a cut between

metal and polysilicon layers, the centre

of the cut being at (x,y).

Example: mp(0,0);

+---------------+

I +-------* I

t\ tl I

I x (0,0) I

tl \r I

MD (metal thinox contact)

Syntax: md(x,y);

Description: provides alt the geometry for a cut between

¡netal and thinoxide layers, the centre of the

cut being at (x,Y).

Exarnple: rnp(0,0);

I +-------+ I

+---------------+

+----- -- -------- +

+-------+
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I r\ lt I

I I x(o,o)l

I Il \r I

I +-------* I

ll

MDP (meta1 P+ diffusion contact)

This is one of two types of metal thinoxide contacts

Here, thj.nox is coincident vrith pplus layer and hence

is p+ diffusion, representing the source or drain

region of a p-device.

Syntax: mdp(x,y):

Description: describes all the geometry for a cut betvreen

metal and thinox (P+ diffusion) layers for

connection of a p-devlce source or draln

reglon to a netal strap, the cut centre being at

(x,y).

Þ<ample: mdp(O,0);

p+ thinox I

+-- Ê--- --- ---- --+

+------------+

I lmetal I I

I +------+ I

I I l\ ll I

I I (o,o) I

I I tl \l I

I +------+ I
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J

i

!

I
J

I

+----- -------+

I'fD¡¡ (meta]/n+ diffusion contact)

This is one of the two types of metal/thinox contact.

Here thinox ls not coincident with pplus region hence

is n+ díffusi.on. The thinox however is in a prvell region

and hence is a source or d¡ain region for a n-device.

Synto<: rndn (x, y) ;

Description; describes all. the geometry for a cut between

metal and thinox (n+ diffusion) layers for

connection of an n-devlce source or drain

region to a metal strap, tha cut centre being

at (x,y).

Example: mdn(0,0);

n+ thinox

+------------+

I metal I

| *------* I

r r\ ll I

I I (0,0) I

I l/ \l I

I +------+ I
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+----- -------+

VSS (metal/p+ díffusion/pwe]I contact)

Here the metal will be the Vss rail and will contact the p+

region in the pwell. The p+/p contact ensures a good ohmic

contact to tie the pweJ.l to Vss (ground). Tying the Pwell to

Vss and the n substrate to Vdd helps prevent latch up

problems.

Syntax: Vss(x,y) ¡

Descriptlon: provides all the Seometry for an ohmfc connectlon

of the pwell to Vss. The cut is centred at (x'y).

Example: vss(0,0);

p wc1).

+--- --+

I pt nask I

+-----------+

I +-----+ I

I l\ ll I

I I x(0,0) I

Iv \l I

+-----+ lt
I +-cliffusion-+ I
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VDD (metal/n+ diffusion/n- substrate contact)

Here the ¡¡etal will be the Vdd rail and will contact the n+

region in the n- substrate. This n+/n contact ensures a good

ohmic contact to tie the n- substrate to Vdd.

Syntar<: Vdd(x,y);

Description: describes all. the geometry for an ohnic connection

of the n- substratE to Vdd. The cut is centred

at (x,y).

Example: V¿d(0,0);

+------------+

I metal I

| *------* |

r t\ /1r
I I (o,o) I

I tt \l I

I +------* |

tl
+------------+

VDDSPTIT (ohnic and rectlfylng contacts)

This i.s one of the two possible types of split contact. This

contact connects the n- substrate (via n+ region) and the

p-type source region to Vdd at the same time. It is a very

compact contact and finds wide practfcal use (e.g. for

B-20



Pullup device of inverter pair).

Syntax: Vddsplit(x,y,angle);

Description: provides all the geometry necessary to t,ie the

n- substrate and P+ diffusion (source) to v¿¿

at one time. The cut ¡rcentreir is positioned at

(x,y) and the angle (integer multiple of 90)

of the ohmic (n+ diffusion) end to the x æ<is

must be sPecified;

Fxample: vddspLit(0,0,90) ¡

VSSSPLIT (oh¡¡¡ic and rectifyi.ng contacts)

This is one of tvro possible types of split contact. This

contacts the p-r'relÌ (via p+ region) and an n-type source

region to vss at the sa¡ne time. It is a very comPact contact

and finds wide practical use (e.8. for pull-dorun device of

inverter pair).

Syntax: vsssplit(x,y,angle);

Description: provides all the geometry necessary to tie the

p-rveÌI and n+ diffusion (source) to Vss at the

one tine, The cut trcentre'r is positioned at

(x,y) and the angle of the rectifying (n+

diffusion ) end to the x axis must be specified'

Example: vsssplit(0,0,0);

TRAN (minimum size gate transistor)

Syntæ<: Lran(x,y,angle);

Description: provides the geometry for a transistor with a

minimum size gate, the centre of which is at

(x,y) and oriented such that the angle of the

' B-21



thi.n oxide sèction to the x æ<is is the

Exanple:

specifled ang).e

tran(0,0,90);

TRANX (transistor with variable thinox width)

Syntær: tranx(x,y,width,angle);

Description: provides the geometry for a transistor with

centre at (x,y), thinox width of I'width[ and angl'e

specified is angle between the thinoxide section

and the x-axis. Width must be even!!

Fj<ample tranx(0,0,6,90);

TMNC (translstor with contacts)

Syntax: tranc(x,y,ang1e);

Description: provides the geometry for a minimun size transistor

with contacts at both ends. Tranststor centre is at

(x,y) and angle specified is angle of thinoxide

reLative to x-axis.

Fxample: tranc(0,0,90);

2,2.4 THE GETSYMBOT PROGRAM

An auxillary program to Bel.Ie1 is the GETSYI'{B0L

progran. This program is for use in conjunction with the

IMPORTSYþtsOLS function within Bellet. It is used to

generate a header file of type reguired by IMPORTSYI'tsOLS.

GETSYMBOL operates on a CIF file and produces tlo files.

One file contains the names of all symbols, their symbol

numbers and theÍr bounding boxes. The other file contains
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information on CIF node-Iabels , their nane, IocatÍon and

layer type.

An example output of the symbol lÍbrary file.

Looks like:

901 MDN -500, -500, 500, 500

902 MP -500, -500, 500, 500

Records have the format: Sym-llo, Sym-Name.

Box (lower left, upper right corners).

FILE.SLB

Boundary

ALI coordinates are given in hundredths of a micron'

The OuLput file of GETSYMBOL is of the tyPe ".slbr'. This

file, when operated on by IMP0RTSYMBOLS in the BELLE1

Program, enabfes the CIF file to be produced containing aÌI

the geometry defined in the BELLE1 ProSram. It aLso

contains caLls to the external definitions whose bounding

boxes are supplied by the .s1b file. Tühen the CIF fj-le has

been generated the file of external definitÍons rnust be

appended to it to give a complete CIF description of the

geometry.

In this way it is possible to use predefined geometries

(Pads, PLÀ's etc. ) from the relevant library.

2.3 USE OF PASCAL VüITH NEFE,RENCE TO BELIE1

Tlhen using the design language BELLEI, it is possible

to use the basic Pascal programmi.ng structures (some of

v¡hi.ch are i,ntroduced in this section) .
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2.3.T STRUCTURE

A sirnplified structure of a Bellel Pascal prograrn could

be:

Iinherit ( 'belIel-dir: belIel. pen') ]

definitions)

progran <program narne)(input,output) ;

const <constant decl.arations) ¡

var (varlable declarations);

(procedure declarations) ¡

begin

open-ciffile ( ' <file-name> ') ;

settech(nmos); {or cmos}

<MAIN PROGRAM>;

(include bellel

close-ciffile;

end

2.3.2 GENERAT

IdentÍfier (variable names, procedure names etc.) must

start with a letter and may be any J.ength of Letter anil

numbers. AII Pascal statements ¡nust be separated by a

semicolon, as l.Ínes have no separating significance.

A varlable can be assigned a value by

(variable ldentifier) := (value);
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e.8

A:=10;

B: =5;

Comnents can be entered into the Pascal Prograln by

enclosing the comments by { }

e.8.

{Start of DefinitÍon}

2.3.3 COIISTANTS

If an identifier is to hold the same value throughout

the program, it can be declared in the constant section at

the start of the progran:

e.8.

Iength = 57¡

K=8¡

2.3.4 VARTABLES

If an identifier w1I1 be required to change its value

during a program. if must be declared in the VAR section and

its type (integer, real, char etc) be decÌared:

e. g.

VAR WIDTH: integer¡

H: real. ¡

At a later stage these variables nay bE assigned

I

values,
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.,t,t,:

I

e. g.

WIDTH:= 10;

H:= 5.76¡

And at a later stage these can be assigned different

values:

ê.8.

V,IIDTH:= llûIDTH + 1;

H:= 6.2i

2.3.5 PROCEDURES

Procedures must be of the sa¡ne structure as that

described in rtstructurerr ,except that they end in a

semicolon. They are declared using the PB0CEDITRE statement

followed by the parameter list in brackets.

Procedures can be called from other procedures, or from

the main program.

e.8.

VAR TENGTH: integer¡ { nain Program declarations }

PROCEDURE TRANS(SIDE:integer); t procedure decLarations )

CONST B = 5;

begin

{ Uoay of procedure }

{ note the senicolon )

!ü
t,ç

.i

I

I

end; {trans}
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{ other procedure declarations )

begin {main} { start of main program }

trans(LENGTH);{ call procedure r,rith length as parameter )

end. {main} { end of program )

2.3 .6 DESIGN USING BELI,EI

Typ1cal1y, designs are perforrned using Bel1el in the

following manner:

(1) Beglnning with an initial sketch or stick diagram

of the circuit being designed. The circuit ¡nust be faid out

on graph paper to aid in digi.tisation. This process usua)'ly

tal<es a couple of attempts to generate an acceptable layout.

Hints for Layout

(a) Use coloured Pens to help distinguish between

nasks.

(b) Graph paper with 2mm grid spacing is a good size.

(2mm represents 1 lambda produces quite legible layouts).

(c) Liquid paper or eguivalent is almost a necessÍty to

remove those occasional mistakes.

(d) Always check and recheck your layout for design
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rule viofations, circuit correctness etc. Some violations

are often very dlfficult to detect. Iù is wise to have at

least one other person check your layout since a fresh

outlook may spot elusive errors.

(e) Some layouts, such as address decoders I are highly

repetitive vtith only slight variations fron section to

section of the layout. In these cases, it is not necessary

to draw the entire ),ayout on PaPer, but to design the basic

ceIl comnon to all secti.ons and determine horu to program the

cells to achi.eve the desired function.

(2) Once the layout has been completed

progranmability and parameterisation must be

That is:

(a) Is there a need to Program the ce)-Is by

placement of transistors or contact cuts ?

(b) Should a variable number of inputs or

provided to enable the same BELLE1 routine to

several different sections of the layout ?

(c) Shou1d the width of povrer supply busses

Strategy for impLementing these parameters

decided upon,

olr Paper,

determined.

conditional

outputs be

be used for

be variable

should be

t
I

(3) At this stage, coding the circuit in BELLE1 can

commence. coordinates whi.ch are to be parameterised should

be expressed in terms of variables during digitisation. By

expressing coordinate positions rel.ative to refe¡ence fines,

(ie the lower left corner of the cell, a vertical line etc

), stretching the cell is made easy. Coding the circuit in
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Betlel Ís effectively the salne as writing a pascal

procedure, with the added benefit that many of the required

procedures and functions have been pre-written.

(4) The BELtEl prograrn together v¿ith the BELLE1

procedure describing your circuit-, must be compiled and

Linked before it can be run. When the resulting PrograJn is

run, a fi.le is generated containing the CIF description of

your layout. Error messages may occur either t'rhen the

prograln is being compiled or as the Prograrn is run. The

Pascal compj.lation errors pick up syntax and static semantÍc

errors, whiLe both Pascal or the BELtEl Program itself may

detect errors during run-time. BELLE1 detects errors such

as missi.ng or dup).i.cate symbol nalnes, illegal geometries,

etc.

(5) The generated CIF file should then be checked

visually by plotting the layout on whatever facilj.ties are

available to the user. Errors can be corrected and

modifications can be made by repeating the design and

digitisation Ioop.

(6) Other factors:

(a) Vùhen working in multi-person design teams, it is

necessary to take care in the specification of symbol nanes

and symbol numbers to avoid clashes. When CIF files are

combined or BELLE1 progralns are merged, symbol number and

nane clashes cause BELLE1 to report errors. Designers
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should therefore assign themselves a range of CIF symbol

numbers which no-one else in the design tean may use. For

example:

designer A symbols 10000 - 10999

designer B symbols 11000 - 11999

designer C symbol,s 12000 - 12999

The starting CIF symbol number can be set using the

SETSYMNO function in BELLEI.

(b) Symbols which are corünon1y used in many differenf

sections of a design (eg a pullup transistor or a nor gate )

should be placed into a separate CIF library, which can then

be used in BELLE1 programs by severa). designers. Reference

to library el,ements nay be made in a BELLE1 progra¡n once an

Il,lP0RTSYl.,fB0tS command has been issueil to read the header

file for those symbols.

(c) T¡e IMPORTSYMB0LS command in BELLE1 does not read

the CIF file, but only reads the header information to

determine size and syrnbol numbers so that the Ìlbrary

symbols can be caLled. It is necessary to include the CIF

library at the beginning of the final BELLEI generated CIF

file for your circuit. ülhen generating a Ìibrary using

BELLEI, the SETNOEND commanil shouLd be used. This enables

the CIF library to be inserted into other CIF files without

modification.

(¿) ff¡e syrnbol numbers 1 - 1000 are reserved for

Iibrary cells such as pads, drivers etc. No two synbols can

have the sarne symbol number nor the same symboL name within

the overall design.
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2.3.7 OTHER IIISTRUCTIOilS ON PROCEDUR^ES

2.3.7.1 USAGE OF I¡ODEI.ABELS

Nodelabels in defined procedures must be drawn:

e.8

Procedure Nodes;

begin {nodes}

Define ('nodes');

nodelabeÌ('ai',60,60.metal) ;

nodelabel (' bi', 120, 60,meta1) ;

. { must contain geometry (boxes etc.

. well as node labe1s )

nodelabel ( ' out ' ,60,900, poly) :

enddef;

end:

begin {maln}

setsynno(10000) ;

nodes ¡

draw('nodes' ,0,0);

setnoend;

end. {maln)

)as

ll0IE, however that lf 'nodes' is defined as shown' it

must contain some geometry. That 1s, it must consist of

more than a series of rrnodel'abelÍ statements. fhis

restriction ls.to aflow the design to be processed by other
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design alds at CSIRO

2.3,7 .2 RUNNING BEttEl

To run BELLEI, enter the following command ]ine:

$ Uett (filename)

where (filename) is the name of your BELLE1 input file,

which you wÍII have created using an editor. The (filenane)

wÍ11, in general , be of the form:

FILENAI'{E.EXT.

If you do not specify an extension to your filename (.ext),

BELLE1 assumes that your input file has an extension of

tt -Pastt.

the BELLE1 output fil.e (ie the CIF code) will be

written into your directory wlth the name 'rfilename.cifÍ

where "filenameÍ is the narne sf your input file.

An executable file "filename.exe" is also produced.

This is the fÍ]e that is actually run, and since it is

large, BELtEl asks whether you wish to delete 1t, after it

has been run.

For debugging the PascaL Program, it is often useful- to

have a listlng flle. This can be achleved by uslng the

command:

$ Uett <filena¡ne)/Iis

2.3.7.3 EXTRACTION OF EXISTING DESIGNS, PADS ETC
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Pads and other universal symbols are stored in the VMS

Text library CIFIIB. This section will demonstrate how to

extract u ''pad" from the library and include it in a design.

The pad

require one

padblank.

chosen is rrpadoneu which for example may

other symbol to be extracted from the library:

To extract the symbols required, type:

$ ).ibrary/extract= (padblank, padone) /outpu¡=pads . cif ciflib

This will generate a file ilpads.cif'r, containing the

CIF f or rrpadonert.

The BELLE1 prograln requires not the CIF fÍle but

instead a file containing the bounding boxes of the pad'

This is done by typing:

getsymbo). pads <CR>

which produces a file I'pads.slb'r. It is now possible to

write a short BELLE1 prograln to use this pad, making use of

the BELLEI importsymbols procedure.This Protram follows':

Iinherit ( 'be].1e1--dir: bell.e1. pen' ) , check (al1) l

progra¡n testpad(input, output) ;

procedure designproc;

begin {designproc)

importsymbols('pads.slb') ; {inform BELLE1 of the

existence of extra definitions in file "pads.slb'r)

draw('padone' ,0,0);

{ draw t'padonerr from rrpads.slbtt }
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end; {designproc}

begi.n {testpad}

open--cif f ile (' CIFFILE' ) ;

settech(nmos);

designproc;

cl.ose--ciffile;

end {testpad}

This produces a file containing a call' to padone

(testpad.cif) but the actual CIF for the symboL is not

contained ln the fiLe. The file containing both the call

(from testpad.cif) and the Pad (from pads.cif) can be

created by typing:

$ copy pads.cif ,testpad.cif temp.cif

which will append testpad.cif to pads.cif in the file

temp. cif.

by typing:

$ rename temP.cif testPad.cif

the complete file will be in testpad.cif.

2.3.8 GENERAL STRUCTIJRE OF BELLE1 DESIGN PROGRAMS

The general structure of design programs in BEILEI

differs slightly from the approach used in previous versions

of the procedural layout language BELIE. The difference

Iies in the fact that BEtLEl users write a full Pascal

prograln, whereas BELLE users vrere vrriting onLy proceclures'

The Structure of a BELLET design Progran may be seen by
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considering bhe file represented below. This fife,

TEI',ÍPLATE-. PAS, represents the basf s f or any design

undertaken using BELtEl.

Iinherit ( 'be].Iel--dir: be1tel. pen') , check(aI]) l

program template(input, output) ;

procedure designproc;

begin ( designproc )

{ INSERT DESIGN DEFINITION HERE }

end; { designproc }

begin ( template )

open--ciff ile (' cIFFILE' ) ;

settech(nM0S); { or I'settech(cM0S);" }

designproc;

close--ciffile;

end. ( tenplate )

NOTES:

(1) The first line must be included, but the user need not

understand rqhat it is doing. ( in fact, it allows the

general BELtEl environment reguired by the BELLE1

programs to be inherited and used by the user.

Q) The name of the ffte and the program name should be

the sane.
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(3) The design may be placed where indicated, using correct

Pascal syntar<. Using this approach, any design that has

been developed using BELLE nay also be used vlith BELLEI

, by inserting the design at this point.

(4) The technology type must be selected as nM0S or cM0S.

(5) The file type is .PAS (not .BEt)

3.0 BELLE1 SYSTEM DEFINITIONS

To configure BELLE1 for nornal operation, tvfo global

symbols need to be defined for all BEItEt users.

(1) Set up a subdirectory (preferably in a grouP

manager d.irectory) and place aLÌ the BEtLEl fiLes therein'

A gtobal symbol "bel.l.e1-dir" will need to be defj-ned to

reference that particular directory.

e.g. $ assign (directory-spec) belle1-dir

(2) Define the symbol BEL1 to invoke the BELLEI conmand

procedure

$ ¡et:. :== GbeIle-dj.r:beIIe1.com

in a suitabl.e group LOGIN.C0M file woufd be suitable.

(3) Set up a library fil'e CIFLIB containing alL current

cells (CIF code) as a VAX/VMS Text Library, for the users to

extract as they wish. A list of available cel'ls for the
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users woul.d be desirabLe.
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APPENDIK C

A SAMPLD ROWAN TECHNOLOGY FILE

{ These rules are taken fron 'rPortable Design Rufes for BuIk

CMOS|', VLSI Design, pp. 62-67, Sep/Oct 1982, by Thomas W.

Griswold. The rules are listed under headings fron figure 2

of that paper. )

1a¡nbda(250); { IamUda = 2.5 microns }

layers;

layer ('pwell' , 'CÍù') ;

Iayer ( ' thÍnox' , 'cD ' ) ;

layer ( 'po1y' , 'GP ' ) ;

layer('p+','CS') i

Iayer(' contact','CC' ) ;

layer('metal','CM');

layer('glass' ,'CG');

ruLes:

{ THU OXIDE AND P-I,üELL }

separation('thinox.not pwell','pwelì.', 5,'E:<ternal thinox to p,rell spacing') ;

separation('thinox.pwel.l' ,'not pwell' ,3,'Interna1 thinox to prlell spacing');
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spacing('pweIl',2,'P-well spacing') ;

width('pwelI'' ,4, 'P-well width') ;

{ THTI¡ OXIDE AND P+ }

width('p*' ,2, 'P+ wldth');

spacing('p+',2,'P+ spacing') ;

extension('p+','thinox',1.5,'Internal p+ to thinox spacing') i

extension('not p+','thinox',1.5,'E:<ternal P+ to thinox spacing') ;

width('thinox',2,'Thinox width') ¡

spacing('thinox',3,'Thinox spacing') ;

{ IVIETAL-POLY CONTACT }

width( ' contact ' ,2, 'Contact width' ) ;

separation('contact.poly','not poly',1,'Poly wfdth around contact') ;

separation('contact.netal','not netal',1,'Metal width around contact') ;

{ CONÎACTS AIiID GATES }

separati.on('contact','poly.thi\ox',2,'Contact to gate spacing') ;

{ THTU OXIDE AIID POLY }

width('poly',2,'Po1y width') ;

spacing('po1y',2,'Poly spacing') ;

extension('not thinox','poly',1,'Poly to thinox spacing');

extension('thinox','poIy',2,'Thinox overhang on gate') :

extension('poly','thinox',2,'PoIy overhang on gate') ;
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define('Malformed transistor') ;

context(' not poly',' X',

'poly.thinox',' not thinox');

constraint(-1, 2,' thfnox' ) ;

constraint(1,1,'not poly.not thínox') ;

constraint (2, -1,'poly' ) ;

endrule;

{ METAT }

width('metal',3,'Metal width') ;

spacing('metal',3,'Meta1 spacing') ;

{ P+ III¡ GATE EDGES }

separation(' poly. thinox. p+',' not p+', 1.5,'P+ width around gate' ) ;

separation('poly.thinox.not p+','p+',1.5,'P+ to gate spacing') ;

{ METAT-THTN OXIDE CONTACTS }

spacing('contact',2,'Contact spacing') ;

separation('contact.thinox','not thlnox',1,'Thinox width around contact');

{ SPLIT CONTACTS }

define('Malformed split contact');

context(' not contact )

' contact.metal.thinox.p+','

constraint(3, -1,' contact' ) ;

not P+');
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endrule;

define('Mafformed split contactf ) ;

context(' not contact ','

'contact.metal.thinox.not Pl','

constraint (3, -1 , ' contact' ) ;

endrule;

./r r

P+') ;

{ some miscellaneous contact rules }

define('Contact withr)ut metal') ;

context(' x"' x"

'contact. not metal' , ' X') ;

constraint(-1,-1,'not contact') ; { tails auto¡natically }

endrule;

define('Contact without poly or thinox');

context(' x"' x"

'contact.not poly.not thinox',' X') ;

consùraint(-1,-1,'not contact'); { fails auto¡naticafl.y }

endrule;
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APPDNDEK D

TIIE BELLD AND CIT FU,ES FOR THE SIGNATURE ANALYSDR

The listing that appears first in this appendix is the BELLE description of the

complete Signature Analyser.

PBOCEDURE dynshi.ft

CONST

Diff -r,ridth = 2|

Diff-spacing - 3;

Poly-ttidth = 2,

Metal_r'ridt]¡ = !;
Pol-Dif-spacing - 1;

Pol-Dif-over).ap = 2,

fmpl-over-channel= 2i

Impl-to-channel = 2i

Cut-size = 2;

Cut-spacing = 2i

Cut-to-edge = 1;

Pwr-tttidth - 4;

celI-start: coordtype;

ceLl-tuidth,ce1l-length: integer;

VAR
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begin

setsyrnno(9040) ;

define ( 'dyn-shift ') ;

cell-width: =33 ¡

ce11-length: =48;

, Layer(l'letal) ¡

box(0, 0, cell-width, pwr-width) ;

bot<(O, 22,cel l-width, 22+pwr-width) ;

bo>: (0,44 , ceIL-width, al{+pwr-width) ;

Layer (diffusion) ;

box(14 ,!4,20,2o) i

box(14 ,6 , 17, 15) ;

box(16,6,30,8);

box(14 ,28,2O,34) i

box(14,33, t7,42) I

box(16,40,30,42);

ryÍre(2,19,0): y(6);

ru¡ire(2,0,35); x(6); y(10); x(14);

box(\5,22,19,26) ;

t ayer (poly) ;

box(22,4,28,11);

box(17,9,20,13);

box(19,9,23,11);

box(17,35,20,39) ;

box(22,37 .28,44) ;

box(19,37,23,39) ;

wire(2,13,17) t x(26); y(37) ;

vrire(2,12,72) ¡ y(-11) ¡
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wire(2,3,33); y(59):

wire (2 , 11 ,31) : x (21) ;

Layer(Implant);

box(20,4,30,10) I

box(20 ,38 ,30,44) ;

md(-1,34);

mp(28,34) ;

md(31,42) ;

md(17,27);

md(17,21) ;

md(31,6) ;

dp(17,11,0);

dp(8,32,0);

dp(17 ,37 ,0) ;

enddef ;

end I

begi-n

dynshift;

setnoend;

end;

Procedure Slice;

begin

importsymbols ( 'p1afile. sIb' ) ;
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importsymbols ('dynshift. slb') :

setsymno(9050);

define ( ' contact-wire' ) ;

layer(meta1);

box(0,0, 118,4) ;

enddef;

deflne('slice');

layer(green) ;

box(?1, L25,75,t29) ¿

box(39, 161.43, 165) ;

box(55 ,285,59,289) ;

layer(red);

box(71,128,75,131) ¡

box(39, 164 ,43, 167) ;

box(55,283,59,286) ;

Layer(cuts);

box(72, 126,74,t3O) t

box(40, 162,42,!66) ¡

box(56,284,58,288);

layer(metal);

box(71,125,75,131);

box(39,161,43,167);

box(55,283,59,289) ;

draw('dyn-shift',0,65): my;

draw('dyn-shift',54,65); mY;

draw('dyn-shift',22,144); mY;

draw('dyn-shift',83,144) ¡ mY;

draw(' dyn-shift', 38, 321) ¡

draw(' dyn-shif t', 83, 321) ;

r
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draw(' p1a9000', 0, 195) ;

{ Place the contacts lines to the leaf cells}

draw( ' cont,act-w1re' ,0,3) ¡

draw( ' contact-wire' ,0, 10) ;

draw(' contact-wire', 0,68) ;

draw(' contact-wire', 0,75) ;

draw(' contact-wire',0,82) ;

draw( ' contact-wire' ,0,89) ¡

draw ( ' contact-wire' ,0, 147) :

draw( ' contact-wire' ,0, 154) ;

draw(' contact-wire', 0,307) ;

dralv(' con^uact-wire', 0, 314) ;

{ Conect the power to the leaf ce1ls}

draw ( ' contact-wi.re' ,0 ,372) ;

draw(' contact-v¡ire', 0, 379) ;

draw(' contact-wire', 0, 17) ;

draw(' contact-wire', 0.39) ;

draw(' contact-wire',0,61) ;

drar,¡(' contact-wire', 0, 96) ¡

draw( ' contact-wÍre' ,0, 118) ;

draw( ' contact-wire ' ,0, 140) ;

draw(' contact-wire', 0,321) ;

draw(' contact-wire',0,343) ;

draw(' contact-wire',0, 365) ;

il
',7
"i

T
I

I

T
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{ Connect the leaf celfs to the connect llnes}

np(72.77);

mp(6ô,70):

rnp(3, 12) ;

mp(57,5);

mp(25,91) ;

mp(86,84);

mp(34,156) ;

mp(ss,tes);

mp(50,316) ;

mp(95,309);

mp(41,381);

mp(86,3?4) ;

{ Add connections for povrer mods to the PLA}

{ ALso make connections between SR's)

layer(metaI);

wire (3, 84 ,31) ¡ x(115) ;

wire(3,0, 110) ; x(19) ;

wlre(3,113,110) ; x(118) ¡

wire(3,0,355); x(35) ¡

wire(3,112,355) ; x(118) ;

$,ire(3,30,31) ; x(51) ;

wire(3,51, 110) ; x(80) ;

wire(3,67,355) ; x(so) ¡
I

T
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layer(diffusion) ¡

wire(2,73,65) ; y(126);

wire(2,41,144) ; y(162) :

wire(2,5?,321) ; y(286) ;

tayer(poly) ;

wire(2,0,301) ¡ x(25): y(285);

wire(2,95,295) ; y(301) ; x(118) ;

rurlre(2,73, f SO) ¡ 'y(165) :

enddef;

end;

begin

slice;

draw('stice', 185, 83) :

draw ( ' slice' ,303,83) ;

draw(' slice',421,83) ;

draw('sl.ice',539, 83) ¡

setnoend;

end;

procedure J.ayout ¡

begin

importsymbo).s ('pads . slb') ;

I
ti
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setsymno(9070);

define('Iayout') ;

draw('newpadin', -13, 107) : rot(-90) ;

draw('newpadin',-13,213) ; rot(-90) I

draw('newpadin',-13,319) ¡ rot(-90) ;

draw('newpadin',-13,425) ¡ rot(-90) :

draw( ' newpadin ' , - 13 , 531) ; rot (-90) :

draw('nelvpadin',-13,637) ; rot(-90) ;

drar,,r(' ner,upadin',222,649) ; rot(180) ;

draw('padvdd',328,049) ; rot(180) ;

draw('newpadin' ,434,649) ; rot(180) I

draw('newpadin',540,649) ; rot(180) ;

draw( 'ner,rpadin' ,646,649) ; rot (180) ;

draw('newpadin',752,649) I rot(180) ;

draw('padground',848,424); rot(90) ;

draw('padout',848,918) ; rot(90) ;

draw('padout',848,2!2); rot(90) ;

d¡:aw( 'padout' ,848, 106) ; rot (90) ;

draw('padout',848,0) ; rot(90) ;

enddef;

end;

procedure connect;

begin

define ('connect') ;

layer(blue);

com¡nent('this is the interconnect for gnd between pads')¡

v¡ire(8, L22.547); x(111); y(530); x(49); y(4); ¡¡(746); y(5a7);

comment,('this is the interconnect for vdd between pads');

t¡ire(8,-9,106); y(645); x(844) ¡ y(106);
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comment('this is pad ln no. 6 l¡terconnect');

layer(red);

nrp(l1l,594) ;

wire(2,11f,594) ; y(515) ; x(130) ;

mp(130,515) ;

layer(blue):

wlre(3,105,594) ; x(111) ;

wire(3,130,515) ; y(193) ;

mp(130, 193) ;

Iayer(red) ;

wlre(2,130,193) ; x(185) ;

mP(185,193) ;

comment('this is pad in no. 7 interconnect');

Iayer(blue);

wire(3,179,531) ; y(52a) ; x(138) ; y(438) ;

mp(138,438);

layer(red) :

wire(2,138,438) ; x(185) ;

mp(185,438) ;

comment('this is pad i.n no. 5 interconnect')¡

layer(bLue);

wire (3, 105, 488) | x(I22); y(135) ; x(138) ¡ y(113) :

md(138, 113) ;

layer(green);

wire(2, 138, 113) ; x(teS) ;

comment('this is pad in no. 4 interconnect');

layer(red);

mp(115,382);

wire(2, 115,382) ; x(138) ¡
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mP(138,382) :

layer(blue);

wire(3,105,382) ; x(115) ;

wire(3,138,382) ; y(f00) ;

mp(tsa,239) ¡

mp(138, 160) :

J.ayer(red);

wire(2,138,160) ; x(rgs) ;

wire(2,138,239) ; x(185) ;

mp(185,239) ;

mp(185, 160) ¡

comment('this is pad in no. 3 inlerconnect');

layer (red) ;

mp(115,276)t

wi.re(2,115,276) ; x(1¿6) :

mp(146,276) ;

Iayer(blue);

wire(3,105,276) ; x(115) ;

wíre(3, t46,276) ; y(153) :

mp(146 ,232) i

mp(146, 153) ;

layer(red);

wire(2, L46,232r; x(185) ;

wire(2,146,153) ; x(185) ;

mp(185,153) ;

mp(185,232);

com¡nent('this is pad in no. 2 interconnect')¡

layer(b1ue);

wíre(3,105,170) ¡ x(115) :
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wire(3 ,t54,L74); y(95); x(185);

mp(115, 170) ;

mp(154 ,LIA);

layer(red):

wire(2, 115,170) ; y(174) ; x(185) ;

mp(185, 174) ;

comnent('this is pad in no. 1 interconnect')¡

layer(bl.ue) ;

wlre(3,105,64) ; x(130) ; y(88) ¡ x(185) ;

wire(3,130,88) ; y(108) ;

mp ( 130 , 108) ;

layer(red);

wire(2,130,108) ¡ y(143) :

mp(130,143);

layer(bLue);

wire(3,130,143) : y(167) ;

mp(130, 167) ;

Layer(red) i

wire(2, 130, 167) ; ¡¡(185) ;

mp(tas, toz) ¡

comment('this is pad ln no. 8 Ínterconnect');

layer(b1ue);

wire(3,220,524); x(212); y(516)¡ x(1¿6); y(392);

wÍre(3,391,531) ¡ Y(52a) ¡ x(240) ¡

rnp(240,524);

mp(220,524);

mp(146,392);

Layer(red);

wíre(2,220,524) : x(240) :
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wire(2.146,392) ; x(185) ;

mp(185,392);

comnent('this is pad in no. 9 intercon¡ect')¡

layer(blue);

wire(3,220,516); y(508); x(154); y(399);

wire(3,497,531); y(516); x(240):

mp(240,516):

mp(220,516);

mp(154 ,399) ;

J.ayer(red) ;

wita(z,220,51ô) ¡ x(240) ;

v¡ire(2, 154,399) ; x(185) ;

mp(185,399);

comment('this is pad in no. 10 interconnect');

layer (blue) ;

wire(3,603,531) ; y( 6a) ;

comment('this is pad in no. 11 interconnect');

Iayer(blue);

wire(3,709,531): y(524); x(66?) ¡ y(457): x(657) ¡

comnent('this 1s pad out no. 12 lnterconnect');

layer(red);

wire(2,704 ,37L): x(697) ¡

mp(OSZ .371) ;

layer(blue) ;

wire(3,697,371) ¡ y(a38) ;

mp(697,438) :

layer(red);

rtrire(2,697,438) ; x(657) ;

mp(657,438);
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comment('this is pad out no. 13 interconnect')¡

w1¡e(2,704,265) ; x(689) ;

rnp(689,265) ;

Iayer(b1ue);

wire(3,689,265) ; y(384) ;

mp(689,384);

layer(red) ;

wire(2.689,384) ; x(657) ¡

comment('this is pad out no. 14 interconnect')¡

Iayer(red) ;

wire(2,704,159) ; x(697) ;

mp(697, 159) ;

Iayer(blue) ¡

wire(3,697,159) ; y(193) ¡

mp(697, 193) ;

layer(red);

wire(2,697,193) ; x(65?) :

mp(657,193) ;

com¡nent('this fs pad out no. 15 interconnect');

layer(red);

wire(2,704,53) ; x(697) ¡

mp(6e7,53);

layer(blue) ;

wire(3,69?,53) ; y(11a) ; x(680) ;

mp(oso, ttl) ;

layer(red) ;

wire(2,680,114) ; x(655) ¡

mp(655, 114) ;

co¡¡ment('this is pad gnd interconnect'):
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Iayer(bIue);

wÍre(8,805 ,477); x(684) ; y(a28) ; x(672) ; y(128) ;

wire(4 ,672,128) ¿ y(l2,a); x(osz¡ ¡

wire(4 ,672,428) ¡ x(657):

wire(4,6'12,203) : x(657) ;

wire(4,672,286); x(657) ;

comment('this is pad vdd interconnect');

layer(bIue);

wire(8,2?5,596); x(230); y(490); x(l6s); y(105) ¡

wire(4,165,10S) ; y(102) ; x(185) :

wire(4,L65,225) ; x(185) ;

wire(4,165,450) ; x(185) ;

wire(4,165,269) ; x(185) ;

wire(4,165,336) ; x(185) ;

vrire(4,165,146) ; x(1as) ;

wire(4,165,181) ; x(185) ;

wire(4,165,406) ; x(185) ¡

comment('these a¡e the node labe1s for alt the pads');

nodelabel (' vdd', 275, 596,metal) ;

nodeLabel (' gnd',795, 477,netal) ;

nodelabeL ('PHI2SL',40,53,metal) ;

nodelabel ('PHI1SL', 40, 159,metal) ;

nodelabel ( 'PHI2NSL' ,40,265, metal) ;

nodelabel ('PHI1NSL',40, 371,metal) ;

nodelabeÌ ('MSKSRIN 

" 
40, 477,metal) ;

nodelabel('SIGSRIN', 40, 583,netal) ;

nodelabel ( 'DATSRIN 

" 
169 ,596 , metal) ;

nodelabel. ('pHtztlDl 
" 

381, 596,metal) ;

nodelabel ( 'PHI1NDL' ,487 ,596 , metal) ;
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I

nodelabel ('PHI1DL 

" 
593, 596, netal) ;

nodelabel ('PHI2DL',699, 596,netal) ¡

nodel.abel ('DAToUT' . 795, 371,metal) ¡

nodelabel ( 'c0MP0uT 

" 
795,265, ¡netal) ;

nodelabel ('SIGOUT',795, 159,neta]) ¡

nodelabel ('MSKOUI',795. 53.metal) ¡

mp(165,384);

layer(red);

wire(2,165,384) ; v(185) ;

enddef ¡

enil;

procedure Logo(height,wiclth:real); (*height and width of the togo*)

label 33:

var here, line,tu,h: integer;

procedure posn(space:integer); (*calculates position of next letter*)

begin

here;=here+Space+w+W diV 2;

end;

begin
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if (height<60) or (width(255) then

begln vrriteln('Jnvalld size, try again');goto 33;end;

height : =height/4 . 56666 ;

h: =trunc (height) ;

width: =widthl L8.2;

w:=trunc(v¡idth) i

(*start definitions of characters*);

define('U-logo');

layer(metal) ¡

wire(4, 0, h) ;y(0) ;x(w) ;y(h) ;

enddef;

define('0-1ogo');

layer(metal.);

draw('U-logo' ,0,0);

wire(4¡0,h);x(w);

enddef ¡

define('F-logo');

layer(meta1);

wÍre(4, o,o) ; y(h) ;x(vü) ;

wlre(4,0,h dlv 2)¡x(w div 2);

enddef;

define ( 'A-logo' ) ;

layer(metal);

wire(4,0, 0) ;y(h) ;x(w) ; y(0) ;x(w) ;
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wire(4,0,h div 2);x(w) ¡

enddef;

deflne ( 'd-logo' ) ;

Iayer(meta1);

wire(4,w,h) ;y(0) ;x(0) ;y(h div 2) ;x(w) ¡

enddef;

define('E-logo') ;

layer(metal);

draw('F-logo' ,0,0);

wi.re(4,0,0) ¡x(w);

enddef;

define ( 'L-logo' ) ;

layer(meta1);

wire(4,0,h) ;y(0) ;x(w) ;

enddef;

define('p-logo');

Iayer(metal);

wire(4,0,0) ;y(h) ;x(w) ;y(h div 2) ;x(0) ;

enddef ¡

define('b-logo');

layer(meta1);

wire(4,0,h) ;y(0) ;x(w) ;y(h div 2) ;x(0) ;

enddef;
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define(' 1-Iogo') ;

Iayer(meta1) ;

wire(4,w div 2,h) ¡y(0) ;

enddef;

def ine('i-ì.ogo') ;

Iayer(netaI) ;

wire(4,w div 2,h) ;y(0) :

wire(4,0,h);x(w);

wire(4,0,0);x(w):

enddef;

define ( 'c-loBo ' ) ;

layer(metat);

wire(4,w, h) ;x(o) ;y(o) ;x(w) ;

enddef;

define('g-1ogo');

Iayer(metaI);

draru(tc-logo' ,0,0) ;

wire(4,w,0) ;y(h div 2) ;

enddef;

define(' eight-logo' ) ¡

layer(metal);

draw('0-Iogo',0,0) i

wire( ,0,h div z) ;x(w) ;

enddef;
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define('two-logo');

layer(metaI);

wire(4,0,h) :x(w) ¡y(h d1v 2) ;x(0) ;y(0) ;x(u) ;

enddef;

define ( 'dash-Iogo ') ;

layer(metal);

wire(4,w div 3.h div 2);x(2*w div 3);

enddef;

define('J-logo') ;

Layer(metaL);

vrire (4 ,0, h) ; x(w) ;

wire(A,w div 2,h): y(0); x(0); y(h div 2);

enddef;

define('n-logo');

layer(metal) I

vrire(4,0,0) ¡ y(h) ¡ x(w); y(0);

enddef ¡

define('W-logo');

layer(metal);

wire(4,0,h); y(0):

wire(4,vr div 2,0);

enddef;

define('k-logo');

Iayer(metat);

x(w);

y(h);

y(h);

I
(

i

I

I
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v¡ire (4 , o, o) ; y(h) ;

wire(4,0,h div 2); x(w); y(h);

wire(4,w*3 div 4,h div 2); y(0);

enddef;

define('four-logo');

layer(meta1) ¡

wire(4,0,h); y(h div 2);

wire(4,w,h) ; y(0) ;

enddef;

x(w);

(*start logo here, only need to alter draw statements *)

define('logo');

here:=2 i

line:=14*h div 4;

draw('U-logo',here, line) ;

posn(w);

draw(' 0-Iogo',here, Iine) ;

posn(0);

draw(' F-logo',here, Iine) ;

posn(rq);

draw('A-1ogo',here, Line) ;

posn(0);

d.raw( 'd-l.ogo' , here,Iine) ;

posn(0):

draw('E-logo',here, l.ine) ¡

posn(o);

draw('L-logo',here, line) ;

posn(0);
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draw(' A-logo',here, line) ;

posn(o);

draw(' I-).ogo',here, line) ;

posn(o);

draw('D-Logo', here, line) ¡

posn(0);

draw('E-logo', here, ]lne) ;

line:=?*h div 4;

here:=3*w div 2;

draw('E-logo', here, Iine) :

posn(0);

draw( 'E-logo' , here, line) ;

posn(0);

draw( ' elght-togo' , here, Ilne) ;

posn(0);

draw('two-logo' , here, IÍne) ;

posn(0);

draw(' dash-logo', here, line) ;

posn(0);

(*put, project number here*)

draw(' 0-1ogo',here, line) ¡

posn (0) ;

draw(' f our-Iogo',here, line) ¡

posn(0);

draw(' dash-logo',here, llne) ;

posn(0);

l
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(*denonstrators initials*)

draw ( 'k-Iogo' , here , line) ;

posn(0);

draw('E-logo',here, Ilne) ;

line: =2;

here:=?*w div 2;

(*designers initiats*)

draw('A-logo' ,here, line) :

posn(0):

draw('W-logo', here, line) ;

posn(0) I

draw( 'dash-).ogo' , here, line) ;

posn (0) ;

draw(' J-logo',here, f lne) ¡

posn(o) ;

draw(' n-Iogo',here, line) ¡

posn(0);

enddef ¡

33

end;

begin

connect;

draw('connect' ,0,0);

lo9o(66 ,255);
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draw( 'logo' ,29O ,t2) i

Iayout;

dravl('layout' ,0,0):

end;

25 Lanbda = 250;

DS 9041;

I diffcut;

42 -500,-500 500,500¡

L ND;

B 1000 1000 0,0;

L NC;

B 500 500 0,0;

L lfM¡

B 1000 1000 0,0;

DF;

DS 9042;

9 polycut;

42 -500,-500 500,500;

L I{P;

B 1000 1000 0.0;

L NC¡

B 500 500 0,0:

The second listing is the CIF description of the complete Signature Analyser.
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L IIM¡

B 1000 1000 0,0;

DF;

DS 9043;

9 buttcont;

42 -75O,-500 750,500¡

L ND;

B 1000 1000 -250,0;

L NP;

B ?50 1000 375,0;

L NC;

B 1000 500 0,0;

L NM;

B 15oo 1000 o,o;

DF;

DS 9040¡

9 dyn-shift;

42 -750,-3000 8250,15000;

L NM;

B 8250 1000 4125,500:

B 8250 1000 4125,6000;

B 8250 1000 4125,11500¡

L ND;

B 1500 1500 4250,4250;

B 750 2250 3875,2625;

B 3500 500 5750,1750;

B 1500 1500 4250,7750;

lli

"T

I
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B 750 2250 3875,9375;

B 3500 500 5750,10250;

ït 500 4750,0 4750,1500;

l| 500 0,8750 1500,8750 1500,2500 3500,2500;

B 1000 1000 4250.6000;

LlIP;

B 1500 1750 6250,1875:

B 750 1000 4625,2750;

B 1000 500 5250,2500;

B 750 1000 4625,9250;

B 1500 1750 6250,10125;

B 1oo0 5oo 5250,9500;

vü 500 3250,4250 6500,4250 6500,9250¡

t4l 500 3000,3c00 3000,-2750;

lltl 500 750,8250 750,14750;

!, 500 2750,7750 5250,7750;

L NI;

B 2500 1500 ô250,1750;

B 2500 1500 6250,10250;

c 9041 I -250,8500;

c 9042 I 7000,8500;

c 9041 T 7750,10500;

c 9041 T 4250,6750:

c 9041 T 4250,5250;

c 9041 T 7750,1500;

C 9043 T 425O,275Ot

c 9043 T 2000,8000;

c 9043 1 4250,9250;

DF;

d
'q
.i

r
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25 Lambda = 250;

DS 9001; 9 FsmGround

( 4 Items. );

L ND;

B 1000 1500 1500,1000;

L IIP;

B 500 1500 500,1000;

B 500 1500 2500,1000;

L NC;

B 500 500 1500,750;

DF;

DS 9002; 9 FsnPullps

( 16 ltems. ) ;

L ND;

B 1000 1000 500,750;

B 1000 1000 500,2750;

B 2250 500 1875,750;

B 2250 500 1875,2750i

B 1000 1000 3250,?50;

B 1000 1000 3250,2750;

L NI;

B 2250 1500 2375,750¡

B 2250 1500 2375,2750;

L NP;

B 1250 1500 2375,750;

B 1250 1500 2375,2750¡

ì

$
'T

I

r
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L NC¡

B 500 500 500,?50;

B 500 500 500,2?50¡

B 1000 500 3000,750;

B 1000 500 3000,2750;

L NM;

B 1500 1000 3000,750;

B 1500 1000 3000,2750;

DF¡

DS 9003; 9 FsmConnct

( 10 Items. ) ;

L ND;

B 1250 1000 2625,1500¡

L NP;

B 1000 1000 750,750;

B 1000 1000 ?50,2750;

B 2250 500 2125,500¡

B 2250 500 2125,2500;

L NC;

B 500 500 750,?50:

B 500 500 750,2750¡

B 500 500 2500,1500¡

L NM;

B 1250 looo 625,?50¡

B 1250 1000 625,2?50;

B 1000 4000 2500,2000:

DF¡

I

fr
1l

,i

T

lr

'r'

r
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DS 9004; I FsmConnSp

( 5 Items. );

L NP;

B 1000 1000 2500,750;

B 500 500 3000,500;

L NC¡

B 500 500 2500,750;

L NM:

B 2250 1000 1125,750¡

B 1000 2000 2500,1000¡

DF;

DS 9006¡ 9 FsmGndSp

( 2 Items. );

L NP;

B 1000 1000 1250,500;

L NC;

B 500 500 1250,500;

DF;

DS 900?; 9 Fsmln ;

( 32 ltems. );

L ND;

B 1000 1000 1000,5500;

B 1000 1500 1250,7750;

B 1000 1500 1250.3250¡

B 500 1500 1000,6500¡

B 500 250 1000,7125¡

B 500 1500 1000,4750¡
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B 500 250 1000,3875;

B 1000 1250 1500,625;

B 1500 2000 2500,3000;

B 1500 2oo0 2500,8750¡

B 1000 1000 3500,750;

B 750 ?750 3375,4875¡

L NI;

B 1500 1500 1000,6500¡

B 1500 1500 1000,4500;

L NP;

B 1000 1000 500,8000;

B 1000 1000 500,3000;

B 500 1500 250,7000;

B 500 1500 250,4000;

B 2260 500 1375,6500;

B 1500 500 1000,4500¡

B 500 2750 500,13?5;

B 500 6750 2500,33?5;

B 500 3?50 2500,9125¡

L NC;

B 1000 500 1000,8000;

B 1000 500 1000,3000;

B 500 500 1000,5500;

B 500 500 1500,750¡

B 500 500 3500,?50;

L NM¡

B 4000 1000 2000,750;

B 4000 1000 2000,5500¡

B f500 1000 1000,8000;

Í
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B 1500 1000 1000,3000¡

DF

DS 9008¡ 9 FsmCkdIn ¡

( 9 ltems. );

c 9007;

L IID;

B 1500 2000 2500,10750;

B 1000 1000 2500,13000;

B 500 1500 2500,14000;

L NP]

B 4000 5c0 2000,14000;

B 1000 750 2500,12375;

B 500 2500 2500,11000;

L NC;

B 500 1000 2500,12750;

L I{M;

B 1000 1500 2500,12750:

DF;

DS 9021; 9 FsmOut ¡

( 41 Items. ) :

L ND;

B 500 3250 750,6875;

B 1000 1000 1000,8500¡

B 1500 2000 1500,4750;

b rsoo 5oo 1soo,825o¡

B 1000 1000 1250,10750;

B 750 500 1625,10250;
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B 2250 500 2375,11500;

B 500 2250 2000,9375;

B 1000 1000 2500,3750;

B 1500 2000 2750,6250i

B 1000 1000 3250,12500;

B 500 5500 3500,9500;

I lfI;

B 1500 1500 2000,9000;

B 1500 1500 2?50,11500;

LlIP;

B 500 3000 250,10500;

B 1000 750 1000,9125;

B 500 2000 750,12500:

B 1000 1000 1250,2000¡

B 500 4000 1500,4250;

B 1500 500 2000,9000i

B 750 IOOO 2625,L2500i

B 500 3250 2750,6125;

B 500 750 2750,13125;

B 500 1500 2750,11500;

B 750 500 3125,4750;

B 1000 1000 3250,2000;

B 500 2750 3500,3625;

L NC;

B 500 1000 1000,8750;

B 500 500 1250,2000;

B 500 5oo 1250,10750;

B 500 500 2500,3750;

B 1000 500 3000,12500;
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B 500 500 3250,2000;

L NM;

B 4000 1000 2000,3750;

B 4000 1000 2000,10750;

B 1oo0 1500 1000,8750¡

B 1000 3500 1250,750;

B 1500 1000 3000,12500;

B 1000 3500 3250,750¡

DF;

DS 9022; 9 FsmCkd0ut

( 41 ltems. ) ;

L ND;

B 1000 1000 1250,-500:

B 1000 1000 3250,-500;

B 500 1500 1250,500;

B 500 1500 3250,500;

B 1000 1000 1250,1500;

B 1000 1000 3250,1500;

B 500 3250 750,6875:

B 1000 1000 1000,8500;

B 1500 2000 1500,4750;

B 1500 500 1500,8250;

B 1000 1000 1250,10?50¡

B 750 500 1625,10250;

B 2250 500 2375,11500;

B 500 2250 2000,9375;

B 1000 1000 2500,3?50;

B 1500 2000 2750,6250;
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B 1000 1000 3250,12500;

B 500 55oo 3500,9500¡

L ilI;

B 1500 2000 2000,9250¡

B 2000 1500 2500,11500;

L IIP;

B 4000 500 2000,500;

B 500 3000 250,10500;

B 1000 750 1000,9125¡

B 500 2000 750,12500;

B 1000 750 t250,2t25t

B 500 4000 1500,4250;

B 1500 1000 2000,9250;

B 750 1000 2625,12500;

B 500 3250 2750,6125;

B 500 750 2750,13125;

B 1000 1500 2500,11500¡

B 750 500 3125,4750;

B 1000 750 3250,2125;

B 500 2750 3500,3625:

L NG;

B 500 500 1250,-500;

B 500 500 3250,-500;

B 500 1000 1000,8750¡

B 500 1000 1250,1750;

B 500 500 1250,10750;

B 500 500 2500,3750;

B 1000 500 3000,12500¡

B 500 1000 3250,1750;
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L NM;

B 4000

B 4000

B 1000

B 1000

B 1500

B 1000

B 1000

B 1000

DF;

1000

1000

1500

1500

1000

1000

1000

1500

2000,3750¡

2000,10750;

1000 ,8?50 ;

1250, 1750:

3000, 12500;

1250, -500;

3250, -500;

3250,1750¡

DS 9019; 9 FsmProgrm

( 2 ltems. );

L ND;

B 2500 1000 1250,0;

L NC¡

B 500 500 2000,0;

DF;

DS 9000 250 t;

9 PtA9000;

c ea02 T 0,15;

L NM;

B 66 4 47,18;

B 66 4 47,26i

c 9003 T 79,15;

L NP;

B 20 2 101,17¡

B 20 2 101,25;
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L ND;

B 20 4 101,21;

c 9001 R 0,1 T 116,15;

c 9002 T 0,31;

I NM;

B 66 4 47,34;

B 66 4 47,42;

C 9003 T 79,31¡

I NP;

B 20 2 101,33;

B 20 2 101,41;

I IID;

B 20 4 101,37;

c 9001 R 0,1 T 1,16,31;

c 9001 T 15,7;

L NP;

B 2 36 17,30;

B 2 36 25,30;

I ND;

B 4 36 21,30:

c 9007 1 15,47;

c9001MY131,53;

L NP;

8236

8236

L ND;

B436

c 9007

c 9001

33,30;

41,30;

37,30 ¡

M Y T 31,13¡

T 47 ,7;
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L NP;

B 2 36 49,30;

B 2 36 57,30;

L ND;

B 4 36 53,30;

c 9007 T 47,47;

c9001MYT63,53;

L NP;

B 2 36 65,30;

B 2 36 73,30;

L ND;

B 4 36 69,30;

c9007MYT63,13;

c 9002 B 0,1 T 108,0:

L NM;

B 4 34 97,31;

B 4 34 105,31;

c 9021 '1 92,47t

I NM;

94 vdd 2,10 NM¡

B 4 58 2,42¡

B 84 4 42,69;

B 84 4 42,-9"

B 4 15 82,-3i

B 27 4 93,2;

B 4 26 82,79i

B 42 4 101,90;

B 4 15 to5,-3;

B 19 4 tr2.-9;
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B 4 25 t20,79t

B 78 4 52,10;

B 78 4 52,50;

B 4 56 89,36;

B 28 4 101,62¡

B 4 57 113,35;

B 19 4 9,8¡

B 11 4 116,8;

94 gnd 113,47 llM;

C 9019 T 21,18¡

c 9019 T 69,18;

c 9019 T 2L,26"

c 9019 1 37,26;

c 9019 T 53,26;

c 9019 R -1,0 T 69,26;

c 9019 T 2t,34;

c 9019 R -1,0 T 37,34;

c 9019 R -1,0 T 53,34:

c 9019 R -1,0 T 69,34¡

c 9019 R 0,-t T 97,2L;

c 9019 R 0,1 T 97,27:'

c 9019 R 0,-1 T 97,37;

DF;

25 Lambda -- 2501

DS 9050¡

9 contact-wire;

42 0,O 29500,1000¡

I NM;
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B 29500 1000 14750,500;

DF;

DS 9052t

9 polycut ¡

42 -500,-500 500,500¡

L NP;

B 1000 1000 0,0;

L IIC¡

B 500 500 0,0;

L NM;

B 1000 1000 0,0;

DF;

DS 9051:

9 sllce;

42 -150,750 29875,95750¡

L ND;

B 1000 1000 18250,31750;

B 1000 1000 10250,40750;

B 1000 1000 14250,71750¡

L NP;

B 1000 750 18250,32375;

B 1000 750 10250,41375;

b looo 7Eo t42so,7lt25;

L NC;

B 500 1000 18250,32000;

B 500 1000 10250,41000¡

B 500 1000 14250,71500;
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i
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I

L NM;

B 1000 1500 18250,32000;

B 1000 1500 10250,41000;

B 1000 1500 14250,71500;

c 9040 MY T 0,16250;

c 9040 MY T 13500,16250;

c 9040 MY T 5500,36000;

c 9o4o Mv T 20750,36000;

c 90d0 1 9500,80250;

c 9040 T 20750,80250;

C 9000 T 0,48750¡

C 9050 T 0,750¡

c 9050 T 0,2500;

c 9050 T 0,17000;

c 9050 T 0,18750;

c 9050 T 0,20500;

c 9050 T 0,22250;

c 9050 T 0,36750:

c 9050 T 0,38500:

c 9050 T 0,7ô750¡

c 9050 T 0,78500;

C 9050 T 0,93000¡

c 9050 T 0,94750;

c 9050 T 0,4250;

c 9050 1 0,9750¡

c 9050 T 0,15250;

c 9050 T 0,24000:

c 9050 T 0,29500;

C 9050 T 0,35000¡

I

I

I

I

I

I

i

i

I
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c 9050 1 0,80250;

c 9050 T 0,85750;

c 9050 T 0,91250;

C 9052 T 3000,19250¡

c 9052 T 16500,17500;

c 9052 T 750,3000;

c 9052 1 t4250,t250t

c 9052 î.6250,22750t

c 9052 T 21500,21000;

c 9052 T 8500,39000;

c 9052 T 23750,37250:

c 9052 1 12500,79000:

c 9052 T 23750,77250:

c 9052 T 10250,95250;

c 9052 T 21500,93500:

L NM;

vü 750 21000,7750 28750,7750;

!{ 750 0,27500 47EO,21500;

vû 750 28250,27500 29500,27500;

Vü 750 0,88750 8750,88750;

llt 750 28000,88750 29500,88?50;

!'1 ?50 ?500,7750 12?50,7750;

ld 750 12750,27500 20000,27500;

vù 750 16750,88750 20000,88750;

I lfD;

vù 500

!', 500

l'l 500

I NP;

18250. 16250 18250,31500;

10250,36000 10250,40500;

14250,80250 14250,71500¡
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ff 500

v'¡ 500

v[ 500

DF;

c 9051 T 46250,20750:

c 9051 T 75750,20750¡

c 9051 T 105250,20750;

c 9051 T 134750,20?50;

DS 2;

9 PADBLATK;

L NM; B 26500 2000 13250,1000;

B 20500 2000 13250,25500;

B 13500 13500 13250,13250;

L NG¡ B 11500 11500 13250,13250;

DF¡

DS 3;

9 PADDRIVER;

c2i

I l{D; B 26500 ?000 13250,3500¡

B 7000 19500 3500,16750;

B 1000 500 2000,1000;

B 500 23000 2250,t4004t

B 4250 500 4125,25250¡

B 22500 500 13250,2500;

B 1000 1500 3250,7000;

B looo 1500 3250,13250;

B 1000 1500 3250,19500;

B 500 1000 3250,7000;

L NC;

L NP;

L NM;

0,75250 6250,75250 6250,?1250;

23750,73750 23750,75250 29500,75250;

18250,32500 18250,41250;

L NC;
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L I{M;

L NC;

L NP¡

L NM;

L NC;

L ND;

L NP;

L NC;

B 500 1000 3250,13250:

B 500 1000 3250,19500¡

B 3250 1000 4875,7000;

B 3250 1000 4875,13250¡

B 3250 1000 48?5,19500;

B 1000 500 4500,1000:

B 500 19500 4250,t4230t

B 4750 500 6375,23750;

B 18500 500 13250,4500;

B 500 1500 6000,25750;

B 1500 1000 ?000,3500;

B 1000 2750 7000,5125;

B 1000 500 7000.3500;

B 1000 500 7000,1000¡

B 12500 7000 13250,23000;

B 500 3000 8500,25000;

B 1000 500 9500,1000;

B 1000 500 10250,26000;

B 1000 500 10250,25000;

B 1000 500 12000,1000;

B 1000 500 12250,26000;

B 1000 500 12250,25000¡

B 1500 1000 13250,3500;

B 1000 500 13250,3500;

B 1000 2?50 13250,5125¡

B 1000 500 14250,26000¡

B 1000 500 14250,25000;

B 1000 500 14500,1000¡

B 1000 500 1ô250,26000:

L NM;

L NC;

L NM;

L NC;
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L NP;

L NM;

L NC;

L }TM;

I NC;

L IID;

L NM;

L NP;

L NC;

L NP¡

L [M;

B 1000 500 16250,25000;

B 1000 500 17000,1000;

B 4750 500 20125.23750;

B 500 3000 18000,25000;

B 1500 1000 19500,3500;

B 1000 500 19500,3500¡

B 1000 2750 19500,5t251

B 1000 500 19500,1000;

B 7000 19500 23000,16750;

B 3250 1000 21625,19500;

B 3250 1000 21625,13250;

B 3250 1000 21625,7000;

B 4250 500 22375,25250:

B 500 1500 20500,25750i

B 1000 500 22000,1000;

B 500 L9500 22250,14250;

B 1000 1500 23250,7000;

B 1000 1500 23250,13250;

B 1000 1500 23250,19500¡

B 500 1000 23250,7000;

B 500 1000 23250,13250¡

B 500 1000 23250,19500;

B 1000 500 24500,1000;

B 500 23000 24250,14000;

L NC;

L NP;

DF;

(CIF file of symbol newpadin

created by the CD package for user Rob

on ttled Apr 7 08: 14:50 1982

.):
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DS 502 1 1;

9 buses;

( VDD and Ground Bus lfires );

L }IM;

B 26500 2000 13250 25500;

B 26500 2000 13250 1000;

DF;

DS 504 1 1;

9 mypadblnk;

( PadBlank );

L NM;

B 26500 2000 13250 25500;

B 20500 2000 13250 1000;

B 13500 13500 13250 13250¡

L NG;

B 11500 11500 13250 13250;

DF;

DS 503 1 1;

9 mypadin;

( Updated Padin );

c504r03250;

L NI;

B 1500 2000 16500 1250;

B 1500 2000 21000 1250;

B 2000 1500 13000 1500;

L ND¡

B 500 24000 24000 15250;

i
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B 2000 3250 23000 6625:

B 16750 500 15625 27000;

B 1000 2000 7000 26250"

B 19250 4500 12625 6500:

B 26500 1000 13250 2925Oi

B 1000 28750 500 14375;

B 1000 28750 26000 14375;

B 1000 500 15750 2250:

B 500 1500 24000 2500¡

B 1000 1000 23500 1750;

B 1000 1000 14?50 2000;

B 500 2000 16500 1250;

B 500 2000 21000 1250;

B 1000 1000 19250 2000;

B 1000 1500 13000 1500;

B 1500 1000 10750 2000;

B 3000 1500 20750 3000;

B 4000 1500 11500 3000;

B 1000 1500 16250 3000;

B 12750 500 15875 4000;

B 12000 500 19500 250;

B 12500 750 7250 375;

B 1500 1000 2000 29250;

B 1500 1000 4500 29250¡

B 1500 1000 7000 29250;

B 1500 1000 9500 29250;

B 1500 1000 12000 29250:.

B 1500 1000 14500 29250;

B 1500 1000 17000 2925Oi

fi
',1ì

¡

I

T
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.ti Ir. I

.l

I

l.l

I,l
rl

B 1500 1000 19500 29250;

B 1500 1000 22000 29250;

B 1500 1000 24500 29250;

t NP;

B 500 2000 23250 4750;

B 500 1250 23250 8125;

B 1000 1000 23000 4250;

B 18750 500 14125 5750;

B 18750 500 14125 7500;

B 500 1750 5000 6625;

B 750 1000 22875 1750;

B 500 1000 22750 2750;

B 1000 750 14750 1375;

B 500 750 15500 1375;

B 1500 1000 16500 1250;

B 1000 500 18250 1500;

B 500 1000 18000 2250;

B 1500 1000 21000 1250;

B 500 750 20000 1375;

B 1000 750 19250 1375;

B 2000 500 13000 1500;

B 250 500 14125 1500;

B 4000 500 20750 3000;

B 5000 500 11500 3000;

B 2000 500 16250 3000;

B 1000 500 17750 3000;

B 1250 500 14625 3000¡

L NM:

B 1000 4250 7000 24625;

ü
:i
.¡

I

T
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Ì,1

:l

B 1500 1000 23250 1750;

B 1000 1500 14750 1750;

B 1000 1500 19250 1750;

B 1500 1000 10750 2000¡

B 1000 1500 10750 750;

B 1500 1000 2000 29250:

B 1500 1000 4500 29250;

B 1500 1000 7000 2925Ot

B 1500 1000 9500 29250;

B 1500 1000 12000 29250;

B 1500 1000 14500 2925Oi

B 1500 1000 17000 29250;

B 1500 1000 19500 29250"

B 1500 1000 22000 29250;

B 1500 1000 24500 292502

L NC;

B 500 500 23000 4250;

B 1000 500 21250 4750;

B 1000 500 18750 4750;

B 1000 500 16250 4750:

B 1000 500 13750 4750;

B 1000 500 11250 4750;

B 1000 500 8750 4750;

B 500 1000 7000 26000;

B 1000 500 6250 4750;

B 1000 500 3750 4750;

B 1000 500 23250 1750;

B 500 1000 14?50 t?50;

B 500 1000 19250 1?50;

iJ
,T

.,¡

I
lr

r
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B 1000 500 10750 2000¡

B 1000 500 2000 29250:

B 1000 500 4500 29250;

B 1000 500 ?000 29250;

B 1000 500 9500 29250:,

B 1000 500 12000 29250"

B 1000 500 14500 29250;

B 1000 500 17000 29250;

B 1000 500 19500 29250;

B 1000 500 22000 29250;

B 1000 500 24500 29250"

DF;

DS 501 1 1;

9 nerupadin;

( the neru Padln with metal buses overlaicl ) ¡

c502T00;

c503R-10MXT029750;

DF;

DS 6;

9 PADGROUND¡

C2;

L NM; B 2000 4500 7500,222502

B 2000 4500 19000,22250;

DF;

DS 7;

9 PADVDD¡

L NM; B 26500 2000 13250,1000;

B 13500 13500 13250,13250;

B 2000 4500 ?500,4250;
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I NG;

L IIM;

DF;

B 11500 11500 13250,13250;

B 2000 4500 19000,4250i

DS 4:

9 PADOUT;

c3;

L ND; B 1000 6750 225O,29875i

B 2500 1000 3500,32750;

B 2000 3000 3500,28750|

L NI; B 1500 4000 3500,28750;

B 1500 2000 3500,32750;

L NM; B 1000 1500 3500,34250;

L llP; B 1000 750 3500,33875;

L ND; B 1500 1000 3750,34500;

L NP¡ B 500 7000 3500,30250:

L NG; B 500 1000 3500,34250;

L NP; B 3500 500 5250,30750;

I ND; B 500 3750 4500.34375;

B 2ooo 1000 5250,29250;

B 3000 500 6000,36000;

L NM¡ B 1500 2250 5500,28625;

L NP; B 1500 1000 5500,28000;

L NC; B 1000 500 5500,28000;

B 1000 500 5500,29250;

L NM; B 1000 3750 5750,30625;

B 3500 1000 ?000.32?50:

L NP¡ B 500 2250 6000,27t252

B 500 3500 6750,33500¡

B 16500 500 14750,31750;
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L ND;

L NM;

L I{P;

L NC¡

L IIP;

L ND;

L NC;

I l{M;

L ¡ID;

L NC;

L NM;

L NC:

L NP;

L ND;

L I{P;

t NC;

I ND;

L NC;

L ND;

L NM;

B 5250 500 9125,35250;

B 13250 500 13125,29750¡

B 500 1000 6750,30250¡

B 6000 4000 10250,30?50;

B 4000 1750 9250,35375;

B 1500 1000 8000,32750;

B 3250 1000 8875.28000¡

B 1500 1000 8000,28000:

B 1000 500 8000,32750;

B 1000 500 8000,28000:

B 500 2250 8500,27125;

B 1500 1250 9750,28125¡

B 1000.500 9750,28000;

B 6500 1000 13250,30750:

B 6500 1000 13250,34250;

B 6500 1000 13250,34250;

B 1000 500 10750,30750¡

B 1000 500 10750,34250¡

B 2000 8500 13250,30250;

B 1000 500 13250,30750¡

B 1000 500 13250,34250;

B 500 1250 13250,35625;

B 6000 4000 16250,30750:

B 6500 500 16500,35250:

B 1000 500 15750,30750¡

B 4000 t750 t7250,35375;

B 1000 500 15750,34250;

B 1500 1250 16750,28125;

B 3250 1000 17625,28000;
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L NC;

L ilP;

L ND:

L NM;

t tfP;

L NC;

L IID;

L NP¡

L NM;

L NP;

L NM;

L I{C;

I ND;

L I{I;

L NM;

! NP;

t NC;

L IID;

DF;

B 1000 500 16?50,28000;

B 500 2250 18000,21t252

B 1500 1000 18500,32150:.

B 3500 1000 19500,32150;

B 1500 1000 18500,28000;

B 1000 500 18500,32750;

B 1000 500 18500,28000¡

B 3000 500 20500,29000¡

B 3000 500 20500,36000;

B 500 2250 20500,21t25t

B 1000 5000 20750,30000;

B 1500 1000 21000,28000;

B 1500 1000 21000,28000¡

B 1000 500 21000,28000;

B 2500 1000 23000,32750"

B 500 3?50 22000,34375;

B 2000 3000 23000,28750;

B 1500 to00 22780,34500;

B 1500 4000 23000,28750¡

B 1500 2000 23000,32750;

B 1000 1500 23000,34250;

B 1000 750 23000,33875;

B 500 7000 23000,30250;

B 500 1000 23000,34250;

B 1000 6750 24250,29875;

25 Lambda = 250;

DS 1002;

9 polycut;
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42 -500,-500 500,500¡

LlIP;

B 1000 1000 0,0;

L I{C;

B 500 500 0,0:

L IIM;

B 1000 1000 0,0;

DF;

DS 1003;

9 diffcut;

42 -500,-500 500,500;

L ND;

B 1000 1000 0,0;

L NC;

B 500 500 0,0;

L NM;

B 1000 1000 0,0;

DF;

DS 1001;

9 connect;

42 -3250,0 212000, 162250i

L NM;

(this ts the interconnect for gnd between Pads);

ltì¡ 2ooo 30500,136750 27750,136750 27750,132500 22250,132500 22250,t000

186500,1000 186500,136750 100000,136750:

(this 1s the j.nterconnect for vdd between pads);

!Í 2ooo -2260,26500 -2250,161250 211000, t6t250 211000,26500;
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(thls is pad in no. 6 interconnect) ¡

L NP;

c 1002 T 27750,148500;

lV 500 27750,148500 27750,128750 32500,128750;

c 1002 T 32500.128750;

L NM;

vù 750 26250,148500 27750,148500;

vü 750 32500,128750 32500,48250;

c 1002 I 32500,48250¡

L NP;

vù 500 32500,48250 46250,48250¡

c 1002 T 46250,48250;

(tUts is pad in no. 7 interconnect);

L NM;

llü ?50 44750,732750 44750,131000 34500.131000 34500,109500;

c t002 T 34500,109500¡

L NP;

ltÙ 500 34500,109500 46250,109500:

c 1002 T 46250,109500;

(tlis is pad in no. 5 interconnect);

L IIM;

ït ?50 26260,L220O0 3o5oO,L2ãAOO 30500.33?50 34500,33750 34500,28250;

c 1003 T 34500,28250;

L ND:

ld 500 34500,28250 46250,28250:

(thts is pad in no. 4 interconnect);

I NP;

c 1002 T 28?50,95500;

l,ìl 500 28750,95500 34500'95500;
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c 1002 T 34500,95500;

L NM;

tìt 750 26250,95500 28750,95500;

Iltl 750 34500,95500 34500,40000¡

c 1002 T 34500,59750;

C t002 T 34500,40000¡

t NP;

l,{ 500 34500,40000 46250,40000;

lt] 500 34500,59750 46250,59750;

c 1002 T 46250,59750;

c 1002 T 46250,40000;

(tiris is pad in no. 3 interconnect);

L NP;

c 1002 T 28750,69000;

!V 500 28750,69000 36500,69000¡

c 1002 T 36500,69000;

L NM;

Íü 750 26250,69000 28750,69000¡

Iltl 750 36500,69000 36500,38250;

c Looz t gosoo,sgooo;

c t002 T 36500,38250;

L NP;

t[ 500 36500,58000 46250,58000¡

llü 500 36500,38250 46250,38250¡

c 1002 T 46250,38250¡

c 1002 1 46250,58000;

(tt¡i.s is pad in no. 2 Ínterconnect);

L NM¡

üI 750 26250,42500 28750,42500"
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!Ì 750 38500,43500 38500,23750 46250,23750:'

c 1002 T 28750,42500;

c 1002 T 38500,43500;

L NP;

Íü 500 28?50,42500 28750,43500 46250,43500;

c 1002 T 46250,43500;

(th:.s is pad in no. 1 interconnect);

L NM;

ï,¡ 750

1ll 750

c 1002

L NP;

!ìl 500

G 1002

L NM;

v.¡ 750

c roo2

26250, 16000 32500, 16000 32500,22000 46250,22000"

32500,22000 32500,27000;

T 32500,27000;

32500,27000 32500,35750;

T 32500,35750;

32500, 35750 32500,41750;

T 32500,41750;

L NP;

V,] 500 32500,41750 46250,41750;

c 1002 T 46250,41750;

(ttris is pad Ín no. 8 interconnect);

L NM;

Il1] 750 55oOO,131oOO 53000,131000 53000,129000 36500,129000 36500,98000;

vü 750 97750,!32750 97750,131000 60000,131000;

c t002 T 60000,131000;

c 1002 T 55000,131000;

c 7002 T 36500,98000;

L NP;

!ì¡ 500 55000, 131000 60000,131000;
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1ll 500 36500,98000 46250,98000:

c 7002 T 46250,98000;

(this is pad in no. 9 interconnect):

L NM;

tlt 750 55ooo,129oo0 55000,127000 38500,127000 38500,99750;

I{ 750 !24250,L32750 124250,129000 60000,129000;

c 1002 T 60000,129000;

c 1002 T 55000,129000:

c to02 T 38500,99750;

L NP;

lll 500 55000,129000 60000,129000;

ltl 500 38500,99750 46250,99750;

c 1002 T 46250,99750;

(ttr:.s :.s pad in no. 10 interconnect);

L NM¡

!r 750 150750,132750 150750,116000;

(th:.s is pad in no. 11 interconnect);

L NM;

1,[¡ 750 t77250,132750

(this i.s pad out no.

L NP;

t77250,131000 166?50,131000 166750,114250 164250,114250;

12 interconnect);

vü 500

C TOO2

L NM;

1.{ 750

c to02

L NP;

lrù 500

c 1002

176000,92750 174250,92750¡

T 174250,92750;

174250,92750 174250, 109500;

T t74250,109500;

174250,109500 164250, 109500¡

T 164250,109500;
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(this is pad out no. 13 interconnect) ¡

t¡l 500 176000,66250 172250,66250¡

c to02 T 172250,66250;

L NM;

!V 750 L72250,66250 172250,96000:

c 1002 T 172250,96000;

L NP;

ltü 500 172250,96000 164250,96000¡

(this is pad out no. 14 interconnect);

L NP;

tìl 500 176000,39750 174250,39750¡

c 1002 T 174250,39750:

L NM;

ïü 750 174250,39750 174250,48250;

c 1002 T t?4250,48250;

L NP;

vt 500 L74250,48250 164250,48250;

c 1002 T 164250,48250;

(tt¡ts is pad out no. 15 interconnect);

L NP;

t,! 500 176000,13250 174250,13250¡

c 1002 T t74250,13250;

L NM;

!I ?50 774250,73250 174250,28500 170000,28500:

c 1002 T 170000,28500;

L NP¡

Ilt 500 170000,28500 163750,28500¡

c 1002 T 163750,28500;

(tt¡is ts pad gnd lnterconnect);
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t NM;

Ilù 2ooo 20t250,119250 171000,119250 1?1000,107000 168000,10?000 168000,32000;

vü looo 168000,32000 168000,31000 164250,31000;

!r¡ 1000 168000,107000 164250,107000;

1ll looo 168000,50750 164250,50750;

lrû 1000 168000,71500 164250,71500;

(this is pad vdd interconnect);

L NM;

tf 2o0o 68?50,149000 5?5oO,149oOO 57500, t22500 41250, 122500 41250,26250|

Inl looo 41250,26250 4t250,25500 46250,25500;

vù 1000 41250,56250 46250,56250;

l{ 1000 4L250,112500 46250,tI2500;

lV 1000 4t250,67250 46250,67250;

![ 1000 47250,84000 46250,84000;

tr¡ 1000 4!250 ,36500 46250.36500 ¡

vù 1000 41250,45250 46250,45250;

lll 1000 41250,101500 46250,101500;

(these are the node labels for all the Pads);

94 vdd 68750 149000 Nl.l;

94 gnd 198750 119250 NM;

94 PHI2SL 10000 13250 NM;

94 PHIISI 10000 39750 NM¡

94 PHT2NSL 10000 66250 NM;

94 PHT1NSL 10000 92750 NM;

94 MSKSRIN 1OOOO 119250 NM;

94 SIGSRIN 10000 145?50 NM;

94 DATSRIN 42250 149OOO NM;

94 PHT2NDL 95250 149000 NM;

94 PHT1NDL !21750 149000 NM;
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94 PHI1DL 148250 149000 NM¡

94 PHT2DL 114750 149000 NM:

94 DATOUT 198750 92750 IIM;

94 COMPOUT 198750 66250 NM;

94 STGOUT 198750 39750 NM:

94 MSKOUT 198750 13250 IIM;

c t002 T 41250,96000;

L [P;

Ilü 500 41250,96000 46250,96000;

DF;

c 1001 T 0,0:

DS 1004;

9 u-logo¡

42 -500,-500 4000,4000;

L NM¡

lì, 1000 0,3500 0,0 3500,0 3500,3500;

DF;

DS 1005;

9 o-fogo;

42 -500,-500 4000,4000;

I NM;

C 1004 T 0,0¡

vû 1000 0,3500 3500,3500¡

DF¡

DS 1006¡

9 f-Iogo;
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42 -500,-500 4000,4000¡

L NM;

tll 1000 0,0 0,3500 3500,3500;

vf 1000 0,1750 1750,1750;

DF;

DS 1007;

9 a-Iogo;

42 -500,-500 4000,4000;

L NM¡

Vìl 1000

lll 1000

DF;

0,0 0,3500 3500,3500 3500,0 3500,0¡

0,1750 3500,1750;

DS 1008;

9 d-Iogo;

42 -500,-500 4000,4000;

L NM;

trû looo 3500,3500 3500.0 0,0 0,175c 3500,1750;

DF;

DS 1009;

9 e-logo;

42 -500,-5oo 4000,4000;

I NM;

c 1006 T 0,0;

Itù. 1000 0,0 3500,0 ¡

DF;
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i

I

DS 1010;

9 l-Iogo¡

42 -500,-500 4000,4000;

L NM;

vù 1000 0,3500 0,0 3500,0¡

DF;

DS 1011;

9 p-logo;

42 -500,-500 4000,4000¡

L NM;

$¡ looo o,o 0,3500 3500,3500 3500,1750 0,1?50:

DF;

DS 1012¡

9 b-logo;

42 -500,-500 4000,4000;

L NM;

t{ looo 0,3500 0,0 3500,0 3500,1750 0,1750;

DF;

DS 1013;

9 1-logo;

42 1250,-500 2250,4000;

L NM;

v¡ 1000 1750,3500 1750,0;

DF;

I

\

l

DS 1014¡
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9 i-]ogo;

42 -500,-500 4000,4000¡

L NM;

lll 1000 1750,3500 1750,0:

Ìrl 1000 0,3500 3500,3500;

l| 1000 0,0 3500,0;

DF¡

DS 1015;

9 c-Iogo;

42 -500,-500 4000,4000;

L NM;

vü 1000 3500,3500 0,3500 0,0 3500,0;

DF;

DS 1016¡

9 g-logo;

42 -500,-500 4000,4000;

L NM;

c 1015 1 0,0;

üt 1000 3500,0 3500,1750;

DF;

DS 1017;

I eight-logo¡

42 -600,-500 4000,4000;

L NM;

c 1005 T 0,0;

lü 1000 0,1750 3500,1750;
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DF

I

I

I

DS 1018;

9 two-logo;

42 -500,-500 4000,4000;

t NM;

Tf 1o0o 0,3500 3500,3500 3500,1750 0.1750 0,0

3500,0 ¡

DF¡

DS 1019;

9 dash-logo;

42 500,t250 2750,2250:

L NM;

vt 1000 1000,1750 2250,t75C:

DF;

DS 1020;

9 j-logo;

42 -500,-500 4000,4000;

L NM;

I/ì¡ 1000 0,3500 3500,3500;

llt' 1o0o 1750,3500 1750,0 0,0 0,1750;

DF;

DS 1021;

9 n-Iogo;

42 -500,-500 4000,4000;

L NM;
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Itll 1000 0,0 0,3500 3500,3500 3500,0¡

Dr¡

DS t022;

9 w-logo;

42 -500,-500 4000,4000;

L NM;

T| 1000 0,3500 0,0 3500,0 3500,3500;

l¡'I 1o0o 1750,0 1750,3500;

DF;

DS 1023:

9 k-logo;

42 -500,-500 4000,4000;

L NM;

lrl 1000 0,0 0,3500;

Ìl[ 1000 0,1750 3500,1?50 3500,3500;

lt| 1000 2500.1750 2500,0;

DF;

DS 1024;

9 four-Iogo;

42 -500,-500 4000,4000;

L NM;

vt 1000

rll 1000

DF;

0,3500 0,1750 3500,1750;

3500,3500 3500,0;

DS 1025;
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I logo;

42 0,0 64000,16250;

c 1004 T 500,1225,02

C 1005 T 9250,t2250t

c 1006 T 14500.72250;

c 1007 T 23250,L2250;

c 1008 T 28500,t2250;

c 1009 T 33750,72250;

c 1010 T 39000,12250;

c 1007 T 44250,12250;

c 1014 T 49500,12250;

c 1008 T 54750,12250"

c 1009 T 60000,L2250;

c 1009 T 5250,6000;

c 1009 T 10500,6000;

c 1017 T 15?50,6000;

c 1018 T 21000,6000;

c 1019 T 26250,6000;

c 1005 T 31500,6000;

c 1024 T 36750,6000;

c 1019 T 42000,6000;

c 1023 T 47250,6000;

c 1009 T 52500,6000;

c 1007 T 12250,500;

c 7022 T 17500,500;

C 1019 T 22750,500¡

c 1020 T 28000,500;

c t02t T 33250,500;

DF;

l

T
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{
ì

c to25 T 72500,3000;

DS 9070:

9 layout;

42 -3250,0 212000,r62250i

c 501 R 0,-1 T -3250,26750;

c 501 R 0,-1 I -3250,53250;

c 501 R 0,-1 T -3250,?9?50:

c 501 R 0,-1 T -3250,106250:

c 501 R 0,-1 T -3250,132750;

c 501 R 0,-1 T -3250,159250;

c 501 R -1,0 T 55500,t62250t

c 7 R -1,0 T 82000,162250;

c 501 R -1,0 T 108500.t62250;

c 501 R -1,0 T 135000,162250;

c 501 R -1,0 T 161500,L62250a

c 501 R -1,0 T 188000,t62250t

c 6 R 0,1 T 2t2000,106000;

c4R0,1T212000,79500;

C4R0,1T212000,53000¡

c4R0,1T212000,26500;

c4R0,1 T2t2O0O,0"

DF;

c 9070 T 0,0;

I

r

End
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APPDNDD( E

THE WDSTE AND ESHRAGHIAN CMOS DESIGN RULES

These rules a¡e copied from pages 104 - 106 of the book by rWeste and Esh¡aghian[48]'

A2*l 2r F-
MASK 1: THINOX

41. MINIMUM THINOX WOTH 2I

42, THINOX SPACING â
(n+ to n+ or p+ to p+)

43. p+ ¡o n+ SPACING 8I

-d
4I

1

l+2ì
Àt

3T
84r----

u----J
+{ 3r l+

u+{

-I

L- J 5À
B5

MASK 2: ¡WELL

81. MINIMUM ÞWELL WIDTH 4I

82. MINIMUM ¡WELL SPACING à
(SÂME POTENTIAL)

83. MINIMUM ÈWELL SPACING 6I
(DIFFERENT POTENTIAL)

ll

-l
I

I

8T
A3

l+ 84. MTNTMUM ovEFllp oF
INTERNAL THINOX

85. MINIMUM SPACING TO
Ð(TERNAL THINOX

3T

5À

o4
2Tl++{

âl+
ø2

(6À FOH WELLS
ÂT OIFFERENT
POTEr{ÎÂLS)

D1

-2Xl+}{
I

c2 c3
l+a>l -+lrrt+

MASK 3: POLYSILICON

Cl. MINIMUM POLY WOTH 2r'

C2. MINIMUM POLY SPACING 2r

c3. MTNTMUM pOt-V-rXl¡¡OX r
SPACING

q¡. MINIMUM POLY GATE 2I
E(TENSION

C5. MINIMUM THINOX 2t
SOURCE/ORÁIN ÐíENSION

I
T
2I ort

02

m
I
1I

T

T
2I
.t

c3

c5T
2I

+àt

l+-+l
I
I

o3 c4

É-.t
A
cl

T
2ID3t

MASK4: p-PLUS

01. MINIMUM OVERI.AP OF THINOX â
D2. MINIMUM p-PLUS SPACTNO ã
D3, MINIMUM GATE OVERLÀP OR DISTANCE

TO GAIE EOGE 2I

TX. MINIMUM SPACING TO UNREI¡TED
THINOX 2Tt

ì
I

I þãd

þ

o¡
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E3
E2 É3

-rl 2l l+

-l{ à l+- +.| Il+-
E1 E3

I
ãE4

T

-l rlê

+l l.*3r-l
î

4{Il+
F3

MASK 5: CONTACT

El. MINIMUM CONTACT AREA

E2. MINIMUM CONTACT SPACING

E3. MINIMUM OVERTAP OF POLY
OR THINOX OVER CONTACT

2Ir2I
ã
T

El 2T

T
t\
T
E3

E4. MINIMUM SPACING TO GATE POLY 2A

E5. N+ SOURCSDRAIN CONTACT

E6. p+ gggsç*RAIN CONTACT

Et. vss coNTAcT

E8. Voo CONTACT

E9. Vss SPL|T (OR MERGEO)
CoNTACT (ELONGATED CONTACT
sHowN)

Eto. voo sPLtT cowTAcT
(2I x 2I CONTACTS SHOWN)

I
i
¡
II

I
À

TE5ÊT.d
rT

I

t
à

E9

t
2r

T

-*l 3T F_
I
Iil
I ffi ffil2\irtl
¡
I
¡

E8 Eô

F2FI
2\

FI
ãl+

I

+{ 2l l+-t
ã

T
El0

+'|rl+

l'*-er-l

IIASK 8: METAL

FT. MINIMUM METAL WIDTH 2I

F¿ MINIMUM METAL SPACING 3T

F3. MINIMUM METAL OVERI.AP I
OF CONTACT

r-'llt1t
lltlltltllrt
tl
L-J

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

L J

t
TF3

T

ffi

ffiffi
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APPENDD( F

THE ABCD, LLAMA AND CIr FILES FOIL A CMOS CIRCUIT.

The tisting that appears first in this appendix is the ABCD description of the

CMOS carry input generation circuit to the eight bit adder discussed in Chapter IV.

#

# $Header$

#

# Creabed by ICE 1.1 on Tue May 6 1?:32:17 1986

#

begin carin bbox=(18,5.24,32)

sa-nvr: pin metal (18,32)

sb-w: pin metal (18,31)

co-se: pin ¡netal. (24,9)

vss-e: pin metal (24,30)

vdd-e: pin metal (24'19)

d4: device p-type (20,26) w=2

d5r device p-tyPe (22,26) w=2

d6: device p-type (22,24) w=2

d7: device p-type (20,24) w=2

d8: device p-type (20,22) w=2

d9: device p-tyPe (22,22) w=2

d10: device p-tyPe (22,20) w=2

d11: devlce P-tyPe (20,20) w=2

d72: device n-type (20,28) w=2
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d13

dt4

d15:

d16:

d17:

cd12D:

cd4D

cd6S

cd6S1

cdSD

cd8D1:

cd10S:

cd10S1

cd125:

cd4S

cdTS

cdSS

device

device

device

device

device

wire

wire

wire

contact

wire

contact

contact

wire

contact

contact

wire

contact

contact

tvi.re

contact

wire

contact

contact

wlre

contact

wire

contact

wtre

contact

n-type (22,28) w=2

n-type (22,13,

n-type (20,13)

p-type (20,16)

p-type (22,76)

metal w=2 (18,30) (24,30)

metal w=2 (18,19) (24.19)

¡netal (cd12D) (21,30)

autocontact d12.d

metal (cd4D) (cd6S)

autocontact d4.d

autocontact d6.s

metal (cd6S1) (cd8D)

autocontact d6.s

autocontact, d8.d

netal (c¿18D1) (cd10S)

autocontact d8.d

autocontact d10.s

¡netal (cd10S1) (21,19)

autocontact d10.s

metal (cd12S) (cd4S)

autocontact d12.s

autocontact d4.s

metal (19,26) (cd7S)

autocontact d7.s

metal (cd8S) (L9,24)

autocontact d8.s

metal (19,22) (cd11s)

autocontact d11.s
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I
I

I

I

I

I

l

I
I

I

I

cd10D

cdgD:

cd6D:

cd5D

cd13D

cd17D:

cd14D

cd165:

cd15S:

ci:

wire

contact

contact

wire

contact

wire

contact

wire

contact

wire

wlre

wire

contact

wire

contact

wire

wire

wire

u¡ire

wire

contact

contact

wire

wire

wire

wire

wire

contact

contact

metal (cd10D) (cdgD)

autocontact d10.d

autocontact d9.d

netal (23,22) (cd6D)

autocontact d6.d

¡neta1 C23,24) (cd5D)

autocontact d5.d

metal (23,26) (cd13D)

autocontacù d13.d

po).y (22,32) C22,16)

poly (20,31) (20,18)

metal (20,18) (23,18) (cd17D)

autocontact d17.d

metal (23,16) (cd14D)

autocontact d14.d

metal (23,20) (24,20)

poly (24,20) (24,15) (20,15) (20,16)

pory (22,15) (22,t3)

poly (18,20) (18,15) (19,15)

metal (cd16S) (cd15S)

autocontact d16,s

autocontact d15.s

metaL (19,20) (18,20)

metal (18,31) (24,31)

metal (24,32) (18,32)

netal (22,17) (18,17) (18,14)

Poly (18,14) (20,14) (20'13)

autocontact (20,31)

autocontacl (22,32)
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c3:

c4i

c5:

c6:

c7z

c8:

c9:

c10:

cd16D:

cd14S:

cd14S1:

contact

contact

contact

contact

contact

contact

contact

contact

wire

contact

contact

wire

contact

wlre

contacfc11

autocontact (18,20)

autocontacL (24,2O)

autocontact (20,18)

autocontact (22,17)

autocontact (19,15)

autocontact (18,14)

vss (21,30)

vdd (21,19)

metal (cô16D) (cd1aS)

autocontact d16.d

autocontact d14.s

metal (cd14S1) (21,9) (24,9)

autocontact d14.s

¡netal w=2 (18,5) (24,5)

vss (21,5) or=n

end carin

The second listing is the LLAMA description of the carry in circuit.

begin nane=carin tech=cmos units=2000000 elements=159 depth=O bbox=(-7,-15,108,439)

pin metaJ. (94,161,108,175) vdd-e

pin metal (94,379,108,393) vss-e

pin metal (99,t5,104,21) co-e

pin metal (-3,407,3,413) sb-w

pin metal (-9,a22,3,433) sa-nw

layer thinox
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rect (43,379,57,393)

rect (16,343,86,371)

rect (13,350,16,364)

rect (86,350,89,364)

rect (16,291,86,319)

rect (13,298,16,312)

rect (86,298,89,312)

rect (16,255,86,283)

rect (13 ,262,t6,276)

rect (86,262,89,276)

rect (16,219,86,247)

rect (13,226,76,240)

rect (86 ,226,89,24o)

rect (16,183,86,211)

rect (13,190,16,204)

rect (86,190,89,204)

rect (43,161,57,175)

rect (13,99,89, 113)

rect (13,29,89,43)

rect (43, -'l ,57 ,'l)

Layer poly

rect (56 ,422,61,438)

rect (61,93,67,438)

rect (67 ,422,72,438)

rect (28,402,33,418)

rect (33,139,39,418)

rect (39,402,44,418)

rect (-7,190,-3,204)

rect (-3,81,3,204)
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rect (3,190,8,204)

rect (93,190,98,204)

rect (98,81,104,204)

rect (104, 190, 108,204)

rect (29, 139,33,153)

rect (39, 139,44, 153)

rect (56,121,61,135)

rect (67,121,71,135)

rect (33,81,39,119)

rect (13,76,27,92)

rect (3,81,13,87)

rect (39,81,61,87)

rect (61 ,23,67 ,87)

rect (67,81,98,87)

rect (-7,51,7,66)

rect (7,55,33,61)

rect (33,23,39,61)

layer p-welI

recb (5,335,97,408)

rect (5,-15,97,51)

layer p-plus

rect (39,375,61,397)

rect (12,179,90,323)

rect (9,294,t2,3L6)

rect (90,294,93,316)

rect (9,258,12,28O)

rect (90,258.93,280)

rect (9,222,I2,244)

rect (90,222,93,244)
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rect (9,186,12,208)

rect (90, 186,93,208)

rect (9,95,93, 117)

rect (39,-11,61,11)

layer metal

rect (55,421,73,439)

rect ('3,427,55,433)

rect (73,427,L04,433)

recb (27,401,45,419)

rect (-3,40'1,27,4L3)

rect (45 ,407 , 104 , 4 13)

rect (-7,379,47,393)

recl (47,350,53,393)

rect (53,379, 108,393)

rect (13,350, 17,364)

rect (17, 190,23,364)

rect (23,350,27,364)

rect (43,350,47,364)

rect (53,350,5?,364)

rect (75,350,79,364)

rect (79, 190,85,364)

rect (85,350,89,364)

rect (13,298,17.3L2)

rect (23,298 ,27 ,312)

rect (43,298,47,312)

rect (47,161,53,312)

rect (53,298,57,312)

rect (75,298,79,312)

rect (85,298,89,312)
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rect (13,262,11,276)

îecL (23,262,27,276)

rect (43,262,41,276)

rect (53,262,57,276)

rect (75,262,79,276)

rect (85,262,89,276)

rect (13,226,L',l,240)

rect (23,226,27 ,24O)

rect (43,226,47,24O)

rect (53,226,57,240)

rect (75,22ô,?9,240)

rect (85,226,89,240)

rect (-7,190,17,204)

rect (23, tg},27,2O4)

reÇt (43,190,47,204)

rect (53,190,57,204)

rect (75 , 190,79,204)

rêct (85,190,108,204)

rect (-7,161,47,175)

rect (53,161,108,175)

rect (29,139,45,153)

rect (45, 143,79, 149)

rect (79,29,85,149)

rect (55,121,?1,135)

rect (-3,51,3,131)

rect (3,125,55,131)

rect (13,75,17,113)

rect (17,29,23,113)

rect (23,75,27,113)
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rect (43,99,47,113)

rect (47,15,53,113)

rect (53,99,57,113)

rect (75,99,79,113)

tect (85,99,89,113)

rect (-7,51,-3,67)

rect (3,51,7,67)

rect (13,29, 17,43)

rect (23,29,27,43)

rect (43,29,47,43)

rect (53,29,57,43)

rect (75,29,79,43)

rect (85,29,89,43)

rect (53,15,104,21)

rect (-7, -7, 108,7)

layer cut

rect (61,427,67,433)

rect (33,407,39,413)

rect (47 ,383,53,389)

rect (17,354,23,360)

rect (47,354,53,360)

rect (79,354,85,360)

rect (17,302,23,308)

rect (4?,302,53,308)

rect (79,302,85,308)

rect (i7,266,23,272)

rect (47 ,266,53,272)

rect (79,266,85,272)

rect (17,230,23,236)
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rect

rect

rect

rect

rect

rect

rect

rect

rect

rect

rect

rect

rect

rect

rect

rect

rect

rect

rect

end

(47,230,53,236)

(79,230, 85,236)

(-3 , 194 ,3,200)

(17, 194 ,23,200)

(47,194,53,200)

(79 , 194 ,85,200)

(98 , 194 , 104 ,200)

(47,165,53,L71)

(33, 143,39, 149)

(61, 12s,67, 131)

(17, 103,23, 109)

(47, 103,53, 109)

(79, 103,85, 109)

(17,91,23,8T)

(-3,55,3,61)

(17 ,33,23,39)

(47 ,33,53,39)

(79,33.85,39)

(47, -3,53,3)

The third listing is the CIF description of the carry in circuit.

DS 500 50 2¡

( CIF syrnbol 500 generated from carin.Il );

94 vdd-e 326 396 CM;

94 vss-e 326 8t2 CM;
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94 co-se 326 0 CM;

94 sb-w 0 8?2 CM;

94 sa-nw 0 922 CM;

LCM;

B 40 40 180 922 ;

B 170 20 75 922 :

B 136 20 268 922 t

B 40 40 100 8?2 ;

B 902035872t

B 2t6 20 228 872 t

B 150 40 55 812 ;

B 20 100 140 782 ;

B 196 40 248 812 ;

B 104035752;

B 20 336 50 604 ;

B 104065752¡

B 10 40 L25 752 ;

B 10 40 155 752 ;

B 10 40 261 752 ;

B 20 336 276 604 ;

B 10 40 291 752 ;

B 104035666;

B 104065666;

B 10 40 125 666 ;

B 20 310 140 531 ;

B 10 40 155 666 ;

B 10 40 261 666 ;

B 10 40 291 666 :

B 104035596;
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l

I

I

I

B 104065596;

B 10 40 125 596 ;

B 10 40 155 596 :

B 10 40 261 596 ;

B 10 40 291 596 ;

B 104035526¡

B 104065526;

B 10 40 125 526 ;

B 10 40 155 526 ;

B 10 40 26L 526 ;

B 10 40 297 526 ;

B 604010456;

B 104065456;

B 10 40 125 456 ;

B 10 40 155 456 ;

B 10 40 261 456 ;

B 60 40 316 456 ¡

B 150 40 55 396 ;

B 196 40 248 396 ;

B 40 40 100 33ô ;

B 146 20 193 336 ;

B 20 316 2?6 188 ;

B 40 40 180 286 ;

B 20 2060193;

B 150 20 85 286 |

B 109635198;

B 20 216 50 138 :

B 109665198;

B 10 40 125 226 :
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I

I

i

l

i

ì
i

B 20 256 140 118 ;

B 10 40 L55 226 ;

B 10 40 26L 226 ;

B 10 40 29L 226 |

B 10 40 -15 110 ;

B 104015110;

B 10403550;

B 10406550;

B 104012550;

B 10401555C;

B 104026150;

B 104029150i

B 186202430|

LCN;

B 40 40 140 S12 :

B 266 40 163 752 t

B 266 40 163 666 ;

B 266 40 163 596 ;

B 266 40 163 526 ;

B 266 40 163 456 ;

B 40 40 140 396 ;

B 40 405Q226 |

B 40 40 140 226 :

B 40 40 276 226 ;

B 502095226i

B 96 20 208 226 ;

B 40405050;

B 404014050:

B 404027650;
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B 50209550;

B 962020850;

LCP;

B 10 40 t65 922 ;

B 20 742 t$o 57L t

B 10 40 195 922 ;

B 104085872 ¡

B 20 576 100 604 ;

B 10 40 7L5 872 ;

B 10 40 -15 456 ;

B 203160318;

B 104015456;

B 10 40 311 456 ;

B 20 316 326 318 ;

B 10 40 341 456 ;

B 104085336;

B 10 40 115 336 ;

B 10 40 165 286 ;

B 10 40 195 286 ;

B 20 92 100 206 ;

B 404050170;

B 202020t70;

B 60 20 140 170 ;

B 20 156 180 102

B 126 20 253 t70

B 40400110¡

B 702055110;

B 209610072;

LCPW;
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B 286 822 t63 43t ;

LCPP;

B 60 60 L4O 8t2 i

B 286 270 163 561 ;

B 60605o2263

B 60 60 140 226 ;

B 60 60 276 226 ;

B 30 4095226;

B ?6 40 208 226 
"

LCï;

B 20 20 r80 922 
"

B 20 20 t00 872 t

B 20 20 140 812 ;

B 20 2050752;

B 20 20 t40 752 ;

B 2020 50666;

B 20 20 140 666 ;

B 20 20 276 666 t

B 20 2050596;

B 20 20 140 596 ;

B 20 20 276 596 ;

B 20 2050526;

B 20 20 t40 526 ;

B 20 20 276 526 ;

B 20 200456;

B 202050456;

B 20 20 140 456 ;

B 20 20 276 456 ;
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820

820

820

820

820

326 456

140 396

100 336

180 286

50 226

20

20

20

20

20

I

B 20 20 t40 226 :

B 20 20 276 226 ;

B 2020 50170;

B 20 200110;

B 2020 5050;

B 20 2014050;

B 202027650;

DF;

(0uter Call made to symbol with the greatest

c500;

End

depth);
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